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ABSTRACT 

Overabundance of information has been well documented as a drag on human perfor

mance. Theoretical constructs such as visual dominance have led to visualization systems as 

a palliative, integrating cumbersome amounts of incoming data into more tractable forms. 

Most such systems have accepted only numerical inputs. I designed, developed, and eval

uated a time-based visualization system for textual information, using situation awareness 

theory to evaluate the system. 

The system analyzes texts, such as emails and instant messages, as they arrive on the 

desktop and presents a labeled display, using suffix tree clustering and multidimensional 

scaling, of similarity between texts, updated as the mix of incoming texts changes. 

The system aids decision makers subject to information overload. I evaluated the sys

tem's performance under a simulated crisis in which groups of 30 students played the role of 

advisors to the University president during a recreation of an actual campus shooting. Half 

of the students used the visualization system to receive input, while half used a compet

ing text-based system. Subjects were evaluated using an instrument drawn from situation 

awareness theory and found to achieve higher levels of situation awareness using the vi

sualization system. Additional measures collected provide some guidelines for design of 

text-oriented, time-based visualization systems. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study oft'ers the first evaluation of a time-based text visualization system on manage

rial effectiveness. Prior studies have typically evaluated user satisfaction. User satisfaction 

matters, but the value of investments in new technology can not be appreciated without 

examining impact. This study represents a first step in examining impact, by eliciting re

quirements from an actual managerial situation with a known outcome. 

This study uses the first time-based text visualization offering a changing picture of a 

situation at the workgroup level. Many prior visualization systems treat textual material, 

but none offers an architecture amenable to real-time updates. Most visualization systems 

in the current literature ask subjects to search for material with or without the benefit of 

a visualization, but the visualization's changes are dependent only upon navigation. Visu

alization systems are typically intended to represent something about the world, and the 

world is typically changing, so such systems lack an important dimension of representation. 

This system adds that dimension. 

This study uses a prior theoretical construct from the situation awareness literature, 

but extends it into a new area. Situation awareness has been shown to be linked to system 

features and to be expressible in three levels of consciousness, but primarily in aircraft crews 

and nuclear plant operators. This study extends the knowledge of situation awareness into 

managerial emergency response. 

Testing of the present system has invoh'-ed some i86 experimental subjects. Subjects 

nearly filled a thirty person lab on seven occasions in April 2003, playing a scenario de

veloped following an actual emergency on campus in October 2002. Such a large scale 

test, coupled with proven methodologies, allows statistical inferences not available in many 

visualization studies. 
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I.I INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR MANAGERS 

Changing views of managerial work in the past decade, coupled with the rise of helpful 

technologies, have made this thesis possible. The past ten years have seen an expansion 

of the popular view of decision making to encompass the sensemaking that enables the 

framing of decisions. At the same time, information visualization has exploded onto the 

scene, propelled by ongoing growth in computer capabilities, and an ongoing recognition of 

the synergy between computer-based display systems and the human vision system. Finally, 

the study of situation awareness has grown in two major directions, first in measuring 

situation awareness of operators of computer-based systems and second in using new results 

in cognitive science to refine the underlying theoretical constructs. 

To introduce this thesis, I will describe the state of study of information technology for 

managers, the problem of information overload, and the systems development approach to 

studying the problem. 

In 2003, managers have to navigate uncertain IT terrain as management consultants 

warn them that IT doesn't matter Carr (2003). Such warnings include dull pronounce

ments like "Studies of corporate IT spending consistently show that greater expenditures 

rarely translate into superior financial results." This warning sounds suspiciously like a les

son learned from the first myth, "if you give managers more information, they will make 

better decisions," exploded by AckofF (1967). 

While Carr uses industries like railroads to make his point, studies of disciplines tell a 

different story. Murch (2000), for instance, describes the history of sound in motion pic

tures, observing that, upon introduction, it was a bottleneck, conferring autocratic status 

on the earliest sound mixers, who wielded the supreme power of "cutting" a scene that 

might cost over a thousand dollars a minute to refilm. Their power arose largely from the 

impossibility of recreating their product after filming. At that time, they operated from 

special command towers with direct com.munications to every element in the production 

hierarchy. Murch describes sound mixers in 1972 as having been reduced from a lofty posi
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tion in a special tower to "stuck in some dark corner with his equipment cart," relegated to 

fixing problems after the fact. 

What an observer like Carr would miss in this picture is that the sound mixer remains 

essential (seen any silent movies lately?) and that his technology has evolved from repre

senting a bottleneck to representing an opportunity. The position of the sound mixer is 

analogous to that of the information technology specialist in an organization where the 

CEO focuses on problem areas. 

Carr has documented the firestorm of controversy surrounding his article at his website, 

where enough luminaries have weighed in on the subject to ensure that IT certainly matters 

to the fame of Nicholas Carr. These luminaries include the CEOs of Microsoft, Intel, and 

other companies whose fabulous profits depend completely on whether IT matters. 

A central thesis of Carr is that few firms find opportunity- in IT, and that it is going 

the way of railroads and electricity. He even shows a comparison graph of miles of railroad 

track, electrical generation power, and growth of IT, measured by ... number of hosts 

connected to the Internet! As Ackoft" and others have pointed out since the dawn of this 

profession, the bottleneck for IT is surely not access. So it becomes important to look 

beyond whether IT matters and figure out what matters about IT. 

In a keynote speech at InfoVis'98, George Robertson, ofMicrosoft Research, warned of 

the conflict between market forces. On the one hand, the market demands more and more 

product features in software. On the other hand, feature discoverability declines with the 

addition of more features. This kind of conflict drives a certain kind of study of information 

technology. It's a conflict that doesn't go away with the application of fundamentally faster 

processors or lower sticker prices or ubiquity of Internet connectivity. This is the kind of 

study of IT that matters now and will matter for the foreseeable future. 
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1.2 INFORMATION OVERLOAD 

The pace of information production is accelerating. Look at the comparisons being made 

to the Library of Congress over the past five years for a taste. 

At the Internet Librarian '98 conference in Monterey, Alexa reported that its collection 

(later called the Internet Archive) w^as already almost as large as the Library of Congress. 

Three years later, the Los Angeles Times, 25 October 2001, quoted Ed Chi of Xerox PARC 

boasting that the Internet Archive would allow access to as much material as in five Li

braries of Congress. 

Print, film, magnetic, and optical storage media produced about 5 exabytes of new 

information in 2002, according to Lyman and Varian (2003). This amounts to about half a 

million Libraries of Congress. Ninety-two percent of the new information was stored on 

magnetic media, mostly in hard disks. 

The Library of Congress is not used only as a size benchmark. My notes from a con

ference in January 2000 show that keynote speaker Lawrence Prusak commented there are 

no waiting lines at the Library of Congress. I believe he paused for laughter, then added, 

"Eighty eight million items, and no waiting folks!" His point was that access to more 

information in no way implies more use of information. 

During my doctoral studies, I have met serving officers of the US Navy who express 

dismay that they are held accountable for reading the "important parts" of approximately 

5,000 messages per day. Electronic transmission of information means that managers can 

be held accountable for what they did or did not read, yet the available information dwarfs 

any reasonable person's capacity. 

The flow will surely not decrease and any examination of managerial work shows that 

the maxim of AckofF (1967) that more information is often worse than less, remains true 

today. 

The information overload problem itself can be seen as a contributor to the problem 

of lack of situation awareness, and here there are theoretical constructs to study in greater 
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detail. The question 1 have to answer is about how to study these constructs to bring value 

to managers and to designers of systems to support managers. 

1.3 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 

The approach described by Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) and depicted in figure i.i has in

formed my doctoral studies, as it has much of the research emanating from the University 

of Arizona MIS department for twenty five years. The core of this approach is to transmit 

results from systems development activities to activities related to formulating and evaluat

ing theories, in the field and in the laboratory. 

In this case, having identified the problem of information overload for managers, the 
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systems development approach calls for me to develop a computer-based system to help 

and to investigate the results through laboratory or field experiments and to offer refined 

theoretical results. This is an iterative approach and I have labored through many iterations. 

First, I identified an opportunity, to be described in the Information Visualization 

chapter. This opportunity consists of the ease with which the human vision system can 

be partnered with computer-based systems for visualization. This opportunity, along with 

improved availability of faster and faster computer hardware, has led to the establishment 

and growth of the field of information visualization. The field offers techniques for visual

ization and results of relevant studies, described in the Information Visualization chapter. 

The study of information visualization suggests that a system portraying at a glance 

the relationships between objects will enable managers to work more effectively with those 

objects. In particular, the objects of concern in my study are texts and include the vast 

number of text messages of various forms, such as email, instant messages, text messags, 

voice mails, and free-form web pages, that managers must process. 

The information visualization field acts as a customer of related analytical fields, and 

from these I have taken the techniques of multidimensional scaling and sulBx tree clus

tering to support the visualization. These techniques quantify the relationships between 

texts based on the content similarity of one text to another and provide an optimal spatial 

mapping of the text relationships, Avithin the very narrow bounds of what the system knows 

about the texts, as defined by very fast, but relatively lightweight computation linguistics 

tools used to parse incoming text. 

The visualization field offers plenty of help in finding techniques and evaluating the 

technical feasibility of techniques, but clearly lacks user evaluation studies, and this has 

shaped the remainder of my study. 

Searching for specific models for the effects of information overload, I discovered the 

study of situation awareness, and describe it in a separate chapter. The situation awareness 

literature provides well-studied theoretical constructs to evaluate the impact of a system on 

managerial decision maldng through situation awareness. 
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The state of the art in situation awareness research evaluation appears to be techniques 

best used during simulations. This, coupled with the security problems associated with 

the large amount of military data I have gathered, led to a laboratory experiment on the 

system as a way to test the effect of visualization techniques on the theoretical constructs 

of situation awareness. 

This laboratory experiment was a simulation of a disaster, to which subjects had to 

respond in a short time. The selection of this particular scenario was driven by the require

ments of measurement of situation awareness. The need to do requirements elicitation 

pointed toward a phenomenon with local experts, while the need for large numbers of sub

jects pointed to something management students could reasonably be expected to master. 

While working on the scenario problem, a major tragedy occurred on the campus of a 

large public university in October, 2002. The shooting of three professors and the subse

quent suicide of their murderer, plunged the campus into a deep grief. My own experience 

of trying to navigate the campus and to understand what was happening suggested that 

this might make a likely scenario. As a result, I attended briefings and interviewed a few 

officials and collected information that convinced me that the work of the President's office 

in the immediate aftermath of the shootings would work. I describe the resulting scenario 

in the chapter Experiment. 

Finally, I describe the results of the experiment, which showed that time-based text 

visualization may well offer the promise of better situation awareness, leading to better 

decision making. The experimental setting included two groups of subjects, one receiving 

input from the visualization system and the other receiving input from a text-based system. 

The Results chapter lists the differences in their situation awareness, as well as estimates of 

differences in time they spent actually looking at the visualization screens and text-based 

screens. These latter results were the major surprise in the study, as the visualization users 

spent more time acquiring information but also more time working on the managerial task 

at hand. The text-based group spent more time on irrelevant activities. 

To summarize, I have recognized a relevant information-related managerial problem 
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that may be addressed by the application of information technology. I have located an 

appropriate field of research and particular techniques that may, if applied together, solve 

the problem. I have investigated a cognitive model of the problem and well I-oiown ways 

to measure the constructs of that model. I have developed an experimental scenario that 

compares the developed system to a default system, and have found limited guidelines for 

the design of such systems. All this work has been undertaken within the framework of the 

Systems Development approach to research and, as such, it is not finished, but ready for 

another iteration. 

1 .4 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. 

Chapter 2 includes a discussion of the relevant literature in four areas. 

First, Chapter 2 describes the state of the art in information visualization, including 

the history of information visualization, the scope of study of information visualization, 

and directions information visualization research is taking today. Next I describe a specific 

related line of research on visual clustering, and conclude by considering the literature on 

the value of information visualization to managers. 

Second, Chapter 2 describes suffix tree clustering and some alternative clustering ap

proaches. The rationale for using suffix tree clustering is following by a description of the 

process. 

Third, Chapter 2 reviews multidimensional scaling, describing the history and some 

of the techniques used in multidimensional scaling. This section includes all the. major 

selections made to arrive at the multidimensional scaling algorithm used in this study. 

Fourth, Chapter 2 reviews the concept of convex hulls, used to prepare the display of 

clustered points. 

Finally, Chapter 2 provides exhaustive coverage of the literature on situation awareness. 

Briefly, I review the six major streams of related research in information scienes. Then I 
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discuss the history and theory of situation awareness research and details of the theoretical 

model. 

Chapter 3 describes the research problem and my methodology for solving it. First, I 

discuss the use of information visualization to impact situation awareness, then the specific 

system architecture to accomplish it. 

Chapter 4 describes my experimental study. I begin with a description of the goals, 

both of the study and the managerial goals of the study participants, since the goal of my 

study is to bear an impact on those managerial goals. 

Chapter 4 next describes the requirements elicitation process whereby I discovered how 

managerial goals could be met in a specific situation. These requirements are matched to 

the previously described situation awareness constructs, leading to three types of require

ments, which are discussed in turn. 

Chapter 4 next includes a complete description of the simulation scenario I developed 

due to the requirements elicitation process. This scenario includes both the messages to be 

transmitted and an analysis of why these particular messages are to be transmitted. 

Chapter 4 next describes the operational details of the experimental design. 

Finally, Chapter 4 concludcs with a statistical description of the results of the experi

mental study. 

Chapter 5 presents first a summary of the outcomes of this research, then concludes 

with a research statement of future study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 SITUATION AWARENESS 

2.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Before discussing the concept of visualization, I begin with the concept of the situation 

being portrayed by the visualization. Specifically, the visualization is of the relationships 

between texts pertinent to a situation. This concept of situation leads to a way to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the visualization. 

First, I discuss the different theoretical concepts of situation that have emerged in re

lated fields. From these concepts, I select one, Situation Awareness, that best fits the 

evaluation of visualization. I describe that concept in detail at the theoretical level and 

conclude with a technique for measuring it. 

2.1.2 THE CONCEPT OF SITUATION 

Information Science as a discipline concerns itself with information seeking behavior in 

humans, so it makes sense to look here for insight into the notion of what a situation is, 

since the visualization I construct can be construed as a vehicle for information presented 

to an information seeker. 

Situation as a concept began to attain prominence in Information Science only in the 

past few years. Cool (2001) notes that she provides the first review of the concept in Infor

mation Science literature. 

Cool describes six major theoretical perspectives on the situation concept. I summarize 

these six perspectives for their applicability to visualization as follows. 

I. The Problematic Situation. This treatment of the situation concept arises in the In
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formation Retrieval literature to motivate information seeking behavior. The prob

lematic situation occurs when a gap develops between a person's information needs 

and information state. Information seeking behavior can then be discussed as closing 

this gap or transforming this state. Clearly, the problematic situation is an internal 

cognitive state private to an individual. This construct is especially useful to describe 

querying behavior and it pervades the Information Retrieval literature on querying. 

2. Social Interaction Theory. A body of work leading back to Goffman (1964) views 

social interactions through actors framing what they experience, so that the social ex

perience involves multiple simultaneous frames established by different actors, each 

with some degree of awareness of other frames in the environment, guiding inter

action in the framed environment. This construct is extremely useful in explaining 

social norms. 

3. Situated Action. This concept, arising in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) liter

ature, views action as not just the execution of plans, but as modified by surrounding 

circumstances. In this view, the situation is whatever relates to the action that is not 

in the plan. This is the first concept that could possibly be used to explain the effect 

of visualization, because it expressly views interaction between a person and system 

apart from the information being transmitted. Unfortunately, Situated Action does 

not provide an account of mechanisms nor specifications of elements. 

4. Situation Awareness. This concept, which I select for further study, tries to ac

count for performance in aviation, surgery, battlefield command, and other domains 

by explaining certain crucial human processes. These processes include perception, 

comprehension, and projection (prediction of near-term future). The situation is 

that to which these processes are applied. This model is keyed to particular features 

of each domain—features that don't generalize and must be exhaustively studied for 

each domain of interest. This concept is useful for well-understood, but complicated 
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tasks involving HCI, or where experts are available for requirements elicitation. 

5. Person-in-Situation Model. This model tries to account for the relationship between 

individual traits and situational variables on different performance measures in differ

ent contexts. Snow (1994) describes intelligence as the interface between individual 

and situation. 

6. Situation Environments. Cool uses this as an umbrella for several distantly related 

treatments of situation as a loosely environmental construct, including situation of 

use as articulated by Taylor (1991), and the combination work environment, socio-

cultural environment, and physical environment of Wilson (1981). Algon (1997) cre

ates a taxonomy of tasks and describes situation as a work-group phenomenon within 

which the task taxonomy unfolds. Miwa (2000) develops six defining categorizations 

of situations in which information seekers come to rely on intermediaries. They are 

(a) types of information problem-solving processes, (b) information needs, (c) cog

nitive states, (d) affective states, (e) social contexts, and (f) environmental factors. 

Cool briefly treats the difference between situation and context, two terms often used 

interchangeably in Information Science literature. She finds that, whenever a distinction 

does appear, context is the supcrordinate term, specifying a larger geographical territory or 

a broader categorization of work or social phenomena, typically composed of situations. 

2.1,3 HISTORY OF SITUATION AWARENESS RESEARCH 

There appear to be three periods of SA research, first, a period of sporadic but similar 

patterns of thinking in different literature, second, a formalization around performance in 

the mid nineties, and, currently, a profusion of work moving in three directions. 

Examining Situation Awareness (SA) literatures reveals a striking recent proliferation 

of relevant research. This proliferation follows the crystallization of SA in the human 

factors literature in the early and mid nineties. Theoretical constructs resembling SA have 
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appeared sporadically for thirty years, e.g., Minsky (1975), but its current popularity began 

with the link between the SA construct and performance, e.g., Endsley (1995b) and Adams 

et al. (1995). Endsley's work will be discussed'in detail in following sections, so here I'll 

restrict myself to a discussion of Adams. 

Adams et al. (1995) first defines SA as the up-to-the-minute cognizance required to 

operate or maintain a system. Identifying SA as a theoretical construct separate from, 

but linked to, performance, Adams et al. (1995) stresses the importance of SA in novel 

situations, where performance is much more likely to be impacted by poor SA than in 

routine situations, where poor SA can be observed alongside flawless performance. They 

note the contrasting view of Regal et al. (1988, p. 65), who tie their definition to the 

breadth of knowledge of factors contributing to performance under normal or non-normal 

conditions, emphasizing prior knowledge directly. Adams et al. (1995) offer a new view of 

SA based on Neisser (1976), who propounded schemata or mental models as conceptual 

structures driving anticipation of perception. Neisser's view can be pictured as a turning 

wheel with three spokes, schema, exploration, and available information. Neisser sees the 

relationships between these three spokes as follows. The schema directs exploration, the 

exploration samples the available information, and the available information modifies the 

schema. Adams et al. (1995) builds from this a cognitive framework for the interdependence 

of memory, perception, and action. Finally they conclude that SA can be viewed both as 

the state of the schema in Neisser's model and as the state of the perceptual cycle defined 

by Neisser's model. 

Adams et al. (1995) uses management of a dynamic task list as visible evidence for the 

status of SA. The methodology for the present study was informed by the demonstration 

of this link, previously discussed in Bower (1970). 

Adams et al. (1995) characterizes long-term memory as consisting of episodic and se

mantic components, after Sanford and Garrod (1981), where the episodic component repre

sents the structures in long-term memory that have been accessed, and possibly modified, 

during the current "episode." 
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Adams et al. (1995) surveys SA measurement methods, including both on-line indices 

and indirect probes. The former category, which measures some direct indicator of SA, 

may suffer in situations noted above where performance and SA don't correspond well. 

Three types of on-line indices considered are (i) depth of processing, where the subjects 

behavior under misleading cues is observed to determine how easily they fall into traps, 

(2) ease of processing, where artificial disruptions are introduced into a scenario and time 

cost of the disruptions are measured, and (3) monitoring information-gathering behaviors, 

where inferences are made about SA based on information requested. This third method 

is particularly awkward to implement in software, where modern usability customs or rules 

(Shneiderman, 2000) dictate that systems should guess at what subjects need or want to 

see. An experimental interface requiring explicit requests couldn't possibly be following 

such rules. 

For indirect probes, Adams et al. (1995) considers queries and apprehension of displays. 

The latter method involves questioning the subject about whether a given display is normal 

or abnormal and is based a great deal on studies of experienced chess-players, who can 

answer questions about a chessboard position after a glance, while inexperienced players 

require more time. The variable measured is the time to provide a correct answer. 

Briefly, Adams et al. (1995) mentions computational model-based approaches to mea

suring SA and advocates future exploration of same. 

Following the groundbrealdng work of Endsley, Adams, and others in the early nineties, 

a fast growing body of work has expanded along several lines. 

Three general directions appear in recent work in Situation Awareness (SA). First, 

active research seeks to extend or refine the SA construct. For example, Sohn and Doane 

(2003) supports the notion that expertise moves processing from, working memory to long 

term memory in support of Endsley (1995b). 

A second direction represented by many studies is to adapt SA to domains similar to 

aviation in some way. For example, Matthews et al. (2001) instantiates SA Theory for in

telligent transportation systems. As another example, Xie and Salvendy (2003) extends SA 
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to collaborative engineering and empirically shows performance improvement due to tools 

designed to enhance SA. A large scale study reported by Sauer et al. (2003), reveals a system 

for evaluating SA among other things for the watchkeeper of a ship's bridge—this study 

uses a theory of micro-world design to construct an experimental system CABOT (com.-

puter aided bridge operation task). Several researchers have approached medicine from an 

SA perspective, such as Carthey et al. (2003), who shows preliminary evidence that SA 

Theory may help to explain performance in the medical domain. SA for automobile driv

ing has been scrutinized by, among others Underwood et al. (2003), whose work supports 

the notion that SA improves with skill acquisition in driving. 

Third, some researchers have sought to generalize SA, to incorporate it into HCI stud

ies, and to use it to account for differences between interfaces where user requirements 

transcend domain limitations. 

Carroll et al. (2003) extends SA to collaborative activity, treating synchronization be

tween collaborators. O'Hare (2002) extends SA to intelligent agent communities at an 

exploratory level. Sharit (2003) develops some theoretical constructs for human interface 

issues in computer aids to cognitive work, using SA as part of the theoretical underpin

ning. Blasio and Bisantz (2002) uses SA to explain results in testing of design of dynamic 

displays. Tests were conducted of the effect of different data-ink ratios on reaction time 

and level of SA. Finally, Albers and Kim (2002) includes SA in the first steps of a very 

preliminary model of differences between PDA and desktop search and retrieval interfaces 

to web-based information. 

The development of SA research in three healthy directions suggest that it is widely 

viewed by researchers as a viable, extensible, generalizable, flexible construct and motivates 

my adoption of the theory for this study. 

2.1.4 THEORY OF SITUATION AWARENESS 

Endsley (1995b) presents a theoretical model of situation awareness (SA). Following is a 
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discussion of this model with respect to the present study. Endsley frequently studies flight 

crews, but strives to extend the model to other fields and convincingly presents constructs 

that may be generalized to other fields. Endsley does report on SA studies of operators of 

flexible manufacturing systems, refineries, and power plants. Other SA researchers have 

studied firefighters, police units, military command personnel, and physicians (Gaba et al., 

1995). 

Of particular relevance to the present study is the research on tactical commanders 

(Kaempf et al., 1993), and its finding that "recognizing the situation provided the challenge 

to the decision maker" (Kaempf et al., 1993, p. iiio). 

A wide body of research exists to link problem framing or problem presentation to 

decision making processes (Bettman and Kakkar, 1977; Herstein, 1981; Sundstrom, 1987; 

Tversky and Kahneman, 1981), as well as research showing that decision makers act first 

to classify and understand a situation before proceeding to action selection as reviewed 

by Manktelow and Jones (1987). This prior research motivates a model defining the SA 

constructs as closely as possible to the constructs in the prior research, benefitting from the 

demonstrated links. 

Endsley (1995b) further develops a previously described model (Endsley, 1993b, 1994), 

which defines SA as a state ofknowledge, and divides that state into three levels, perception 

of elements in current situation, comprehension of current situation, and projection of 

future status. This construct explicitly excludes less dynamic knowledge, such as doctrine, 

rules, procedures, and templates. SA affects decision making, which affects performance 

of actions. SA is affected by the actual state of the environment, as well as task / system 

factors and individual factors. Task / system factors include system capability, interface 

design, stress, workload, complexity, and automation. Individual factors include goals and 

objectives, preconceptions, long term memory stores, information processing mechanisms, 

automaticity, abilities, experience, and training. Figure 2.1.4 presents a diagram of this 

model. 

This richly delineated model gives the lie to Wiener (1993, p. 4), who claimed that sit-
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Figure 2.1. Situation Awareness Model. 

nation awareness was the buzzword of the nineties, without a clear definition, and marked 

a turning point from scattered recognition of like ideas, to the basis for a research agenda. 

Endsley (1995b) distills the model into the following narrative definition; situation 

awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time 

and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the 

near future. 

In the present study, the first level includes facts of the situation such as that shots 

have been fired, that the shots were fired in the College of Nursing building, and so on. 

The second level includes comprehension of the meaning of these facts, such as that the 

shooter may present a danger to the entire University community. The third level includes 

projections we can make, that the police will either apprehend the shooter or that the 

shooter will escape, and that any new reports of violence in the vicinity of the College 

of Nursing may be connected, and that we can expect to see frantic movement by large 

numbers of students away from the building. 
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Hence, when a report disputes the police version of the event, saying that a car has 

backfired, rejection of that report is a matter of comprehension. When a report insists that 

the evacuation of students is actually a campus riot, rejection of that report is a matter of 

comprehension. Recognition of the need to reassure and inform members of the campus 

community is a matter of projection. Similarly, it exemplifies projection of the near term 

future when the University President's office recognizes the need to notify next of kin about 

University community members slain. 

2.1.5 LEVELS OF SITUATION AWARENESS 

The first level of the SA model, perception, is characterized by individual data elements. 

Endsley provides a tactical military commander as a framing example. Commanders are 

concerned about perceptual data elements such as location, type, number, capabilities, and 

dynamics of friendly and enemy forces in a given area and their geographical and temporal 

relationships to other points of reference. 

The second level of the SA model, comprehension of the situation, is based on a syn

thesis of disjointed perception elements. Experienced decision makers may be better able 

to integrate data elements along with pertinent goals to comprehend the situation (Endsley 

1995b). Endsley provides a military pilot who comprehends an objective of enemy aircraft 

based on their number, location, and direction. 

As a further example, I have directly observed a related exercise for tactical- military 

commanders. The instructor indicated that the exercise developed and tested the crucial 

ability of the field commander to piece together seemingly disconnected atomic bits of 

information from disparate sources into an actionable picture. This was implemented as 

reported sightings of tanks, lacking tactical significance by themselves, but when taken 

together within a constrained geographic area, indicated a viable enemy armored force as 

an urgent threat. Success in the exercise was determined in part by the student recognition 

of the situation, then by issuing appropriate orders against the threat. 
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The third level of the SA model, projection, depends on the first and second levels. 

Endsley provides the example of an air traffic controller knoM^ing how many and which 

runways will soon be free based on current traffic patterns. In the tactical military example 

given above, the commander can add additional information about weather, ground con

ditions, and tank capabilities, to project when and where the situation will change from 

threat to attack. 

Endsley elicits elements of SA from subject matter experts (SMEs), determining as

pects of a situation critical to decision making and action performance. Endsley forms 

boundaries between SA and other constructs around issues of time and space—once some 

relevant phenomenon is too far from immediacy in time or space with respect to the task, 

it is no longer an element of SA. 

Interestingly, Mosier and Chidester (1991) found that better-performing teams commu

nicated less than did poorer-performing teams. Endsley uses this to suggest that individual 

SA could serve as a proxy on the quality of team communication. 

2.1.6 SITUATION AWARENESS MECHANISMS 

Endsley (1995b) argues that the human information processing mechanisms underlying SA 

include short term sensory memory, perception, working memory, and long-term memory. 

A useful model of these mechanisms leads me to consider both a review of information 

processing models in general (Wickens, 1992), and a specific view of the differences between 

novice and expert information processing (Federico, 1995). 

The following description is distilled from the review of information processing by 

Wickens (1992). 

Before attention is deployed, a preattentive process recognizes cues in the environment, 

competing for attention. These are stored in short term sensory memory, and those cues 

most salient receive focused attention. 

Focused attention represents a constraint on parallel perception, so that focusing limits 
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the scope of perception. In other words, focusing limits the first level of situation awareness. 

A strategy of information sampling is frequently used by operators of complex systems to 

extend perception in the face of this limit. Sampling involves rapidly, sequentially, focusing 

on different information according to a pattern stored in long term memory. This pattern 

is typically modified by information in working memory, such as goals or constraints active 

in the current environment. 

Wickens (1984, p. 201) and Fracker (1989) both find that working memory constitutes 

the main bottleneck in SA. Endsley (1995b) considers this especially true for novices and 

novel situations, where more of the available material must be brought into working mem

ory for evaluation, even if strictly less material, (in the form of rules, templates, experiences) 

is available from long-term memory. 

What is the role of long-term memory? A substantial literature posits mental mod

els as a form individuals use to represent knowledge 0ohnson-Laird, 19S3; Wilson and 

Rutherford, 1989; Hanisch, 1991). Rouse and Morris (1986, p. 360) describes mental mod

els as mechanisms for descriptions, explanations, and predictions about systems and system 

states. Bainbridge (1991) situates mental models in long-term memory. Hanisch (1991) 

contrasts novice and expert mental models. This contrast bears on the present study, since 

an expert relies less on working memory. Instead, the expert relies on the structure of the 

model in long-term memory, instantiating only particular features from working memory. 

VanDijk and Kintsch (1983) describes mapping between key features of a situation and 

a mental model, arguing that the situation may differ in particular details from the related 

mental model. Endsley (1995b) uses this notion to fill in the link between working mem

ory and long-term memory, allowing the mental model to provide much of the second 

and third level SA in long-term memory, while the first level resides in working memory. 

To put it another way, the most fiindamental features of the situation map to the mental 

model in long-term memory, but the particular situation may differ from its fundamental 

representation in long-term memory and particularities reside in working memory. 

Federico (1995) contrasts mental models of novice and expert military decision makers, 
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offering the important result that experts use structure of models, while novices are more 

likely to use attributes to access models. 

Getting shot at exemplifies a critical decision making scenario. An attribute of "getting 

shot at" is whether the fire is localized or scattershot. This attribute indicates whether the 

enemy has a fix on your position or not, and may lead you to prune the taxonomy of attacks 

to find the appropriate model. 

On the other hand, if you are an experienced commander, you may prune the taxonomy 

of attack models in a different way. As an expert, you may hold a set of attack models in 

long term memory, bring them into working memory, and ask questions to elicit attributes 

of the model. For instance, in the above scenario, you may first bring a model for a feint 

attack into working memory due to its prior ranking at the top of attack models. Second, 

you elicit attributes of a feint, an invitation to counterattack, from the current attributes. Is 

the fire coming from inside a steep canyon? Well, that smells like a trap! Now search for 

attributes suggesting the presence of a stealth force waiting outside the canyon. 

The main difference Federico (1995) sees between these two approaches is that the 

expert, having more schemata, more scenarios per schemata, and more pathways between 

them, can take more shortcuts—allowing fewer steps in working memory—than can the 

novice. If the novice has to slog through all the attack models containing an attribute like 

"focused fire," the process could drag on to a lethal conclusion. 

In the present study, many messages illuminate the difference between expert and 

novice responses. Interviews with administrators revealed that it is well known by admin

istrators that many if not most custodians at the large public university under study have 

Spanish as their first language and are unable to communicate in English during times of 

stress or crisis. When confronted with the message that a custodian refused to leave and 

kept asking for a person named Kay, an experienced administrator claimed that he real

ized at once that the custodian was in a state of panic and was actually asHng the question 

"^Que?" According to the view of Federico (1995), this administrator was bringing a model 

of a communication breakdown into working memory, and searching for attributes of this 
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breakdown. Thus, the misapprehension of the question "^Que?" for the proper name "Kay" 

became immediately available and the administrator was able to project a near term status 

change in which Spanish language emergency announcements would be required. 

2.1.7 SITUATION AWARENESS IN DECISION MAKING 

The theory of SA expounded by Endsiey (1995b) assumes that individuals are trying to 

achieve goals and that the human information processing mechanisms described above 

are directed in service of these goals. The theory appeals to the data driven and conccpt 

driven processing described by Casson (1983). Casson covers vast territory, reviewing all the 

literature on schema, which clearly includes the mental models basic to the theory of SA. 

For my purposes, the definition Casson takes from Minsky (1975) suffices to sketch what 

is meant by schema: a data structure to represent a stereotyped situation. In a preview of 

the notion of levels in SA, the review includes plenty of material on levels of cognition at 

which schemata (plural of schema in that paper) occur. Casson (1983, p. 438) points out that 

schemata are plans of action as well as plans for action and posits data driven processes that 

invoke higher level schemata, as well as concept driven processes that invoke subschemata. 

As an example of a schema, Minsky (1975) gives a child's birthday party. Using this 

example, an instance of data driven processing could be the receipt of an invitation to 

the party, invoking the birthday party schema, built up through past birthday parties to 

include subschemata like cake, presents, and play. Then a concept driven process, due 

to the activation of the party schema, would be to proceed to the subschemata related to 

buying a present or leaving room for cake. 

Endsiey (1995b) argues that these data driven and concept driven processes occur and 

play a prominent role in shaping SA, in that they direct attention to the portions of the en

vironment related to the active mental models. Mental models are activated by goals, plans 

to achieve these goals, scripts known to instantantiate these plans, and actions prescribed by 

the scripts. Endsiey appeals to Schank and Abelson (1977) much literature reviewed 
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by Casson (1983) to flesh out this model of decision making and SA, much of which is con

cerned with the relationships between mental models on the one hand, and goals, plans, 

scripts, and actions, on the other hand. The direct relationships between SA and this model 

are three: (i) SA directs change of mental models based on situation model, (z) SA directs 

actions available within mental models, and (3) SA is directed at the comprehension and 

projection levels by mental models. 

2.1.8 SITUATION AWARENESS AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

Previously, Endsley (1990) developed a model of system inputs to SA, which she includes 

in the 1995 work. This model contains four inputs, labeled as gj, e^, e^, and e^. The real 

world sends input t'l to the system and input to the system operator. The system engine 

sends input to the system's operator interface, and the system's operator interface sends 

input to the system operator. Inputs ej, £'2, and are linked in a dependent chain, 

permitting progressive degradation of information from the real world before it reaches the 

operator. This model also takes into account the possible discrepancy between signals sent 

by the system and signals sent by the real world. Note that I have explicitly removed that 

possibility in the present work by allowing information about the simulation to arrive only 

through the system. 

Endsley (1990) uses this model to demonstrate the role of the design of the system 

engine and the design of the system's operator interface in providing inputs to SA. Ob

viously, no achievement in interface design can redeem information lost or distorted by-

system sensors. On the other hand, the interface can lose or hide important information. 

As an example from the present work, subjects sometimes needed a way to see incoming 

messages in chronological order. The system captured a timestamp and the interface pro

vided a mechanism to list messages in timestamp order, but the option was not immediately 

obvious to many users, who regarded it as missing. 

Based on the foregoing model, Endsley (1995b) proposes a set of interface design hy-
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potiieses, as follows. 

® First, the degree to which an interface displays information already at the second or 

third level of SA requirements will positively affect SA, since the load on working 

memory to construct the second and third level from the first will be reduced. An 

example found in newer cars is a display providing an estimate of available mileage 

on remaining fuel rather than amount of remaining fuel, freeing the driver from the 

mental computation of the safe distance to a gas station. 

® Second, the degree to which information is presented in terms of operator goals will 

positively affect SA. For example, information displays should be grouped by the 

goals they serve, rather than by their role in system functionality. 

• Critical cues for activating mental models should be made salient in the interface 

design. 

• Design should support both concept driven and data driven processing, so that only 

critical cues arc salient, while others don't distract the user from current processing. 

If a user engaged in data driven processing responds to a cue activating a mental, 

model, the user should switch to concept driven processing activated by the mental 

model, not be distracted by every environmental cue. 

• Systems providing global SA at all times will positively affect ability to determine 

currcnt goals and to enable projection of future events. 

® Filtering of information extraneous to S A needs and reduction of data by processing 

will positively affect SA. 

® Systems supporting projection of future events will directly benefit the third level of 

SA, especially for inexperienced operators. 

® System designs that support parallel processing of information will positively affect 

SA. 
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Endsley (1995b) discusses four major design issues for SA, stress, workload, complex

ity, and automation. Stress has been found to narrow attention catastrophically and to 

push individuals to premature decisions. Prior work by Endsley (1993a) demonstrated that 

high workload is not necessarily a barrier to SA, given appropriate system design. Endsley 

hypothesizes that system design can attenuate the issue of system complexity. Since a com

plex system challenges SA more than a simple system, Endsley conjectures that a complex 

system requires a design that helps the operator develop an internal representation of the 

system. Finally, Endsley conjectures that automation of data integration tasks may enhance 

SA. 

The present study benefits from Endsley's discussion of errors in SA. This discussion 

begins by classifying errors acording to SA level and according to whether errors arise from 

incomplete SA or erroneous SA. At the first level, information cues may only appear as 

explanations of error. For instance, a driver may be unaware of icy roads until the car loses 

traction. Of particular importance to the present study is the class of cues present but not 

perceived. Wickens (1992) describes the key problem of overabundance of information and 

the problems associated with the strategy of data sampling as a response to overabundance 

of information. These include misperception of statistical properties of elements to be 

sampled, forgetting what has been sampled, and visual dominance, leading to inattention 

to sampling through other senses. 

Another class of errors includes failure to integrate perceptual data into second level 

SA. Causes for these errors relate to mental models, such as errors by inexperienced users 

without adequate mental models (or even without any mental model), activation of incor

rect mental models, or incorrect manipulation of correct mental models (such as failure to 

insert situation particulars in place of default values). 

Endsley (1995b) summarizes the theory of SA as eight hypotheses as follows. 

1. Direction of attention across available information is critical to achieving SA. 

2. SA will be constrained "by limitations of attention and working memory in the ab
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sence of long-term memory structures. 

3. ScHemata and mental models direct attention in perception, provide a means of in

tegrating perceived information to achieve comprehension, and project future states, 

allowing SA to develop in the face of limited information. 

4. Expectations and preconceptions from mental models, instructions, and communica

tions, influence the perception process and the integration of perceived information. 

5. SA is generated from a combination of goal directed and data directed processing, 

and is therefore subject to current goals and salient environmental cues. 

6. Knowledge of critical cues in the environment permits choice of goals and mental 

models, followed by pattern matching of prototypical situations according to the 

chosen model. 

7. Automaticity, habitual performance without cognizance, is accompanied by lowered 

SA, particularly for elements outside the habitual sequence, leading to a higher like

lihood of errors given novel environmental elements. 

2.1.9 MEASUREMENT OF SITUATION AWARENESS 

Endsley (1995a) provides a comparison of measurement techniques and seeks to establish 

the validity of Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT). Since this 

persuasive study, in part, led to the adoption of SAGAT for the present study, a brief 

review of Endsley's comparison follows. 

Measurement techniques can be compared based on (i) their ability to actually measure 

the nominal construct, as opposed to actually measuring other phenomena coincident with 

the nominal construct, (2) their sensitivity to variables of interest, such as workload and 

experience, and (3) their propensity to alter some relevant facet of the construct, such as a 
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cognitively burdensome procedure that would clear the subject's working memory. In this 

spirit, Endsley (1995a) provides brief coverage of the following techniques. 

Physiological techniques such as EEG exist to determine whether information is regis

tered cognitively. Such techniques provide no insight into working memory, nor can they 

discriminate between correct and incorrect perceptions. Hence, the first level of SA can 

not be evaluated successfully, and other levels can't be considered at all. Other physiologi

cal techniques offer a record of subject eye focus on objects in the visual environment, but 

again, no information beyond focus can be directly obtained. 

On the other hand, studies hke Backs and Walrath (1992) have found correlations be

tween cognitive and optical phenomena like pupil dilation altering under workload, making 

it likely that cye-tracking measures will play a role in understanding SA. 

Current cognitive studies employing eye-tracking like Horowitz and Wolfe (2003) ex

amine things like search behavior in the presence of repeated visual symbols to obtain evi

dence of working memory contents, which would require an extremely contrived scenario 

for SA measurement. 

Endsley (1995a) classifies performance oriented techniques as follows. Techniques arc 

cither global, measuring overall performance, or local, measuring some subtask. Local 

measures are further classified as internal or external. For purposes of the present study, only 

global techniques need to be considered, since the subjects are permitted to approach the 

task with very little structure. Indeed, most discussion of local measures refers to specific 

examples in aviation, where, say, an altimeter can be changed or eliminated from the display 

and the operator timed for response. Even in this more structured domain, Endsley rejects 

these kinds of measures for the impact they bear on SA, as well as for the their inability to 

measure the entire construct by using one item, such as an altimeter, as a proxy. 

Global techniques deserve consideration for the present study, and have been used as 

an adjunct measure. On the other hand, the SA model explicitly treats SA as one of 

many factors influencing global performance, so global measures don't tell us enough by 

themselves. One subject may have terrific SA and experience a poor outcome. For instance, 
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in the present study, a subject could conceivably spend the entire time monitoring the 

situation and make no contribution to the outcome. In this case, low outcome scores 

might be indicative of poor experimental methodology, not low SA. In the face of such an 

outcome, providing better participant instructions or better motivation to participants to 

accomplish the objective would be in order, but if we were limited to a global performance 

measure as an indicator, the need for such a remedy would not necessarily be obvious. 

Subjective measures suffer in simulations like the present study, in that the subjects 

never have any real world feedback about the situation, only their own perceptions. Also, 

there may be no system feedback in the simulation—certainly that is the case in the present 

study. Consequently, there is no opportunity for erroneous self-perception to be challenged 

and corrected. 

One possible remedy to the problem of subjective measures in a simulation (but not 

practical in the present study) is to use observers rather than relying on self ratings. An 

observer can be provided with knowledge of the simulation that would necessarily be de

nied to the subjects. The present study involves 30 subjects at a sitting, but even if this 

obstacle could be surmounted, the observer could only observe performance. There has 

been research by Sarter and Woods (1991), suggesting a pairing of each subject with an 

expert observer who prompts the subject to verbalize during the observed activity. Apart 

from the impracticality of sheer numbers, Endsley (1995a) has pointed out the intrusive na

ture of such prompting, since the subjects actions might be affected and even directed by 

the expert observer's questions, which the subject may interpret as vital cues to important 

phenomena. 

Finally, Endsley (1995a) treats questionnaires, including the author's contribution, Situ

ation Awareness Global Assessment Technique, or SAGAT. Questionnaires can be classi

fied according to when they are administered, either after or during the activity. Question

naires administered during the activity may be administered either without interruption of 

the activity, or while the activity is frozen. Obviously, the last class can only be conducted 

in a simulation. Post facto questionnaires suffer from the obvious limitation that much of 
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what is sought consists of the contents of working memory which has changed after the 

conclusion of the activity and is notoriously difficult to recall in any circumstances. In par

ticular, when misperceptions are corrected during the activity, successful performance may 

dictate immediately discarding them. Endsley concludes that a posthoc questionnaire can 

only reliably provide evidence about the subject's SA at that point in time. 

Questionnaires administered during an activity are intrusive in that they add to the 

workload of the activity and redirect attention during the activity. The remedy proposed by 

Endsley is to freeze the activity for a questionnaire based on a requirements analysis of the 

tested activity. 

Endsley conducted two studies to validate SAGAT. These studies investigated (i) the 

period of time during which a questionnaire remains an effective measure of SA before 

changes in working memory, as discussed above, alter the outcome, and (2) whether the 

freeze technique is intrusive, altering the subject's SA. The first study found that SAGAT 

could extract SA for up to 5 or 6 minutes after beginning a freeze. The second study was 

not able to find any impact on performance from freezes. 

Can these results be generalized to include other cases, such as the present study? Both 

of Endsley's experiments involved pilots and aviation SA. Aviation is the original domain 

of SA, research and the most extensively reported in literature. SA is relatively straight

forward and deeply studied in this domain, consisting mostly of spatial information and 

information represented as numerical measurements. In the present study, and its more 

general parent, "crisis situations," plenty of situation elements are spatial or interpreted as 

numerical measurements, but the vast majority of signals consist of textual information. 

This is the key difference between the present study and the study validating SAGAT, so 

it's reasonable to ask whether there is anything about words that may change the outcome. 

Lucidly, we can appeal to recent psychological research, such as Spelke and Tsivkin 

(2001), suggesting that any differences we find will not be due to differences in human 

processing of words and numbers. Dehaene et al. (1999) found, using magnetic resonance 

imaging, that numerical thinking such as performing arithmetic uses the same brain centers 
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as tasks involving only words. Further, they discovered that students forced to attempt 

mathematical reasoning in second languages were markedly disadvantaged. 

Spelke (2003) endeavors to situate natural language in a central role in differentiating 

humans and human thought from other creatures and whatever thought they may possess, 

drawing on the above-mentioned research. Spelke reviews the research on human core 

systems including numerosity, geometry, object mechanics, and navigation and the corre

sponding research finding that nonhuman animals possess similar, frequently better core 

systems. Each core system has been found to possess four distinguishing, lifelong, limiting 

characteristics: they are domain-specific, task-specific, encapsulated, and isolated. On the 

other hand, the faculty of natural language cuts across domains and tasks, and is available 

in any explicit cognitive process. 

Spelke recounts numerous studies showing that performance of humans and non-hum

an animals diverge only upon the acquisition of language. The result is a convincing case 

that the combinatorial properties of natural language allow humans to combine concepts 

from more than one core system. Of particular interest to the present study, the subsys

tem involving numerosity can produce no better performance than rats, who can evidently 

count to precisely 16 to obtain a food pellet, until the child begins to acquire language. 

This matters a great deal to the present study because the bulk of the early study of SA 

is in aviation where measurement of SA has been represented as numerical and spatial in

formation. If SA measurement only tests these core systems, there is no reason to expect 

that such measurement can test other core systems unless it can be shown that they are 

similar in some way. On the other hand, if natural language plays an important part in the 

development of these core systems, then we must be measuring constructs processed by the 

same apparatus when we measure SA that relies on other core systems. 

This is not to say that measurements will be the same, any more than one candidate's 

verbal and math SAT scores will be the same. All that this notion of the centrality of 

natural language means is that we're measuring the same processing engine doing two 

different things and accessing two different resources. 
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2.2 INFORMATION VISUALIZATION 

2.2.1 SCOPE OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION 

What is visualization? Here I describe what I mean by the terms information and visual

ization and the related communities of research. 

Visualization offers a powerful framework for partnering information technology with 

the human brain, about half of which is devoted to vision processing. The term visual

ization was coined in a seminal 1987 paper (McCormick et al, 1987) advocating a federally 

funded initiative to support a research stream, visualization in scientific computing, already 

recognized as distinct from computer graphics, but unnamed for several years. The term 

information visualization was coined by Robertson et al. (1989), describing an early system. 

The lead author of that paper went on to invent several of the most widely known informa

tion visualization techiques, including cone trees, the perspective wall, the document lens, 

the webbook, and the web forager. 

An early definition of visualization was offered by Richard Mark Friedhoff, giving the 

keynote speech at Vis'91. Friedhoff called visualization the "substitution of pre-attentive 

visual competencies for conscious thought." This definition implies that visualization can 

lead to conscious thought. 

Another early definition of visualization was suggested by Collins (1993), where some 

of the discussion and citations might lead to the following definition (not directly stated 

in the article); Visualization is transformation and analysis to aid in the formation of a mental 

picture ofsymbolic data. Such a picture is simple, persistent, and complete. 

Taxonomies of visualization, such as Card et al. (1999), typically classify visualization 

based on 

® available technology, 

® dimensionality of representation, 

• scale (e.g., continuous / discrete) of visualized material, 
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® scope of visualized material, and 

• domain of visualized material. 

The first two classes are closely linked: 3 dimensional visualization didn't become preva

lent until special hardware became widely available. The third class is also closely related 

as the data and the number of values data can take on informs the dimensionality. The 

most varied data typically visualized is unstructured text, which is also most resistant to 

increasing scale in the sense of dataset size. Scope in this context refers to scope of control, 

such as desktop (a single user's visualization of material under his/her control), workgroup 

(material under a manager's control), enterprise (material under control of managers with 

congruent goals but different and possibly conflicting subgoals), and public (such as all 

websites about automobiles). 

One effect of such taxonomies is to see where research has proliferated. The class called 

"scale" above has a very skewed sample—with much more work available on data that can 

take on more limited values, better understood data, numeric data. Much visualization 

research has explored quantitative information, with many opportunities remaining for vi

sualizing text information. Of the fewer initiatives for visualizing text, many have focused 

on maximizing the size of the target data set, often in conjunction with the question of 

whether we can visualize the entire WWW. One outcome of this kind of research has been 

the recognition that such large-scale visualizations arc extremely imprecise and, though 

often beautiful in appearance, of limited use in the workplace. 

The most extensive effort to define information visualization to date is the compendium 

by Card et al. (1999), drawing on ten years of research in the information visualization 

communit)', and reaching back to source material from as early as 1786. Card et al. (1999) 

provides explicit definitions for the terms visualization and information visualization and 

these definitions echo concepts long popular among influential figures in the field. It is 

frequently cited (Citeseer recently found 68 citations) as, for instance, in the extensive-

review by Borner et al. (2003). 
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One of the valuable contributions of Card et ai. (1999) is the tabulation (Table i.i) of 

definitions relevant to information visualization. These definitions are (indentation is from 

original): 

EXTERNAL COGNITION Use of the external world to accomplish cognition 

INFORMATION DESIGN Design of external representations to amplify cognition 

DATA GRAPHICS Use of abstract, nonrepresentational visual representations of data to 

amplify cognition 

VISUALIZATION Use of computer-based, interactive visual representations of data to 

amplify cognition 

SCIENTIFIC VISUALIZATION Use of computer-based, interactive visual representa

tions of scientific data, typically physically based, to amplify cognition 

INFORMATION VISUALIZATION Use of computer-based, interactive visual repre

sentations of abstract, nonphysically based data to amplify cognition 

This definition of information visualization focuses on (i) the abstract nature of the 

data being visualized and (2) the interaction of the user with the visualization system. It's 

only natural that this definition would lead to a review of visualization organized by (i) rep

resentational issues, such as ownership, dimensionality, and paradigms, and (2) interaction 

issues, such as modeling of tasks and user interface techniques. 

From the survey, the information visualization community can be seen as having two 

main concerns, as well as others that don't fit neatly into either of the above categories. The 

chapters of the survey include some that emphasize the representational issues and some 

that emphasize interaction issues. 

The representational chapters include Space, Dimensionality, Trees, Networks, Text in 

1-3 dimensions, Text in 3 dimensions and time, Internet and Infosphere, and Information 

Workspaces. 

The interaction chapters include Dynamic Queries, Interactive Analysis, Overview + 

Detail, Fisheye Views, Bifocal Lens, Visual Transfer Functions, and Alternate Geometry. 
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A chapter on Visually Enhanced Objects straddles the two issues, and a chapter on 

"using vision to think" looks in greater depth at another part of the above definition. That 

part, however, does not distinguish information visualization from scientific visualization 

(or visualization in general), so it appropriately requires less specific coverage here. 

The present study involved development of an information visualization system that 

once fit neatly into the chapter on Text in three dimensions and time, and still fits fairly 

well, even though the current system only displays two dimensions and time instead of 

three. Card et al. (1999, p. 451) points out that "little is known about the effectiveness of the 

techniques presented" in the survey. The present study, however, is completely focused on 

this concern. While the surveyed techniques have more sophisticated capabilities than the 

current prototype, I have previously (McQuaid et al., 2000) reported a more limited exper

iment with a precursor to the current prototype containing capabilities in dimensionality 

similar to the surveyed techniques, but without the time element of the current prototype. 

In short, these systems (my earlier system and the surveyed system) permit the user to ap

pear to navigate through paths in a 3 dimensional space where the texts to be visualized are 

associated with some path through the space. The current prototype lacks these capabili

ties and can only show the visualization in 2 dimensions from a single perspective changing 

over time. Nevertheless, the combination of (a) text and (b) changes over time together 

make this chapter of the survey the best fit to categorize the present study. 

This concludes my discussion of the survey by Card et al. (1999) for purposes of scope 

of study, but the survey is so vast that I will return to it in subsequent sections. 

A second survey, by Chen (2000), a prolific author on information visualization, proves 

less ambitious. Chen (2000) refrains from explicitly defining information visualization, 

preferring to catalog existing systems and implying a definition based on properties ob

served in the community of research. For Chen, information visualization appears to be 

a process of finding "salient" structure in data and producing a graphical representation of 

that structure. Chen pays attention to the use of metaphors, particularly dravnng from ge

ographic information systems to portray relationships as "maps," and appears to organize 
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themes around analogies to navigation at the spatial, semantic, and social levels, Chen gives 

considerable space to information retrieval and visualization as an adjunct to information 

retrieval activities, and to the notion of visualizing social interaction, especially through 

virtual environments. 

The picture of information visualization that emerges from Chen's book is one of task 

(especially search), location metaphor, visualization technique, and scale. Chen's picture, 

while less explicitly formulated than the one found in Card et al. (1999) doesn't contradict 

that picture in any major way. 

These larger surveys were preceded in the literature by smaller surveys and taxonomies, 

later subsumed by these larger works. For instance, Shneiderman (1996) developed a tax

onomy of information visualization based on task and data type. Quite a bit of informa

tion visualization research is associated with solving information retrieval problems, such 

as Shneiderman (1994). Search tasks, such as are described by Risden et al. (2000), ac

count for a preponderance of the evaluation literature. Usual measures are length of time 

to complete a search with and without visualization, and accuracy of search results. 

- Today, the information visualization community has proliferated throughout the world, 

with concentrations of researchers in the USA at Carnegie Mellon University, Microsoft 

Research, IBM Watson Research, Pacific Northwest National Laboratories, Xerox PARC, 

The University of Maryland, The University of Michigan, Georgia Institute of Technol

ogy, Indiana University, Drexel University^, Stanford University, The University of Califor

nia - Berkeley, The University ofUtah, and other institutions. A vast number of publication 

outlets are available, and research topics include techniques of representation, techniques 

of interaction, domains of subject matter, information retrieval, and others.; 

2.2.2 DOMAIN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION 

Why study information visualization? Here I describe the partnership between the human 

vision processing system and computer-based systems and say what we need to know about 
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the vision processing system to proceed. 

Visualization depends largely on a partnership with the human vision processing sys

tem. Part of the impetus for the study of visualization has been the devotion of about half 

of the human brain to vision processing and the awareness that the vision system possesses 

enormous capabilities. 

Leveraging the capabilities of the vision processing system requires some study of their 

details. We know, for instance, that the vision processing system is highly parallel, while 

the cognitive system it feeds is highly serial. Nolte (2001) points out that the eye pro

cesses about I Gigabit of information per second, requiring highly parallel apparatus to 

filter out irrelevant information before further processing. The higher level brain functions 

are comparatively slow, while the lower level vision processing functions are comparatively 

fast. The lower level system can accept vast amounts of input and do low level tasks with 

it, such as pattern recognition, whereas the higher level cognitive system can reason about 

patterns presented to it. 

Key facilities of the vision system, as described in George Robertson's keynote speech 

at InfoVis'98, include (i) 3 dimensional perception, permitting more information to be 

displayed by using 3 dimensions, especially using motion parallax as a cue rather than stere-

opsis (Colin Ware), (2) complex pattern recognition, permitting complex displays, such as 

"galaxies" of points, that are effortlessly resolved into "clouds," (3) object constancy, the 

ability to perceive moving objects with integrity, guiding developers to use animation, and 

(4) spatial memory, the facility for wayfinding to a previously visited location due to re

membered visual cues. 

Details of object constancy provide guidelines for animation. For instance, Newell 

(1990) found that perceptual fusion of sequential images occurs at durations of about o.i 

second, leading to the necessity for effective animation to proceed at a minimum of 10 

frames per second. Newell found that unplanned immediate responses require a duration 

of about i.o second, leading to the opportunity for a ten frame, single second animation to 

evoke an immediate response. Robertson uses this idea to provide an explanatory animation 
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in place of a Please Wait message. 

One important faciEty of the vision system, has received more than enough attention 

from advertisers on the Web. Motion detection is highly developed in humans, particu

larly in peripheral vision, which may account for the immersiveness experienced in virtual 

reality. Anyone who has experienced animated advertisements knows the irresistible power 

of motion detection to direct attention. 

Although the present study uses only the sense of sight, Robertson's keynote reminds 

us that people working in visualization may think of it as a special case of perceptualization, 

and that the other senses together with sight form the entire pre-attentive system, which 

is highly parallel throughout and can be used to reinforce the information transmitted 

through the visual channel. So far, hearing and touch arc the most explored other senses, 

with alerts and force feedback as the most commonly used techniques. These kinds of 

reinforcement are not the subject of this study, but while actively searching for ways to 

partner sight with the system, I recognize the need to be vigilant about opportunities for 

other senses. Dijkstra (1991), for instance, showed that visual representations can play tricks 

on the eye, leading both to the need for better partnering and for reinforcement from other 

senses. 

2.2.3 DIRECTIONS IN INFORMATION VISUALIZATION 

How do I classify information visualization work and locate my work within it? How do 

people solve problems using visualization? What are the unanswered questions in informa

tion visualization research? 

Russell et al. (1993) elaborate on the familiar Plan Do Check Act (PDCA) problem-

solving cycle Deming (1989); Scholtes (1988); Imai (1986) to develop a problem-solving 

approach characteristic of information visualization. Card et al. (1999) extends this frame

work to illustrate the role of visualization in problem solving. The framework obliquely 

refers to information ownership over and over again, without mentioning it by name. Card 
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et al. (1999) develops instead a concept of information level, which appears to be inextrica

bly linked to the idea of ownership. 

The levels named in the above work are Infosphere (outside user's environment), Infor

mation workspace (whatever information user interacts with as part of an activity), Visual 

knowledge tools (data sets), and Visual objects (packaged data sets). It's easy to define these 

by ownership. For instance, the Infosphere could be interpreted as whatever is accessible 

on the WWW or through similar sources, owned by other than the enterprise employing 

the user. Interaction with information at this level is governed by commercial transaction 

or public policy. The next (skipped) level would be the Workgroup: information owned by 

a specific unit of employment for the user. Next would come the user's own desktop, corre

sponding to the Information workspace above, and finally individual items on the desktop. 

The distinction above for data sets revolves around whether they were externally packaged, 

such as Wordnet or the Encyclopedia Brittanica on DVD, or custom created by the user or 

someone employed within the user's workgroup. 

This notion of information ownership is critical because both Russell and Card use ex

amples of their cycle that depend on ownership. Both use what are essentially shopping 

examples, choosing a laptop or choosing a printer. In both cases, the user must forage for 

external information in the Infosphere about products by different vendors, using informa

tion that can not ever be under the purview of one user. 

Robertson's keynote speech at Info Vis 2000 called for evaluation of visualizations he 

develops, in particular, demonstration of value for an end user and basis for economic and 

managerial decisions for investment in visualization technology. Robertson claims to have 

conducted evaluations using user satisfaction and questionnaires about user understand

ing. He lists future challenges (to compare 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional versions of his 

multiple related hierarchy visualizations include improving screen readability and anima

tion speed, clearly technical issues. 

In the keynote address for InfoVis'98, Robertson describes the key problems of infor

mation visualization as (i) developing visual metaphors for the abstract, and (2) mapping 
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information to a spatial layout. Robertson also calls for work on a connecting layer between 

visualization and arbitrary information sources. Robertson acknowledges that breaking too 

quicHy with current work practices prevents acceptance of visualization. 

Robertson's keynote speech discusses lessons learned from a project augmenting pe

ripheral vision for wayfinding. User testing showed that the augmented peripheral vision 

actually slowed new users down, demonstrating that insights about perception need verifi

cation. 

Robertson exemplifies integration of the spatial memory with visualization techniques 

in his use of forward and backward motion to give or withdraw attention. Robertson pro

vides landmarks and other visual cues in a Task Gallery, where the user gives or withdraws 

attention with respect to spatially arranged tasks. Experiments showed that the problem of 

occlusion of objects during 3 dimensional motion is solved by introducing a small (fifteen 

percent) amount of transparency into the occluding objects. 

Another way to frame visualization is to consider the key questions recognized in the 

information visualization community. (Card et al., 1999, p. 640) lists eight key issues. Three 

of these issues relate to visualization systems for managers; collaborative visualization, char

acterization of information visualization at the operator level, and perceptual analysis of 

dynamic information displays. Collaborative visualization can be addressed by structuring 

the visualization to support a collaborative process like emergency response, operators can 

include icons and their relationships, and perceptual analysis can be addressed in terms of 

situation awareness, which has been empirically linked to decision making quality. 

The visualization system proposed here depicts relationships between texts in an emer

gency response scenario, shown in a manner intended to ease the managerial burden of 

comprehension as the situation, and the texts reporting the situation, evolve. 

2.2.4 VISUAL CLUSTERING 

Here I describe the Gestalt principles and explain how they predict my results. 
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Clustering has been a focus of cognitive science as it relates to categorization, a funda

mental activity used by humans seeking to understand their environment. It may be the 

case that a tool that helps humans to cluster phenomena may help them to understand those 

phenomena. Visualization has been used to aid in clustering of material from face-to-face 

electronic meetings McQiiaid et al. (1999). 

In the 1920s, a group of psychologists formed what they called the Gestalt school 

(Kohler, 1929; Wertheimer, 1923) and formulated some principles of grouping that have 

been frequently repeated in information visualization literature (Rome, 2001). These prin

ciples include grouping by proximity, continuity, and similarity. After the founders of this 

school fled Nazi Germany or struggled to continue there, research into these ideas was in

terrupted for many years. Recently, research along these lines has resumed and resulted in 

quantitative models of the principles (Palmer, 1983; Treisman, 1985; Kubovy and Gepshtein, 

2000) and systems related to the principles have proliferated (Rome, 2001). 

One of these principles, Pragnanz, orfigural goodness has been used many times to justify 

clustering or scaling approaches (Haber and Hershenson, 1973; Kahn et al., 1990; McCaf-

ferty, 1990). This principle has been used as a guideline for design, and more recently, in 

models of cognitive processing. 

Clusters of objects conforming to the Gestalt principles are perceived as objects them

selves, allowing the higher cognitive system to focus on and use those objects rather than 

wasting time and energy reviewing and assembling the low level objects. This explains the 

rapidity and effectiveness of visual clustering for users of a system with an overwhelming 

load of incoming information. 

Clustering appears in the visualization literature because of this link and it appears in 

the guise of several related techniques. Data or spatial distortion, such as fisheye views 

(data) or hyperbolic views (spatial), filter out less interesting material and are one of three 

basic management strategies, according to Robertson's keynote speech at Info Vis 2000. 

The other two are to separate detail and overview and to provide focus in context; seam

lessly integrate detail and context. 
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Robertson describes five ways to visualize hierarchical data, including clustering (exem

plified by Galaxy of News, Themescape, and Hot Sauce) among indentation (such as tree 

control and fisheye), containment (treemaps and Pad-!-+), geographic (floorplans and street 

maps), and node-link diagrams (SemNet, Cone tree, Hj^erbolic viewer, andXML3D). 

Robertson identifies multiple focus as a key area for fiirther research, since it appears 

in practice to be one of the biggest problems faced by Microsoft with the Windows Tree 

Control, yet is little studied. 

Noik (1994) develops a taxonomy of four visualization techniques: (i) implicit, using 

perspective, permitting continuous focus and context, (2) filtered, removing items of low 

interest, limited by discrete focus and context, (3) distorted in size, shape, or positional 

relationships (which can burden a user trying to track items of interest), and (4) adorned, 

in color or in texture. 

Field et al. (1993) shows that visual grouping depends on distance and is not affected 

as much by color. A popular approach to vision processing, described by Phillips and 

Singer (1997), predicts that synchronization of active cells in the visual system should reflect 

Gestalt principles of grouping. 

Kozbelt (2001) found that artists perform visual analysis tasks better than non-artists. 

He points out that facility with patterns has previously been found to occur narrowly within 

familiar boundaries of domain expertise. For instance, chess experts could recognize typical 

board configurations much more readily than could novices, but not random configurations 

of the same pieces. 

Tucker and Ellis (2001) found that components of the actions an object affords are 

integral to its representation. Hence, visual icons shaped with affordances should elicit 

desired responses. (A big stretch, yes). Ellis had people do a categorization task. 

Peters et al. (2003) found evidence suggesting that sparse, abstracted representation 

of category properties may underlie categorization performance in human visual object 

categorization. 
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2.2.5 VALUE OF VISUALIZATION TO MANAGERS 

There is not clear evidence that visualization systems for text have offered value to man

agers. For example, Hearst (1999) calls for "new ideas about how to display large, abstract 

information spaces intuitively." She asserts that "clustering can result in the juxtaposition 

of very different levels of description within a single display." 

Hearst offers a pessimistic review of evaluations of graphical overviews, saying for in

stance that "Although intuitively appealing, graphical overviews of large document spaces 

have yet to be shown to be useful and understandable for users. In fact, evaluations that 

have been conducted so far provide negative evidence as to their usefulness." 

Many researchers in Management Information Systems have tried to explain the rela

tionship between graphical displays and decision making, such as Vessey (1991), Vessey and 

Galletta (1991), and Dennis and Carte (1998). 

One important omission from the above work is a larger view of tasks involving decision 

making. (Drucker, 1974, p. 466) contrasted the breadth of focus on decision making be

tween two cultures, describing Japanese managers as focusing on framing the problem, and 

American managers as forgetting to do so and being content on solving problems that have 

already presented themselves in unambiguous terms. Weick (1995) expands on this notion, 

describing a framework for making sense of a situation. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) see 

a major limitation of Weick's approach. Weick does not model any kind of organizational 

learning or knowledge creation or knowledge management in the sensemaking approach. 

The organization is in a state of perpetual confusion, punctuated by flashes of illumination 

about individual situations. 

Later, I will explore a cognitive model-based approach to the notion of sensemaking, 

situation awareness. 
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2.3 CLUSTERING 

Visualization, as previously described, requires some measurement of semantic distance 

between meaningful objects in order to portray relationships between those objects. Clus

tering is the first of two technologies I'll describe for establishing such distances, the other 

being multidimensional scaling. The discussions of these technologies are followed by a 

brief discussion of evaluation of their geometry. 

The term cluster analysis first appears as the title ofTryon (1939), and has since enjoyed 

vast attention from many academic disciplines. Comparatively little of this attention has 

been devoted to defining the terms cluster or clustering. Major studies have focused on 

algorithms, such as Hartigan (1975) or the 1967 conference (Lorr, 1967), which led to the 

establishment of the Classification Society. 

The term classification has been used to mean both the classification of objects into pre

determined categories and the identification of the categories themselves. Hartigan (1975) 

identifies the following as synonyms or near synonyms of clustering; taxonomy, taximetrics, 

taxonorics, morphometries, botryology, nosology, nosography, and systematics. 

By clustering I mean that similar objects are grouped together, without regard to a prior 

categorization scheme. The notion of similar objects may mean that objects are similar with 

respect to attributes of interest. A more sophisticated view, prevalent in cognitive psychol

ogy, is that the attributes of interest are chosen due to purpose, and that classifications 

are formed at different levels in a hierarchy that suits cognitive purposes, such as cogni

tive economy and perceived world structure Rosch (1978). This view includes the notion 

of prototypicality to contrast with the notion of category boundaries. While studies have 

shown human difficulty in establishment of boundaries, much research has confirmed that 

people agree substantially on the degree to which objects are typical of categories. Without 

a framework of labeled categories, I have begun with the simpler view, while seeking to 

leave the system design open to later collecting information about prototypes. 

Parsed texts are clustered, using the suffix tree clustering algorithm of Zamir and 
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Etzioni (1998), whose main features include 0 { n )  tirne complexity for construction of 

the sufBx tree—each incoming text is added to its appropriate place in the tree without 

recomputing—and cluster overlap, allowing a text to appear in more than one cluster. 

2.3.1 SUFFIX TREE CLUSTERING RATIONALE 

Sufifix tree clustering offers three main immediate advantages over other clustering meth

ods. Previously I employed agglomerative hierarchical clustering, and also investigated 

some other alternatives. With respect to the alternatives, the main advantages are scal

ability with increasing data, ease of updating, and the natural occurrence of overlapping 

clusters. 

Suffix tree clustering as implemented is very fast. It requires 0 { n )  time complexity to 

construct tree of n texts. Such speed permits the bottleneck to fall elsewhere and shift the 

development focus away from the main clustering algorithm. 

Suffix tree clustering as implemented is incremental. It fits the persistent visualization 

concept of adding material as it arrives rather than recomputing everything when a thresh

old of new material is reached. This improves the verisimilitude of any system built on it, 

as the display can better match the state of the environment. 

Suffix tree clustering as implemented partitions elements into overlapping clusters. I 

personally have heard users call for this when I presented them with an early version using 

agglomerative hierarchical clustering with discrete clusters. It is also called for by Hearst 

(1999), due to her claim that typical documents are about more than one subject and should 

properly fit in more than one cluster. This claim meshes with user comments. 

2.3.2 SUFFIX TREE CLUSTERING DRAWBACKS 

Clusters overlap too much in practice—many identical and nearly identical clusters moti

vate final stage of combining base clusters 
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Final stage is slow—0{Ji) time complexity to combine k base clusters—still better than 

agglomerative hierarchical clustering of documents with time complexity. 

2.3.3 ALTERNATIVES 

Grid clustering—divide space into grid and allocate objects to grid quadrants—is very fast, 

not well studied, quality unknown, requires 2 dimensional representation (which I have, so 

it's not an issue). 

Reallocation clustering typically offers Oikri) time complexity, so is also worth investi

gating, but may suffer convergence problems and may not be faster in practice depending 

on relationship of k to 71 over time. 

CURE speeds up agglomerative hierarchical clustering by selecting a small set from 

among n objects for comparison. 

2.3.4 SUFFIX TREE CLUSTERING PROCESS 

Motivated by too much overlapping of base clusters 

Originators use AHC on clusters: time complexity, where k is the number of clusters, 

much smaller and more stable number than ra, the number of documents 

The suffix tree clustering algorithm proceeds as follows. 

(a) Regard each text as a string. 

(b) Build a suffix tree of these strings. 

(b)(i) Each leaf contains an ID and a starting position within the original string. 

(b)(ii) Regard every node with 2 or more leaves as a "base cluster." 

(c) Assign a score to each base cluster, 5, based on the cluster size, |51 and the length 

of the cluster label, |P| 

s { B ) ^ \ B \ - f { \ P \ )  (2.1) 
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PIANTE t>A-OSTO 

Figure 2.2. Arranging a display according to object similarity 

where 
11, if IP 1 = I 

/(|P|) = |i/|P|, if2 < IP! <6 (2.2) 

11/7, otherwise 

(d) Combine base clusters whenever 

\ B „ n B n \  .  \  ( \ B „ f \ B n \  \  
> 1/2 1 A I — > 1/2 I (2.3) 

\Bm\ ) \ \B; 

for every pair of clusters m and n. 

2.4 MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING 

We commonly see similar objects grouped together in display for understanding. Figure 

2.2 serves as an example of objects with similar attributes being grouped together in a 

visual display used to aid understanding of culinary uses for certain plants. This figure 
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raises many questions about producing such a visual grouping. What space is available for 

display? How can we best use that space? Are two objects twice as far away on the display 

twice as different? Which attributes are important enough to group on? Should we group 

on all attributes at once or have multiple displays? Should we group based on the nature of 

the objects as they were created or their nature for the use we put them to (cooking in this 

case)? 

I suspected that workers facing too much text could make better sense of texts that were 

visually grouped by similarity. McQuaid et al. (1999) showed that grouping certain texts 

together can help people perform certain tasks requiring an understanding of the texts. 

The remainder of this section describes the technique, multidimensional scaling, I've 

used to group objects on the display. First I describe the basic concept, then tell how I 

implemented it. 

2.4.1 MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING CONCEPT 

The technique I've used, multidimensional scaling (MDS), has several valuable properties. 

As seen in figure 2.3, MDS gives us a lower dimensional picture of a higher dimensional 

data set, in this case the pairwise dissimilarities between four objects, A, B, C, and D. 

These dissimilarities can be interpreted as a four dimensional data set. Converting them 

into a two dimensional data set gives us an interpretation of the dissimilarities as relative 

distances between the objects, plotted in a plane. This data set is easy to work with because 

there are no inherent contradictions between the dissimilarities. 

Figure 2.4 shows a similar data, set, but with contradictions. It should be the case that 

ST = TA ~ TP = 6 but these relationships can not hold if = 10. The best two 

dimensional picture of this four dimensional data will not exactly reflect the original re

lationships. The goal of MDS is to find the "best" two dimensional picture, a picture as 

close to the original as possible. MDS has been implemented with many different tech

niques, but always trying to remain as faithful as possible to the original higher dimensional 
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A B C D 

A 0 S 4 5 

B 5 o 3 6 

C 4 3 o 3 

D 5 6 3 o 

Figure 2.3. Dimension Reduction 

5 

T 

P 

Figure 2.4. Resolving a Contradiction in Dimension Reduction 

picture. 

An important feature of MDS is that it has some measure (what I will call stress) of 

how faithful its lower dimensional picture is to the higher dimensional picture. This gives 

some idea of how well MDS is working. It is this idea that allows us to improve the display 

so that we can call the result optimal in some sense. 

The other key feature of MDS is that we can convert the dissimilarity measure into 

a continuous (rather than discrete) distance measure. This gives the display'much more 

flexibility than the kinds of rectangular grid displays other visualization systems use and 

makes it possible to be more faithful to the original representation. 

Each set of clusters at the same level is displayed in a two-dimensional array computed 

A P T S 

A 

P 

T 

S 

o 6 6 10 

6 0 6 8  

6 6 0 6  

10 8 6 o 
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by a non-metric multidimensional scaling algorithm, described briefly in McQuaid et al. 

(1999) but in more detail as follows. 

Prepare a matrix of dissimilarities between texts using the typical Jaccard coefficient 

described in (Rasmussen, 1991, section 16.2.2) 

L 

Y^^jWikWjk) 

k=I k—l k=l 

where is the similarity between texts i and j. D is a text, wi^ is the weight applied to 

collocation k in text i, which is usually either the number of occurrences of the collocation 

in the text or [o. i] signifying the presence or absence of the collocation. L is the total 

number of collocations in a text. Each dissimilarity is i — Collocations arc text 

objects identified by Connexor FDG such as noun phrases, named entities, and idiomatic 

expressions. 

Obtain an initial configuration using singular value decomposition (SVD) as described 

in Forsythe et al. (1977). 

Any real M x iVmatrix A may be decomposed as 

A= (2.5) 

where E is a diagonal matrix of singular values, a, arranged from largest to smallest, i.e., 

an ^ ^ ^ <ymm (assuming M ^ N) 

The singular values correspond to eigenvalues 

^ii ~ ^ii (2.6) 

SO that they represent a complete partition of the variance expressed by the matrix, and a 

measure of how the corresponding eigenvectors summarize the original data matrix. 

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors, if they exist, are related to data matrices as follows 

Ax = Xx (2.7) 
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where ̂  is an A'" x iV"data matrix, x is an x i eigenvector, and k is an eigenvalue. 

Eigendecomposition, i.e., decomposing into eigenvalues and eigenvectors, is the most 

pervasive way to partition variances in matrices that bear interpretation as covariance struc

tures. 

If a data matrix is square and symmetric and normal (in the sense that it commutes with 

its Hermitian conjugate), it can certainly be well described by a complete set of orthonormal 

eigenvectors, spanning the vector space. (Details in any linear algebra introductory text.) 

A common application of eigenvalues is to check whether 

> 7 (^-8) 
2^ it 

if so, the first two eigenvectors are typically considered a good enough summary of the 

original matrix to justify a two dimensional picture constructed from them. 

Singular Value Decomposition works on any rectangular matrix. In the special case of 

a square, symmetric matrix, U — V, and the decomposition is written 

A ^ U Y ^ U ^  ( 2 . 9 )  

and also called spectral decomposition. 

The SVD algorithm is well described by Forsythe et al. (1977) and the original descrip

tion can be found in Wilkinson (1965). Press et al. (1992) call it the only routine in their 

book "that you should just accept as a black box," which is what I've done here, simply 

calling their program and using its results to obtain the initial configuration. 

It is a distinguishing feature of MDS that every variant has a measure of information 

loss, which is necessary to guarantee optimality of the representation with respect to such 

a measure. The most influential such measure is one proposed by Kruskal (1964), known 

as STRESS or, more commonly, stress. Kruskal wrote it originally as an acronym for 

STandardized Residual Error Sum of Squares, but stress has gradually been accepted as 

such an appropriate word for the concept it portrays that it later spawned a variant, strain 

(not an acronym). 
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stress 

, elbow 

• dimensionality 

Figure 2.5. A Shcpard's Diagram has an "elbow" at the satisficing point 

A Shcpard's Diagram, as in figure 2.5, offers a way to determine the "best" number of 

dimensions to represent—if the "elbow" occurs in dimension 2, then a two dimensional 

map may offer a good representation. 

Measure the information loss between the original matrix and the initial configuration 

using Kruskal's STRESS metric Kruskal (1964), defined as 

5 = 

\ 

Y.{.dij - dijY 

T d ]  I ]  

(2.10) 

where the dij are inter point distances in the present configuration, and the dij are monoton-

ically related to the values in the original dissimilarity matrix i5,y so that dij ̂  di'j' whenever 

A review of multidimensional scaling research (Krzanowski, 1988) claimed that Krusk

al's measure remained popular over twenty years later, and that the many refinements of

fered since its introduction were small refinements. The current system uses the original 

1964 formula. 

Other approaches include 

i:,./drs - XsY 

Hr/drs ~ dy 
(2.I1) 
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Figure 2.6. Monotonic Regression 

and 

I (Y.iri'Y , , 

Stress is an inverse function of the number of dimensions of representation. The system 

needs fitted distances to compute stress. To obtain these, I use monotonic regression, also 

known as isotonic regression, introduced next. 

2.4.2 PROJECTIONS ONTO ORDER SIMPLEXES 

Grotzinger and Witzgall (1984) show an 0 { n )  algorithm for isotonic regression. It looks 

too good to be true, but its optimality is verified by satisfaction of Kuhn-Tucker condi

tions (like primal / dual feasibility). Another paper pointed out that prior methods, while 

elegant, have O (^?") time complexity. 

Grotzinger and Witzgall's algorithm searches from left to right for violations of mono-

tonicity (isotonic regression was proposed as an alternative name to monotonic regression 

by Barlow et al. (1972, p. 56), who mentions that monotonic could be interpreted as order-

reversing). When violations are found, blocks of values are coalesced—only keep track of 

blocks. 

Figures 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 follow the progression from right to left through a data 
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Figure 2.7. Violations of monotonicity at a, b, and c 

b 

c 

Figure 2.8. Correcting the violation at a 

set. In our case, the values on the x axis are strictly increasing dissimilarities, 8ij described 

above. There are contradictions at a, b, and c on the y axis, in our case representing fitted 

distances, dy above. The algorithm resolves these contradictions one at a time, giving the 

best monotonically non-decreasing function by the end, as shown in figure 2.11. At this 

stage, the distances are an optimal representation of the dissimilarities. 

Find a new configuration with smaller information loss than the initial configuration 

using an isotonic regression algorithm Grotzinger and Witzgall (1984) to obtain fitted dis

tances and a conjugate gradient descent algorithm from Press et al. (1992) to optimize. 

Having obtained fitted distances, we're now in a position to use them, making stress the 

objective function and trying different configurations of points. I use congugate gradient 

descent to obtain the new configuration. This is an alternative to steepest descent, which 

requires a ninety degree turn at each step, whereas ninety degrees only very occasionally 

turns out to be a good direction—a direction conjugate to the previous direction, though, 
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b___ 
I 

Figure 2.9. Correcting the violation at b 

c 

Figure 2.10. Correcting the violation at c 

makes the best use of the gradient information. 

The gradient of a function is the vector of first partial derivatives of the function. Two 

vectors u and v are conjugate if 

o = M5(y/) = uAv (2.13) 

where A is the Hessian (matrix of second partial derivatives off), and V/" is the gradient 

of/'. 5 is a directional derivative {—f{x)/f'{x)), so that minimization along v is possible 

without interfering with any prior minimization on u, which is perpendicular to v and at a 

minimum. This method is widely used to drastically decreases search time. I have used the 

implementation described by Press et al. (1992). 

Repeat until a threshold information loss is reached or until a threshold number of 

iterations are performed. 

The resulting displays are available to the client, which is implemented both as a Java 
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Figure 2.II. A monotonically non-decreasing function 

applet and as a Java application. The client offers numerous capabilities, of which the 

following are relevant here. A left hand side pane provides a hierarchical list of the all 

the clusters and texts within the those clusters. The list can be arranged by timestamp or 

alphabetically. A right hand side pane shows the 2 dimensional array described above for 

either the root or any selected sub-cluster. The user can navigate the texts clicking on either 

pane, but the right hand side pane only allows drilling deeper, since only one level is shown 

at any given time. The left hand side pane shows the entire hierarchy at all times, any of 

which can be clicked on. 

2.4.3 SYSTEM INPUTS 

Text input comes from any of several feeders in a subsystem including a feeder developed 

to simulate a forthcoming collaborative server by GroupSystems.com. This is an interrupt-

driven system that injects XML-formatted texts at intervals determined by timestamps 

on the texts, as if the texts were received from the GroupSystems.com server in its XML 

format. 

The system communicates with a linguistic analysis server, Connexor FDG (Func

tional Dependency Grammar) developed by Connexor OY of Helsinki, Finland. This tool 

provides several text parsing facilities, including dependency functions, functional tagging, 

surface syntactic tagging, morphological tagging, and various other facilities, including 

named entity recognition. The tool and its antecedents are described in many studies, such 
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Figure 2.12. Convex Hull Overview 

as (Strzalkowski et al., 1998) and (Strzalkowski et al., 1999). 

2.4.4 DISPLAY 

In order to determine the membership of regions in 2 dimensional space, I implemented the 

following convexhull program. This is needed because of the overlapping clusters of suffix 

tree clustering and the spatial layout of multidimensional scaling. The process involves, for 

each cluster, taking the input of the left side of 2.12 and giving a specification of the right 

side as output. 

Convex Hulls of Points in Space convexhull takes as input sets of points labeled by category 

and computes the perimeter of the convex hull (smallest convex polygon enclosing the set 

of points) of each set of points, e.g., given the picture on the left, finds the perimeter in the 

picture on the right for multiple sets of points. Convex here means that any line segment 

whose endpoints are inside the polygon has all its points inside the polygon. 

Consider a cluster of points for which I want to compute the convex hull. For instance, 

the points in 2.13 (a) above could be points labeled by an experimental subject as similar. 

My goal is figure 2.14 (d). 

First, calculate the mean of the x coordinates and y coordinates of the points, giving 

the centroid shown by the large gray dot in 2.13 (b). 

Second, call the centroid the new origin, so that a ray emanating from its right is the 

X 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.13. Establishing the order 

/ A 

A 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2.14. Closing the convex hull 

new X axis, x . 

Third, sort all the points in the cluster by finding their angles with this new x axis. The 

point with the largest angle is called Fq, the point with the second largest angle is called 

Fi, and so on. If two points such as and have the same angle, discard the one closest 

to the new origin. 

Fourth, examine every consecutive triplet of points, using the function 

int angleLessThanPi 0, beginning with the triplet (Fq, Pi, P2}. Examining this triplet 

in the example leads me to keep Pj in the candidate set. (The section on 

int angleLessThanPi 0 gives a more detailed explanation.) 

Then examine {Pj, P^, P3}, deciding to keep P2 in the candidate set. Next, examining 
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{P^, P3, P4}, as shown in figure 2.14 (c), shows that function angleLessThanPi () returns 

fa lse ,  so  discard  Py Next  examine {Pj ,  ̂ 4 ,^5} and decide  to  keep P^.  Evaluate  P j  and Pq  

in the same way, slapping Pg calculating angles led to it already being discarded. Since I 

keep Po5 don't reevaluate P^ because I know I already kept it with the qualification that Pq 

be part of the set. 

At the end of the fourth step I know which points are on the convex hull, which is 

shown in figure 2. 14 (d). 

Convex Hull Outline 

1. check size of input 

2. read input 

3. index on category so entire array can be viewed as if 

I 2.02 1.59 
I 2.11 -0.25 

3 4-33 5-23 
3 4-74 5-IO 

4. renumber category in case users skipped categories 

5. work on categories one at a time now for rest of program 

for each category 

count number of points, n, in that category 

if 71 ^ 4, 

find convex hull 

calculate hull size 

else do special process for n — i, 2. 3 

emit hull size (or hull size proxy for w ^ 3 
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0 = (o, o) O — (o, o) 

6 

Pr.-' 
T-Po ,/Po 

(e) (f) 

Figure 2.15. Alternative configurations 

int angleLessThanPi 0 determines whether the angle 0 formed by three points 

/'o, Pi, P2 and facing the origin, O, is less than it radians. Returns i if it is true that 6 ^ n 

and returns o otherwise. The result is used to determine whether to discard Pj from the 

candidate set of points in the convex hull. 

Looking at figure 2.15, we only want to keep Pj if the dashed lines intersect at the large 

gray dot as in (f). If the dashed lines don't intersect, as shown in (e), we discard P,. 

To put it more precisely for every three points surrounding the new origin 0, we must 

have the situation in (e) or (f) of figure 2.15. If 0 > TT as in (e) then line segment OPj can 

not intersect line segment PqPz whereas if if 9 ^ it as in (f), then the line segments must 

intersect. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH PROBLEM; VISUALIZATION & SITUATION 

AWARENESS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Here I describe the application of information visualization to the problem of improving 

situation awareness and describe the system architecture required to influence situation 

awareness through visualization of texts changing over time. 

My overarching research question is whether or not a manager's work can be helped by 

Information visualization. Specifically, there has never been a study showing that visualiza

tion of free text has an impact on a manager's work outcomes. Most studies involve satis

faction or, very occasionally, on performance of a narrowly defined task, such as searching 

for documents. This chapter describes a system that can be tested to demonstrate impact 

on managerial outcomes. 

To understand the system architecture, I must first briefly discuss the system's goals. 

3.2 GOALS 

Having established the literature supporting the Situation Awareness model in the pre

vious chapter, my goal is to develop a system to support a legitimate managerial task in 

such a manner as to legitimately evaluate Situation Awareness during the task. The main 

experimental goals are to (i) faithfully develop the task and to (2) faithfolly develop the 

evaluation. To support these goals, I need to implement a system based on the previously 

described theories, geared toward augmenting the three specific levels of situation aware

ness in the theoretical construct. 
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3-3 APPLYING VISUALIZATION TO SITUATION AWARENESS 

Work in situation awareness has established a link from situation awareness to decision 

making to action, so my goal is to establish a link between a specific visualization system 

and improved situation awareness to complete the chain. If I can establish this link, it 

follows that the system can improve action. 

Most situation awareness study has concerned pilots and nuclear plant operators, so I 

am also seeking to validate the situation awareness model on a new population: managers. 

Previously I described the notion of visual clustering and its theoretical impact. I also 

described the theoretical constructs of perception, comprehension, and projection from 

situation awareness literature. 

The architecture I will describe next will support visual clustering, changing minute by 

minute, of textual inputs relevant to managers. By literally clumping related messages 

together on one display and visually separating them from unrelated messages, and by 

frequently updating them, I present a display that closely approximates an ideal picture 

of textual inputs, and minimize the manager's required interactions with the textual inputs 

in order to use and understand them. 

3.4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Here 1 describe the required architecture. First I provide an overview, then discuss the 

system architecture in terms of its client and server components. 

Figure 3.4 provides an overview of the entire client-server visualization system. There 

are two clients, a Java application and a Java applet, and any number of these may have 

socket connections at any time. Testing so far has seen a maximum of about 30 simultane

ous connections. 

The system makes use of two other servers. The NLF server shown in figure 3.4 pro

vides light syntax parsing, part of speech chunking, and named entity extraction. 
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Figure 3.1. Implementation overview. 

The Cognito meeting server shown in figure 3.4 provides a stream of raw messages from 

an ongoing electronic meeting system. 

The largest design and programming effort to date has involved the server, shown in 

more detail in figure 3.4. Next, I describe this server in more detail. 

3.4.1 SERVER ARCHITECTURE 

I have managed the development of several different server configurations, but for the most 

part, this section contains a description of the system as deployed for the experimental 

study described next. A few features relevant to the server development, but not used in 

the experimental study, are so noted. 

The server provides a hierarchically arranged set of displays, one for each client / sub

scription pair. This is analagous to each customer having a television set with multiple 

channels available to watch. For the experimental study, all viewers were tuned to the same 

channel, but the presence of multiple channels is critical to further study, once the value of 

even one channel has been established. 

The hierarchical set of displays mentioned above is provided by the clustering engine, 

shown in figure 3.4. This is the heart of the system, and it is mainly an implementation 
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Figure 3.2. Implementation server overview. 

of two algorithms, a suiEx tree clustering algorithm to provide the hierarchy, and a multi

dimensional scaling algorithm to provide each display. These algorithms, implemented in 

Java and C respectively, are irnplemented following the best practices noted in the literature 

in the previous section. 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the data flows for all static versions of the system, now super

seded by the dynamic version in figure 3.4 but still relevant as it remains a good approxi

mation of the clustering engine shown in 3.4. 

A more detailed description of processes is shown in figure 3.5. However, in the dy

namic version used in the experiment, several processes and stores no longer exist. In 

particular, the process labeled ahc is no longer used at all, suffix tree clustering having taken 

over all previous functionality of agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The process iSkim 

has been replaced by the process fdg, which contains all the functionality oipost and npvp. 

Although figure 3.5 still gives a general picture of the processes involved, processing has 

changed to accommodate browsing by the client and updates due to the dynamic addition 

of clusters. 
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cluster(xcoord,ycoord) xml filenames 

start message 

display 

cluster(clusterid 
clustersize, 

clusterparent) 

selection 

cluster( ^stc 
clustername) 

doccluster(docid, 
clusterid) 

tfmatrix 

dissim 

(r^scal^ 
rawdoc(docid, 

rawdoc) 

ccmatnx 
ddmatrix docterm(docid,termid) 

term(termid,term) 

Figure 3.3. Vizard main processes and data flows 

The database as described in figure 3.6 was designed to accommodate a quick and dirty 

ontology generator. While implemented, the quick and dirty ontology generator was not 

used for the experimental study, so the database was not fully populated for the study. The 

architecture has been left in place for expanded study once the system's potential has been 

evaluated. 

Likewise, table 3.1 describes the complete database as implemented in MySQL, includ

ing fields not relevant to the experimental study. 

Table name Attribute name Contents •Reg Key FKReftbl 

RAW_ DOC 

STRUCT, 
DOC 

RDId 

RawDoc 

RawDocDate 
RawDocTime 
RDId 

Raw docu' 

ment Id 
Raw docu- Y 

ment 
Date 
Time 
Raw docu- Y 
ment Id 

Y PK. 

PK, 
FK 

RAW_ DOC 
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Table name Attribute name Contents Req Key FK Ref tbl 

MESSAGE 

TOPIC 

StDoc Structured 
document 

Y 

Dissimilarity 

Kind 

Value of dis
similarity 
Kind of dis

StDocDate 
similarity 

Date 
StDocTime Time 
Xcoord Coordinate X 

in space 
assigned to 
document 

Ycoord Coordinate Y 
in space 
assigned to 
document 

Zcoord Coordinate Z 

in space 

assigned to 
document 

N 

Subject Subject of the N 

Sid 
message 
Sender Id FK SENDER 

Clusterld Cluster Id FK CLUSTER. 

MEMBER 
RDId Raw docu

ment Id 
Y PK, 

FK 
RAW_ DOC 

Topic Topic of inter
est 

FK TOPIC 

Topic Topic of inter
est 

PK 

Tfrequency How often 

topic appeared 

in aU raw doc
uments 

Tlength Number of 
words in the 

Tweight 

name of a topic 

Importance of 
the given 
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Table name Attribute name Contents Reg Key FKReftbl 

SENDER 

CLUSTER. 
MEMBER 

PHRASE 

topic to the 
document 

Sid Sender Id 
UrI URL 
Alias Sender's name 

Email Sender's 

e-mail address 
Clusterld Cluster Id 

ClusterName Name of a 
cluster 

ClusterGranul Cluster granu-
larity 

Xcluster Coordinate X 
in space 
assigned to a 
cluster 

Ycluster Coordinate Y 

in space 
assigned to a 
cluster 

Zcluster Coordinate Z 

in space 
assigned to a 
cluster 

RDId Raw docu
ment Id 

Pid Phrase Id 

Phrase Phrase 
Plength Length of a 

phrase 
Pweight Weight of a 

phrase 
Pfrequency Frequency of a 

phrase 
in a document 

PofSpeech Part of speech 
Type Type of a 

phrase 

Y 
N 

PK 

PK 

FK 

PK 

RAW_ DOC 
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Table name Attribute name Contents Req Key FK Ref tbl 

Confidence Level of confi
dence that 
phrase is of 

PERSON Pid 
certain type 
Phrase Id PK, 

FK 
PHRASE 

Psynonym Synonym of a PK 

ORGANIZA Pid 
person 
Phrase Id PK, PHRASE 

TION FK 
Osynonym Synonym ofan PK 

PLACE Pid 
organization 
Phrase Id PK, 

FK 
PHRASE 

VERB 

Plsynonym 

Ppoint 
Pid 

Synonym of a 
place 
Coordinates 
Phrase Id 

PK 

PK, 
FK 

PHRASE 

Vsynonym Synonym of a 
verb 

PK 

Table 3.1. Data Dictionary 

Figure 3.7 describes the flow of data through the processes that, taken together, con

stitute the multidimensional scaling portion of the clustering engine. Ail data is stored in 

the above-named MySQL database. This implementation can return display coordinates 

of various dimensionality, but only the first two dimensions were used in the experimental 

study. 

3.4.2 CLIENT ARCHITECTURE 

The general design of the client window is to contain four frames, designated UL, UR, 

LL, and LR, for upper and lower left and right. 

Table 3.2 provides a description of the four frames. 
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bc/clus names, 
coords 

docterm 
docmap 

clusterid, 
xml files 

(control)-
xml files V processing 

Figure 3.4. Vizard server subsystems data flows. 

position description 

UL hierarchical representation of clusters and 
texts, similar to the Windows Tree Control 

UR labeled map of similarities between clusters, 
subclusters, or individual texts 

LL currently selected text 
LR new, user-defined hierarchy of selected texts 

Tabic 3.2. Client Frame Positions 

Due to the server capability for a 3 dimensional display, early client prototypes offered 3 

dimensional display. One such prototype is shown in figure 3.8, although this did not make 

use of the server's 3 dimensional information. The purpose of 3 dimensions here is to facil

itate visual distinction between the colored blocks used to portray clusters. Unfortunately, 

this relied on the then immature Java3D specification. Conflicts between Java3D and other 

system elements led to abandoning the 3 dimensional perspective. 

The client version depicted in figure 3.8 also used color coding to make the LL frame 

match the UR frame. Note that in this version, the initial display shows all texts in the LL 

frame, in contrast to the experimental version, where only selected texts are displayed in 

the LL frame. 

Frame LR and some additional tools allow the user to build a new outline from the 

relationships discovered by visualization. This frame is visible in the lower left corner of 

figure 3.9 and figure 3.10. This frame was not available for the experimental study. 
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Figure 3.5. Vizard processes and data stores. 

Figure 3.10 shows a subclustcr, a cluster within a cluster. For the experimental study, 

two levels of subclustering were available. Drilling down beyond one level opened a display 

of individual texts, as in figure 3.12, or a second subcluster display, if the selected subcluster 

contained more than 12 texts. Selecting any of these subclusters opened a display of texts. 

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show versions of the display without frame LR. Figure 3.12 shows 

the display of individual texts. For the experimental study, no display with this many indi

vidual texts was shown. This display results from the combination of agglomerative hier

archical clustering and multidimensional scaling. Users reported cognitive dissonance with 

the non-overlapping clusters in this display, as compared with the displays using sufiBx tree 

clustering, which allows overlapping clusters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

A tragic incident on a large public university campus (hereafter University of X) formed 

the basis for faithfully developing the managerial task for the experiment. In 2002, a failing 

University of X nursing student shot and killed two nursing professors during classes, and 

brought University operations to a halt as students fled the Nursing school and surrounding 

buildings, and a police SWAT team took control of the area searching for the shooter, who 

took his own life. 

In the aftermath of this crisis, I interviewed numerous University officials and con

cluded that the office of the University president faced a managerial task that could be 

easily simulated and easily understood by management students on campus. The Require

ments Elicitation section describes the challenge of developing an appropriate simulated 

task from these interviews. 

Then, to develop the evaluation, I developed a method from the Situation Awareness 

literature previously discussed, and described in detail in the Experimental Design section. 

4.1 REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION 

SAGAT (Situation Awareness General Assessment Technique) described previously, calls 

for requirements elicitation, where experts in the field describe salient cues and their impact 

on situation awareness. These descriptions also provide guidelines for determining what are 

not salient cues and what are not appropriate impacts on situation awareness. 

My approach to this requirements elicitation was to conduct unstructured interviews 

with officials, asking them about incoming information and its impact on their actions. 

I was assisted by the presence of on-campus forums about the crisis, for which several 

officials provided notes of phone calls, partial printouts of email messages, and in one case, 
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a phone bill providing time and duration of calls. 

I then used my notes and campus maps to construct artificial records of incoming 

email and phone calls to resemble both the messages containing salient cues and the m.es-

sages containing obfuscation of salient cues, erroneous information or erroneous inferences 

drawn from information. 

Conveniendy, officials readily discussed their perception of facts, their comprehension 

of facts, and projections of future states based on the facts, corresponding neatly to the three 

theoretical levels of situation awareness. As a result, it is easy to organize my discussion of 

their requirements by level. 

4.1.1 PERCEPTION 

Perceptions of the event can be classified according to perceptions of the victim(s), the 

shooter(s), the location(s), and responsc(s). 

Victim(s). Major facts about the victims include their number, their status (injured or 

deceased), and their relationship to the university. Although many people wanted more 

specific identification of victims, most could understand the need to withhold information 

pending notification of next of kin. 

Shooter(s). The most important fact about any shooter(s) is the location and ability 

to continue shooting. The number of shooters is the next most important fact. Identi

fication information that can be assembled into comprehension about scope of threat is 

also important. For instance, the following facts could be assembled into a single compre

hension: (i) single shooter, (2) long-term employee, (3) recently appeared unstable, can be 

assembled into the inference that there is no threat from a group, but it can't be known 

in advance which facts will be assembled. Misidentification of police as shooters interferes 

with situation awareness. Conflicting attributes ascribed to a single shooter interferes as 

well. Number of shots fired is only conditionally important, depending on whether the 

numbers can be assembled into any comprehension, such as whether automatic weapons 
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are being used (signifying a higher threat level), or whether multiple shooters offer the only 

reasonable explanation for dispersion of shots. 

Location(s). Identification of the location(s) of gunshots is salient in part because facts 

about these locations can be assembled into comprehension of threats. The identity of the 

building(s) where shots are fired is important. The area within the building is important if 

the building is sufficiently large. The room use is important since it can be used to assemble 

comprehension about the scope of the threat. 

Response(s). There are both organized responses to the event by authorities, and re

sponses by individuals or other groups. Identification of panic over gunfire is important. 

Mistaken identification of panic as a riot or other agitated public gathering interferes with 

situation awareness. Identification of police responses, including presence of officers and 

whether officers are communicating are important. 

4.1.2 COMPREHENSION 

Victim(s). Once it is known that there are victims, their relationships and their relation

ships to the shooter(s) matter, particular as they maybe assembled into projections of future 

actions. Knowing that they are students and teachers and that they were shot during class 

provides information about their relationships to each other and to bystanders. 

Shooter(s). Facts about the shooter(s) may suggest a motive. Most officials made at 

least some mention of terrorism and gang-related violence. Aggregations of facts that 

dispell these motives are important to the members of the University community as well 

as the public at large. Facts about the future threat posed, such as mobility, possession of 

automatic weapons, injury status, appearance details, all contribute to the comprehension 

of the threat posed by the shooter. 

Response(s). Individual calls and messages can be comprehended by putting the facts 

of the message together into some comprehensible action or viewpoint. These are treated 

separately and take the rest of this subsection. 
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Summarizing responses. Many police responses can be regarded as presenting a snap

shot summary of the situation as known by the UXPD. These responses can practically 

be recited as evidence of level 2 situation awareness. Police responses indicating that they 

control a given area or are searching a given area, or providing other details can be used to 

infer degree of public safety and as a check against other sources of information because 

they are presumed to be more reliable and to be focused on relevant issues. 

Hate calls and messages are important and numerous and identified by threats, inap

propriate language, and lack of appropriate desired response. 

Parental concern messages contain overt identifying information and specific requests 

for reassurances of safety. 

4.1.3 PROJECTION 

Victim(s). Once it is known that there are victims, officials realize they have the respon

sibility to work with police to notify next of kin before public identification. It is also 

necessary to publicize that this is being done and that this explains not providing immedi

ate identification for the public. 

Response(s). The remainder of this section lists the salient cues for projection coming 

from messages. 

Nonresponses. Messages concerning matters of importance, but not emergency related, 

must be laid aside during the crisis, then acted upon later. The absence of any reference to 

the crisis is the only cue to a nonresponse, and is only ascertainable by reading the entire 

message. 

Language breakdown messages. Messages describing difficulties between speakers of 

Spanish or Chinese and English prompted the realization that multilingual announce

ments were necessary, something not obvious beforehand because the University's official 

language is English. It turns out that when people hear gunfire, the panic runs so deep that 

the official language can't be expected to communicate emergency information to everyone. 
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Summarizing responses. As noted in the previous subsection, police responses tend to 

summarize the situation, providing comprehension when taken at face value. In addition, 

they suggest future action, both relaying the explicit summaries, and examining assembled 

comprehension for cues to other action. Police responses containing facts of the situation 

must be passed on to briefing systems and checked for guidance. 

Erroneous responses. Messages containing erroneous conclusions, such as reports of 

incipient riot, signify the need to deter panic, for instance by finding communication chan

nels to disseminate correct conclusions. Messages erroneously minimizing risk, such as 

identifying gunshots as a car backfiring, signify the need to disseminate warnings for pub

lic safety. 

Restated information responses. Many messages merely clogged traffic, restating infor

mation already known to the University President's office. The only way to stem the tide 

of these responses was to publicly state the facts as the President's office knew them. 

Immediate safety-related responses. One official indicated personal frustration at re

ceiving messages about immediate safety: he could not tell a caller whether it was safer to 

barricade the doors or evacuate. Such messages suggest the need for reinforcing the ten

dency to look to on-site police for immediate guidance, but also suggest the need for some 

after-action review of emergency procedures. 

Chain of command messages. Messages about the chain of command inspired the 

awareness that alternative communications, including cell phones and walkie-talkies, al

ternative meeting places, such as campus landmarks, and alternative emergency procedures 

containers, such as those in cars at staff member's homes, were being sought. Some of these 

messages also inspired awareness that the Administration should look for these alternatives. 

Chain of communication messages. Messages indicating a lack of awareness of salient 

facts may contain clues about what relevant information is not proliferating or for how to 

disseminate relevant information. 

Location messages. Many messages gave locations of relevant phenomena, such as 

waves of evacuees. 
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Tapering. The declining frequency of routine messages testify to the effectiveness of 

communications. This is not a kind of response, but a characteristic of the overall flow of 

responses. Noticing this phenomenon is equivalent to noticing a change in the situation, 

i.e., word is spreading. 

Emergency procedures responses. The University has emergency procedures and arti

facts called emergency procedures containers with vital resources. Responses about these 

procedures, containers, and documents are cues to actions related to emergency procedures. 

Triage facility responses. Evidence that an outdoor triage facility was functioning led 

administrators to consider 

4.2 SIMULATED SCENARIO 

Based on my interviews with officials, I developed the following experimental scenario, 

consisting of messages to be released by the server at the specified intervals during the 

scenario. Following is a chronological list of every message in the experimental scenario, 

each preceded by the interview notes that inspired the messages. 

Note that the scenario times represent (approximately) minutes from the start of the 

scenario. Messages with the same timestamp are sent in rapid succession at about the 

beginning of the minute specified. 

4.2.1: MESSAGES AND ANALYSIS 

The first message expresses a kind of confusion noted by officials throughout the crisis, as 

observers contacted the president's office with fragmentary snapshots. Several observers in

terpreted the agitated massing of students outside as the beginning of some kind of protest, 

demonstration, or riot, and offered that, interpretation with the observation. 

Scenario Time: Minute 0 

From: Medical Center receptionist 
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A crowd is gathering outside the nursing school. A possible 

protest march seems to be forming. 

The next message introduces the most important disseminator of information throughout 

the simulation. Officials in the actual crisis found it expedient to assign a higher credibility 

value to messages from the University of X Police Department, hereafter UXPD, than 

messages from other sources. 

Scenario Time: Minute 0 

From; UXPD Dispatch 

A woman has been shot at the Nursing School. 

The next message immediately follows the preceding message and reinforces the credibiHty 

of the location mentioned in the previous message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 0 

From: UXPD Dispatch 

Shots were reported at the Nursing School. 

Throughout the crisis, officials noted that the University President continued to receive 

routine messages from quarters unaware of the unfolding tragedy. These messages often 

came from powerful officials, who could not ordinarily be ignored, but whose communi

cations had to be laid aside for the duration of the crisis, unless they bore directly on the 

crisis. As a consequence, many messages from high-ranking sources had to be read before 

they could be laid aside. 

Scenario Time: Minute 0 

From: Pub Policy Ctr Director 

Please reconsider speaking at fundraiser on Monday. Will 

call again to see if President is free to discuss. 
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The following message falls into the same category as the previous message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 1 

From: Dean of Library 

My weekly briefing on the Library is attached. 

The following message falls into the same category as the previous message. This kind 

of message occurs more frequently at the beginning of the crisis because, as word spread 

across campus, fewer and fewer officials remained completely unaware of the situation. 

Scenario Time: Minute 1 

From: Dean of Soc Sci 

She wants to know if the President will be able to attend 

the Dean's luncheon tomorrow. 

The area around the nursing school presents an irregular maze of highly reflective surfaces. 

Officials attributed to this the wide variance in observed numbers and locations of gunshots. 

An important challenge for officials was to determine whether conflicting reports could be 

attributed to echoes or should be interpreted as a possible widening of the crisis. 

Scenario Time: Minute 1 

From: Medical Center receptionist 

Passerby in lobby says shots were fired outside the front 

door. 

Following is another routine message. These will appear with decreasing frequency as the 

simulation wears on. 

Scenario Time: Minute 1 

From: Regents Secy 

Please confirm that President will speak at Regents Dinner 

Saturday. 
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This message enjoys the high credibility of UXPD, and provides an appropriate role for an 

observer. Officials believed that a trained policeman would be less likely to report erroneous 

locations or numbers of shots. This message, and the location mentioned in it, would be 

taken more seriously by officials than any other type. At this point, officials are convinced 

that gunshots have occurred in the Nursing School building. 

Scenario Time; Minute 1 

From; UXPD Dispatch 

Officer on scene reports numerous shots from within Nursing 

School. 

Here is another message from a police officer, lending credibility to the connection between 

the shooting and the people pouring out of the building. From this moment on, officials 

would discount reports of a demonstration or protest in progress. Also, the police officer 

has not reported multiple shooters, but only reported teh panicked cries of the running 

students. This will figure prominently in later conflicts over estimates of the number of 

shooters. 

Scenario Time: Minute 1 

From: UXPD Dispatch 

Officer on scene reports panicked students pouring out of 

Nursing School, yelling "they're shooting!" 

This report simply reinforces the certainty of the location. Officials noted that many UXPD 

reports include some redundancy. A UXPD official indicated that this redundancy was by 

design, to reinforce known facts. 

Scenario Time: Minute 1 

From; UXPD Dispatch 

Shooting reported in Nursing School. 
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The following message is routine. 

Scenario Time: Minute 1 

From; Univ Atty 

I am ready to discuss intellectual property policy statement 

as per your instructions. 

The location of the reporter in the following message is significant. Buildings fronting 

Slowvvay, like this one, command a good view, but suffer from extremely high ambient 

noise. It is much more likely that someone in this area would see than hear anything out of 

the ordinary. 

Scenario Time: Minute 2 

From: UX Intl College receptionist 

Rioting reported at Medical Center. Crowd gathering 

outside. 

The previous caller has by now received firsthand reports from Nursing school students. 

At this stage, the story has changed. Officials noted that many people who felt compelled 

to contact the President's office did so multiple times, updating or correcting information 

they had offered in previous messages. 

Scenario Time: Minute 2 

From: UX Intl College receptionist 

Shots fired at Medical School. People running from medical 

school are shouting and entering our lobby agitated and 

talking about shootings. 

During the crisis, officials quickly became swamped with incoming phone calls, faxes, in

stant messages, and emails. Furthermore, the campus web servers ground to a halt soon 
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after the crisis was mentioned in international news media. One immediately obvious 

strategy was to contact high ranking officials who could pass information down the chain 

of command. Hence, officials were anxious to receive messages like the following, possibly 

allowing such communication. One official noted that, during the actual crisis, a listserv 

for all deans was found to be non-functioning. At a considerable cost of time and effort, an 

empowered party was contacted to reactivate the list. The thinking behind this expenditure 

of effort was that it would offer a potentially irreplaceable conduit. 

Scenario Time: Minute 2 

From: Dean of Nursing 

Emergency situation in Nursing School, possible gang 

shootings on first and third floors, uncertain whether to 

evacuate or stay locked in; police have been notified. 

The Nursing school's location at one end of the Medical Center confused many observers 

who reported shots in or around their own buildings. These reports had to be examined 

before they could be dismissed. 

Scenario Time: Minute 2 

From: Risk Management 

Possible emergency at Medical Center requires immediate 

attention; appears someone has been shot and intruder or 

intruders may be at large on campus; will provide updates. 

Early in the crisis, UXPD Commander Oceanrock emerged as the most credible on-the-

spot dispenser of information. Information sources on the scene focused on notifying CDR 

Oceanrock of all developments, and television news cameras trained on CDR Oceanrock 

for briefings at intervals as frequent as every ten minutes during the first few hours. CDR 

Oceanrock logged an amazing 6io cell phone calls received during his duty period. This 
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message merely says that his arrival is important enough for UXPD to report to the Uni

versity President's office, suggesting that he will be the point man for the police. 

Scenario Time: Minute 2 

From; UXPD Dispatch 

UXPD CDR Oceanrock enroute to Nursing School due to possible 

shooting 

With University communications compromised, officials were anxious to use any available 

media representatives to "get the message out," but were checked by concerns over the 

agenda of media representatives. The following message is from a reporter for a weekly 

publication with a clear agenda not related to the immediate crisis. 

Scenario Time: Minute 2 

From: USNews 

Reporter seeks interview regarding current academic 

standings 

Following is another routine message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 2 

From: Univ Atty 

Please review attached brief for action with Board of 

Advisors 

Many of the early messages received provided official with cues for public statements. The 

following message is of the type that prompted officials to warn workers away from win

dows in the vicinity of the Nursing School. 

Scenario Time: Minute 3 

From: Life Sciences North receptioni 
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There is some kind of shootout going on here. I'm afraid to 

go too near the window because I think people are shooting 

outside. 

One guideline for credibility was length of the chain between reporters of events and actual 

events themselves. The following message comes from a receptionist trapped within a 

nearby building and overhearing conversations of bystanders. This kind of report adds 

relatively little information of value. 

Scenario Time: Minute 3 

From: Medical Center receptionist 

People in lobby are saying that there is someone loose with 

a gun outside shooting at people. Police have been called. 

The next message provides a different example of the problem with the chain of commu

nication mentioned concerning the previous message. In this case, the caller implies that 

he or she has no direct knowledge of the location of the shooting. The message is also 

noncommittal with respect to the source of knowledge that police have been called. 

Scenario Time: Minute 3 

From: Pharmacy School receptionist 

Shots have been fired in the building or near the front 

steps. Police have been called. 

The next message carries high credibility and raises difficult questions as to whether it 

means that there are multiple shooters. The information provided and the questions raised 

are critical for the first simulation freeze. 

Scenario Time: Minute 3 

From: UXPD Dispatch 

Two shootings in nursing school; uncertain of connection 

between two shootings 
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Officials found that numerous authority figures on campus tried to establish contact with 

the President's office, helping to spark the above mentioned effort to find a systematic way 

to contact all deans at once, which turned out to be the deans listserv. 

Scenario Time: Minute 4 

From: Dean of Soc Sci 

Wants to confirm report of a shooting on campus. 

Arguments broke out in the vicinity of the Nursing school as to whether the sound of 

gunfire was actually a backfiring vehicle. The University President received at least one call 

intended to dispell the "myth" that there was gunfire. This prompted safety concerns for 

those in the vicinity who might be influenced by such denials of the now-certain gunfire. 

Scenario Time; Minute 4 

From: Life Sciences North receptioni 

Sorry about the earlier call. Apparently there was a car 

backfiring. It just sounded so frightening. Sorry. 

Following is yet another unreliable report: unreliable in that the caller appears to be report

ing hearsay. At this stage, no credible report asserts shooting anywhere but the Nursing 

School, while the Pharmacy School building is close enough to confuse listeners about the 

location of the gunfire. 

Scenario Time: Minute 4 

From: Pharmacy School receptionist 

There is chaos on the first floor. We think that there has 

been a shooting on the first floor. Police have been 

called. 

Officials depended heavily on UXPD for info during the crisis and the next message brings 

the City Police Department into the picture. Messages like this forced officials to think 

about the role of City officials. 
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Scenario Time; Minute 4 

From: UXPD Dispatch 

Officers have been dispatched to Nursing school to respond 

to possible shootings. TPD has also been called. 

Officials in the University President's office faced an important challenge in the form of 

messages asking for immediate guidance. Without direct knowledge, there was no way for 

officials to know whether it was safer to remain in offices or to evacuate. University officials 

looked to police on the scene for guidance on messages like this. 

Scenario Time: Minute 5 

From: Health Ctr receptionist 

People here said they heard dozens of shots fired a few 

minutes go, but it is quiet now. Somebody near the door 

said he would let me know if he could hear or see any 

shooting. I'm staying down and wondering what to do next. 

The following message echoes and reinforces the message above. 

Scenario Time: Minute 5 

From: Life Sciences North receptioni 

There is definitely something going on here. It can't be a 

car backfiring. I can't get through and I'm not sure if I 

should call 911. Please advise. 

Following is another hearsay message from a source that has already offered a non-credible 

report about the location of shots. Officials received many reports from well-meaning but 

distanced observers who were unable to supply accurate information. 

Scenario Time: Minute 5 
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From: Pharmacy School receptionist 

There are police on the first floor of our building. I 

think they are containing the crowd. 

Following is a report from the most reliable source, but the attribution is not to any specific 

source, limiting the certainty of the information. This is the first report of student victims. 

As soon as students were reported to be victims, officials began to consider how to respond 

to parents, both of the victims and parents of students in general. This message should 

stimulate specific discussion about parents. 

Scenario Time: Minute 5 

From: UXPD Dispatch 

There are reports that at least two nursing students were 

shot in a crowded classroom in the nursing school within the 

last ten minutes. 

Following is another routine message, this one from a source heard from earlier. These 

tapering routine messages raise the question of how to economodally notify University 

staff of the situation. 

Scenario Time: Minute 5 

From: Pub Policy Ctr Director 

Please reconsider speaking at fundraiser on Monday. Sorry 

we were disconnected earlier. 

Officials were horrified to learn that SWAT teams dispatched to the scene, wearing vests 

clearly marked SWAT, were mistaken for terrorists, possibly due to their black masks. 

Messages like the following prompted officials to dispense information about the presence 

of SWAT teams and how to identify them. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 6 

From; Life Sciences North receptioni 

There are masked men in the stairwell. 

Many received messages communicated little more than that the sender was panicked. 

Following is such a message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 6 

From: Life Sciences North receptioni 

There are police everywhere but apparently no one can find 

anything out. Please advise. 

UXPD officers began immediately to control traffic into the medical center area and to 

evacuate to the west. Numerous messages confirmed the general shape of the evacuation. 

Scenario Time: Minute 6 

From: Pharmacy School receptionist 

We are being told to evacuate the building and to proceed 

west toward Cherry Ave. 

Ordinarily, people are conditioned to use stairwells in emergency. In this case, the SWAT 

team used the stairwells to try to find and limit the movement of the shooter. Hence, 

callers appeared uncertain about how to navigate. 

Scenario Time: Minute 7 

From: Life Sciences North receptioni 

There is a SWAT team here breaking the hatch thing that goes 

to the roof. Everyone's afraid to use the stairs. 

The following message provides another clue that the chain of command could offer assis

tance in disseminating information. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 7 

From: Pharmacy School Dean 

Police have arrived on the scene and we are conferring with 

them. We may have to evacuate the building. 

Following is a confiised message about SWAT team activities. 

Scenario Time: Minute 7 

From: Pharmacy School receptionist 

There are masked men running up and down the stairs here. 

It sounds like some windows and doors have been broken 

upstairs. 

During the actual crisis, a few leaders emerged whose messages provided both detailed 

information about their activities as well as a sense that they had the situation in hand. 

Throughout the simulation, each message received from the Medical Center Director will 

provide not only situation info, but clues about what to do. This is exactly the kind of 

information that was circulated to the deans listserv when it was eventually activated, so 

that other leaders could benefit. 

Scenario Time: Minute 8 

From; Medical Center Director 

We have closed all entrances and exits except Emergency and 

have moved a mobile emergency team into our main parking 

lot. We have our own security details guarding every exit 

and maintaining radio contact every minute. 

A striking contrast grew between leaders who were in touch with the situation and others 

who were more isolated. Officials noted that some leaders continued to send messages 

expressing or implying isolation throughout the crisis. In this simulation, the messages 

from the Pharmacy School dean fall into this category. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 8 

From: Pharmacy School Dean 

For safety reasons, we have asked all personnel to remain in 

their offices until further notice and to stay out of the 

hallways. Police are on the scene. There has apparently 

been a shooting. That is all. 

The following message conveys the ongoing problem with interpreting actions of the police 

SWAT team. 

Scenario Time: Minute 9 

From: Nursing School Office 

Somebody is breaking down the doors in the hall to this 

office. Please send help. 

Here is another message conveying the difficulty of interpreting the actions of the SWAT 

team. Officials made it a priority to educate campus about the appearance (masks) and 

activities (forcible entry) of the SWAT team. 

Scenario Time: Minute 9 

From: Nursing School receptionist 

We can hear people breaking doors and windows. We heard an 

order to evacuate from a bullhorn outside, but we are 

hearing dangerous sounds in the hallways. 

Officials in the University President's office could not contact office phone numbers in the 

nursing school and soon realized that they were receiving communications from admin

istrators with cell phones. This later led to active attempts to communicate with admin

istrators on cellphones, hampered only by the lack of cell phone number lists. Officials 

indicated that emergency policy requires certain departmental personnel to leave emer

gency kits in their car trunks. Unfortunately, these kits were found to have office and home 
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contact numbers and have been updated to include cell phone numbers in the aftermath of 

the crisis. The following message is meant to stimulate participants to think about the cell 

phone situation as similar messages stimulated officials in the crisis. 

Scenario Time: Minute 9 

From: Pharmacy School Dean 

We have decided to evacuate the Pharmacy School due to a 

shooting in the area. Police are going room to room to 

request that all personnel leave for safety reasons. I can 

be reached by cell phone and would appreciate any additional 

news. 

During the crisis, numerous witnesses interpreted the SWAT team uniforms as gang-style 

garb. Although the police never fired a single shot, the presence of their automatic weapons 

and the echoes and multiple locations of the single actual shooter convinced many that 

members of a gang, always a concern in the surrounding city, had attacked in force. 

Scenario Time: Minute 9 

From: UXPD Dispatch 

Witnesses say a man or men in gang-style garb entered a 

classroom in the nursing school and opened fire. 

Two phenomena worked together to spark messages of confusion to the University Presi

dent's office. First, as all available communication lines to UXPD were flooded, it became 

more difficult for individuals to connect and find out what was happening. At the same 

time, officers on the scene began evacuating the area and inducing movement to the north 

and west. Stationary obsei'vers to the north and west, such as at UX Intl College, saw 

an evacuation in progress but were receiving no directives. Some messages resembled the 

following. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 10 

From: UX Intl College 

We remain uncertain about whether to evacuate and can not 

get a clear directive from UXPD. Please advise. 

As noted above, the Medical Center Director's messages, like the following, provide reliable 

situation information as well as clues for directions officials should consider. 

Scenario Time: Minute 10 

From: Medical Center Director 

We have suspended all non-emergency procedures and are 

evacuating non-essential personnel through the north doors 

of the Cancer Center. We are urging everyone who leaves to 

continue north and avoid the Nursing School area. 

The following message continues to indicate a lack of communication and a lack of fore

sight on the part of the Pharmacy School dean. I hasten to remind the reader that the 

Pharmacy School dean in this simulation represents unnamed deans who were challenged 

by the crisis, not any actual dean. Interviews did not reveal the names or titles of specific 

administrators. 

Scenario Time: Minute 10 

From: Pharmacy School receptionist 

The Dean has asked me to notify you that we are evacuating 

the building. 

An important source of confusion during the actual crisis was that the single shooter was 

described differently by different witnesses, so for a short period of time the number of 

shooters was uncertain. The following message reflects this uncertainty. Note that dispatch 

did not report multiple shooters as a fact, but as a received report. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 10 

From: UXPD Dispatch. 

Witnesses from two different classrooms say their classrooms 

were taken over by gunmen dressed in military garb and their 

instructors shot. 

An outdoor triage facility in a north parking lot turned out to be an important information 

clearinghouse. Several messages, including the next one, develop this notion. 

Scenario Time: Minute 11 

From: College of Medicine, Admin 

We have completely evacuated our people with the help of 

Facilities. We do not have phone access and are trying to 

form a chain of command north of the Cancer Center. We 

expect to need some kind of triage facility. 

The AME building is farther west than the previously mentioned UX Intl College building 

(sincc moved) was at the time of the actual crisis. The later similar message below reflects 

the westward spread of evacuaces as the minutes pass. This dean is used for example only, 

as the actual Dean of AME was reputedly well informed by UXPD reports. The location 

of AME is simply extremely well known to participants. 

Scenario Time: Minute 11 

From; Dean of AME 

We are seeking direction as to whether to evacuate this 

building. We can't determine whether staying here or 

leaving poses greater danger right now. Please advise. 

Facilities Management had walkie-talkies, a valuable resource during the actual crisis. The 

message below is meant to stimulate participant awareness that that resource was offered to 

administrators stymied by the lack of access to cell phone directories. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 11 

From: Facilities Mgt, AHSC (Life Sci 

¥e have radio contact with all our people in the building 

and have evacuated them to the north due to police reports 

of violence to the south. We're wondering if you'd like to 

use us to maintain contact with personnel gathering north of 

the Cancer Center. 

The following message raises the issue of the emergency procedures containers mentioned 

previously. One official believed that several of the containers were in the trunks of cars 

parked in a garage that was among the first structures to be secured by police (and therefore 

unavailable). 

Scenario Time: Minute 11 

From: Pharmacy School Dean 

I'm on my cell phone now and trying to organize my people on 

Cherry Ave. We're not sure who has emergency procedures 

containers except one person whose car is in the East 

Garage, which is off limits to us. 

The following message raises the problem of communications in the Nursing School, the 

center of both the actual and simulated crisis. 

Scenario Time: Minute 12 

From: Dean of Nursing 

My staff (except our receptionist, who is missing) is 

barricaded in my office and can hear sporadic gunfire 

outside. Police told us they were on their way ten or 

fifteen minutes ago, but have not arrived. From our windows 

we can see a crowd forming across Soup Ave, but we are 
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afraid to remain too close to the windows for any length of 

time. 

SWAT team members took rooftop positions and were initially reported by witnesses too 

far discern exactly what they were seeing, and with no context to the emergency some 

witnesses appeared to believe they were seeing terrorists or gang members. 

Scenario Time: Minute 12 

From: Health Ctr receptionist 

Masked gunmen are appearing on roofs of every building 

nearby. 

This message simply reinforces the visibility of the SWAT team and the urgency of com

municating to the University community about it. 

Scenario Time: Minute 12 

From: Health Ctr unknown 

Masked gunmen are on roofs of every building nearby. 

The following message underscores the sense of the last two messages. 

Scenario Time: Minute 12 

From: Health Ctr unknown 

We have masked men with guns on nearby roof. 

The following message is meant to stimulate simulation participants to think of the use of 

listservs to distribute information. 

Scenario Time: Minute 13 

From: Alumni Office 

We understand there may be a gang on campus and would like 

to reassure parents through the parent listserv. We need an 

official statement from the President. 
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The next message adds to the barrage of concern over commiinication about the SWAT 

team. 

Scenario Time: Minute 13 

From: Health Ctr unknown 

Gangs of masked gunmen are just standing on the roofs of 

every building nearby. 

The immensity and special purpose construction of buildings in the medical center created 

a problem for evacuation. Many lab workers were completely unaware of the crisis. In some 

cases, the presence of the SWAT team in stairwells or on rooftops was the first indicator of 

a problem. Reports like the following message are meant to stimulate thinking about using 

multiple forms of communication. 

Scenario Time: Minute 13 

From: Microbiology (Life Sciences No 

There seems to be a disturbance on the roof. I have tried 

to notify building personnel, but the place seems to be 

deserted. I'm not sure who connected me to your office. I 

am tempted to call the police because it sounds very bad. 

Another message about the SWAT team follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 13 

From; Unknown 

Masked gunmen on roofs of every building nearby. 

Another message about the SWAT team follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 14 

From: Cancer Center unknown 

We can see masked gunmen on the roof. 
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Another message about the SWAT team follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 14 

From: Health Ctr unknown 

Masked gunmen are appearing on roofs of every nearby-

building. 

Another message about the SWAT team follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 14 

From: Med Ctr unknown 

There are masked gunmen on roof. 

As noted earlier, IJXPD CDR Oceanrock became the main spokesperson during the crisis, 

providing briefings as frequently as every ten minutes. His messages should be considered 

by simulation participants to be both reliable and relevant. 

Scenario Time: Minute 15 

From: UXPD CDR Oceanrock 

Officers on the scene have secured the area around the 

Nursing School. 

The following report should lead to simulation participants to consider talk of more than 

one gunman to be speculation. From this point on in the simulation, UXPD will never 

refer to more than one shooter. Participants should also understand that there are reports 

of two instructors shot. The sex of the instructors was not mentioned in this message, 

although a very early report referred to one woman being shot. 

Scenario Time: Minute 15 

From: UXPD Dispatch 
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Earlier witness reports about gunmen in two classrooms 

appear to refer to one gunman dressed in fatigues who 

entered two classrooms and shot instructors. 

Fifteen minutes into the crisis, plenty of important players still had no idea that anything 

was wrong, as indicated in the next message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 15 

From: Pub Policy Ctr Director 

Please reconsider speaking at fundraiser on Monday. Not 

sure if earlier message got through. Seem to be having 

trouble connecting. 

The following message explicitly recognizes the confusion about the SWAT team. 

Scenario Time; Minute 16 

From: College of Medicine Admin 

There are police in SWAT costumes with bullhorns here. We 

had some confusion earlier about who they are. 

Here is reinforcement for the preceding message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 15 

From: College of Medicine Admin 

There seems to be a SWAT team on nearby roofs. We've heard 

some confusion about whether it's a gang or police. 

The following message both reinforces the preceding messages and introduces the addi

tional problem that the acoustics of the medical complex stymied the effectiveness of bull

horns. 
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Scenario Time; Minute 16 

From; Med Ctr unknown 

There are SWAT teams with bullhorns but we're not sure what 

they're saying. 

Officials soon realized that phones were ringing off the hook in the now-evacuated area, 

and began to wish for greater control over the telephone network. The following message 

is meant to stimulate participant thinking about incoming communications. 

Scenario Time: Minute 17 

From: AHSC Public Affairs 

We have been told to evacuate and go east to Cherry Ave. 

We're concerned about not being able to respond to the 

public. This is apparently on TV and we're getting some 

media inquiries. Please contact us with any direction as to 

when we'11 be able to resume our operations. 

Like the previous message, this next message speaks to the need for a paradigm for com

munication. 

Scenario Time: Minute 17 

From: Law School Dean 

We have been hearing unconfirmed reports of a shooting 

nearby and would like to find out how to handle this. I'm 

getting no official communication from anybody. Please 

advise. 

The evacuation revealed an important language problem: although UofX employees may 

all be able to speak English will calm, they may only understand their native tongue during 

a shooting. Most of UofX's custodial workers are Spanish speaking. One official heard a 
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report like the following message and realized that the custodian was asking "^Que?" rather 

than asking for a person named Kay. The same official noticed a related problem with a 

Chinese lab worker, represented later. 

Scenario Time: Minute 17 

From: Nursing School office 

I understand we're supposed to evacuate, but I can't get 

this one custodian to go. No matter what I tell him he 

keeps asking for Kay. Please advise. 

Following is yet another routine message. 

Scenario Time; Minute 18 

From: Parking and Trans Director 

We would like your input on the new rate hike. As you know, 

we were planning to go ahead this morning with the press 

release, but if you'd like to discuss it first, feel free to 

call us. 

Another content-free message from a leader follows. This is meant to stimulate the partic

ipants to think about what information to elicit in a public message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 18 

From: Pharmacy School Dean 

I'm just checking in from my cell phone. We're still pretty 

disorganized as far as emergency procedures but people here 

are working on it and would like to get some official word. 

The next messages merely echoes the last one. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 19 

From; Dean of AME 

We are still pretty much in the dark and seeking direction. 

Please advise. 

In addition to echoing the last two messages, the next one raises the problem of battery 

power for cell phones. Also, identifies someone who has set up a chain of command. 

Scenario Time: Minute 19 

From: Medical Center Director 

I've got a cell phone now and a radio, and my people are 

reporting out here. Unfortunately, the battery is almost 

dead in this cell phone, so we're still looking for another 

one to maintain contact. 

The following message reiterates the fact that a trained public affairs person is outside the 

office and adds that the person is available by cell phone. 

Scenario Time: Minute 20 

From: AHSC Public Affairs 

Please contact us by cell phone as we have evacuated and 

need to respond to media questions. 

Evacuees moving west did not necessarily know or think about the impact they had on 

people they met, nor did they necessarily realize that others knew nothing of recent events. 

Evacuees themselves were a group officials felt they needed to address, as the following 

message attests. 

Scenario Time: Minute 20 

From: Biomedical Engineering (1821 E Mabel St) 
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There is an angry crowd outside here and seems to be a 

calamity of some kind but no emails and the website seems to 

be down. What is going on? 

Following is an echo of the preceding message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 20 

From: College of Public Health 

Some kind of disturbance is happening outside. People are 

talking about guns and so on. We are concerned because we 

have heard nothing. 

The following message provides credible information, of which simulation participants 

should be able to demonstrate awareness. 

Scenario Time: Minute 20 

From: UXPD CDR Oceanrock 

Officers have secured the first floor of the Nursing School 

and have discovered a woman's body in a classroom. The 

woman appears to have been shot. Her identity is being 

withheld pending notification of next of kin. 

The following message reminds participants of the possibility of using email to disseminate 

information, as well as mentioning the widespread reliance on radio and television, already 

being used by UXPD. 

Scenario Time: Minute 21 

From: Health Center Admin 

No listserv is available to disseminate news. Everyone in 

this complex seems to be relying on radio or TV. 
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The following message is meant to evoke consideration of the role to be played by other 

governing bodies outside the UofX. 

Scenario Time: Minute 21 

From; Mayor's Office 

We were notified of emergency and are standing by to help. 

Please advise. 

The following message exaggerates the problem noted by officials regarding the language 

difficulties experienced by non-native speakers in crisis. It adds, admittedly in an exagger

ated fashion, the problem noted by one official that people didn't fully recognize it. 

Scenario Time: Minute 21 

From: Medical Center receptionist 

I can't get one of the lab workers to leave. I don't speak 

Chinese or whatever and he doesn't speak English. I keep 

pronouncing "E-vac-u-ate" really, really slowly, but he 

won't go. I would like to just leave the room number and 

go. 

The next message mentions things, such as restrooms and phones, that evacuees may need. 

During the actual crisis, officials realized that counseling would be needed. 

Scenario Time: Minute 21 

From: Poetry Center receptionist 

A large crowd has gathered outside and people want to use 

the facilities. We may need a police presence here before 

too long. Some people are insisting they need to use our 

phones. What is going on? 
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The following message identifies dormitory residence assistants as possible communicators, 

as well as identifying the spread of chaos to the south. 

Scenario Time; Minute 21 

From; unknown Babcock RA 

There is something really major going on at Slowway and Soup 

Ave. Thought you would like to know. That is all. Over. 

Officials in the actual crisis noted an almost immediate outpouring of unfocused volun-

teerism. Determining how to focus it should be an issue of interest to simulation partici

pants. 

Scenario Time: Minute 22 

From: Landscape Architecture recepti 

We have heard the tragic news but it seems we're in a safe 

area, so we thought we could volunteer to help out with some 

of the evacuees, but we're not sure who to contact. 

The following message cchoes the volunteer theme, and evokes the problem of hearsay. 

Not every office on campus has a television or radio. 

Scenario Time; Minute 22 

From: Poetry Center receptionist 

We are prepared to help out here but have been told that we 

may need to evacuate. I'm not able to get a definitive 

answer about what the emergency is, although it apparently 

involves some kind of fight or gang-related altercation. 

By this time, people are being caught in the evacuation without knowing what it means, as 

the following message suggests. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 22 

From: unknown Babcock RA 

We are seeing people pouring across Slowway and police 

stopping traffic up at Soup Ave. People are saying if we 

cross Slowway, we can't come back. What is that about? 

The Uo£X website went down soon after CNN began to report the story. The next message 

is a reminder of this and the email problems. 

Scenario Time; Minute 23 

From; Health Center Admin 

We wanted to add that there seems to be no University 

website now either. No listserv and no website. We also 

think there are email problems. 

Witnesses who obtained information from passersby often made confused reports, like the 

following. 

Scenario Time: Minute 23 

From: unknown Babcock RA 

There has apparently been a shooting at the Pharmacy 

College. We are going to do a room check here. 

The next message is another offer of volunteer help as described before. During the actual 

crisis, officials announced locations of counseling stations through various media. 

Scenario Time: Minute 24 

From; Landscape Architecture recepti 

We have been told that someone in Swede Johnson is already 

setting up some kind of a station, but we want to let 

someone in authority know that we'd be happy to go over and 

man it. 
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Many people outside the evacuation area thought they needed to evacuate due to reports 

of confused evacuees, as the next message indicates. 

Scenario Time: Minute 24 

From: unknown Babcock RA 

We are out of here. Apparently there has been a shooting 

and we have to evacuate. I think the place is pretty much 

empty anyway. 

The next message was intended as a further reminder of administrators out of the loop. 

This particular administrator would be located in the Swede Johnson building, where a 

counseling station was mentioned only a minute ago, so it seems less likely than a message 

coming from a building otherwise not mentioned. 

Scenario Time: Minute 25 

From: Alumni Foundation Director 

Apparently they're making an announcement on TV right now. 

You may want to find a TV and check the news. 

The simulation freezes were timed to occur right after announcements by UXPD CDR 

Oceanrock, whose information is intended to be viewed as the most credible and most 

relevant to the majority of queries. 

Scenario Time: Minute 25 

From: UXPD CDR Oceanrock 

Officers have discovered two bodies in classrooms of the 

Nursing School. Both appear to have been shot. Both 

identities are being withheld pending notification of next 

of kin. 
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The problem of routine messages pouring in lessened as awareness spread. The next mes

sage and the reduction in this type of message conveys this. 

Scenario Time: Minute 25 

From: Pub Policy Ctr Director 

Sorry if earlier messages seemed insensitive. Unaware of 

situation. Please advise if there's anything I can do to 

help. 

The next message should suggest funneling information through UXPD's TV reports. 

Scenario Time: Minute 26 

From: Business School Dean 

Just saw the police report on TV and want to let you know we 

are standing by for instructions. 

One of the now trickling routine messages follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 26 

From: Parking and Transp Director 

We are looking for input on the rate hike pr, but we're 

having trouble getting through. We are planning to go ahead 

and announce this morning, so we thought we'd go ahead and 

let you know in case you have any input. 

The following message echoes earlier messages on chain of command, television, and cell 

phones. 

Scenario Time: Minute 26 

From: Radiology Research Director 
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I wanted to let someone in authority know my staff is safe 

and can be reached through me on my cell phone. We are not 

sure how to get information except one of my staff has a TV 

in his SUV and we just got a police report. 

Another television dissemination message follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 27 

From: Dean of AME 

We saw UXPD on TV. We're sort of gathered around a TV here. 

I'd like to be able to provide people with some direction. 

Yet another television dissemination follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 27 

From: Law School Dean 

Saw police on TV. Standing by. Please advise. 

As before, a message from an outside authority volunteers help. 

Scenario Time: Minute 27 

From: City Mayor's Office 

We saw the TV report from UXPD. Want you to know the city is 

ready to help. Contact us ASAP. 

Parents of UofX students, unable to obtain specific information any other way, began to 

flood the phones after the television coverage began. Some were not clearly associated with 

the nursing school. For example, the daughter in the following message is a nurse, not 

a nursing student, and could be in any of a large number of places employing nurses on 

campus. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 28 

From: Mr. Blodgett 

I just saw something on the TV about people gunned down at 

the University Nursing School. My daughter is a nurse there 

and I am afraid. What can you tell me at this time? 

Another example of a parent trying to contact a child follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 28 

From: Mrs. Cleaver 

I saw a report on TV just now about a shooting at the 

University. Can you help me contact my son, Theodore? He's 

a student. 

Another example of a parent trying to contact a child follows. During the actual crisis, 

these really poured in at a rate probably much faster than during the simulation. The basis 

for this comparison is that the number of actual messages was unmanageable. The parents 

often have only a sketchy knowledge of the size of the campus and the size of its population. 

Scenario Time: Minute 28 

From: Mrs. Haskell 

The TV just ran a report about a shooting at the University. 

My son Eddie is a student there and I need to contact him to 

make sure he's safe. Do you have a list of students who are 

known to be safe? 

This message from a spouse offers a clue about direction: realizing that many among the 

public want to communicate with cvacuees. 

Scenario Time: Minute 29 
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From: Mr. Kranick 

There is a report on TV about the nursing school and I can't 

reach them at any line. Who can get a message through to my 

wife? Is there someplace I can go to meet people who've 

been evacuated? 

Another message offers help from outside. 

Scenario Time; Minute 30 

From: Mayor's Office 

We have received updates on emergency and are standing by to 

help. Please advise. 

The next message shows mobilization of volunteers and use of television to guide many 

callers. 

Scenario Time: Minute 30 

From: TVNews 

UXPD CDR Oceanrock reports that some local counselors have 

offered to help and are approaching the command post. 

Further volunteers are requested to report to the medical 

trailer in front of the medical school. 

The next message reports new casualty totals for the simulation, as well as the fact that one 

is a student. 

Scenario Time: Minute 30 

From: UXPD CDR Oceanrock 

Officers have discovered three bodies in the Nursing School, 

two in classrooms and one in an office. One is a University 
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of X student. All three appear to have been shot. All 

identities are being withheld pending notification of next 

of kin. 

A deeply troubling phenomenon noted by officials is exemplified by the next message. 

There were many vicious hate calls, mostly by phone but some by email, expressing glee at 

the tragedy or anger at the University. Some of these were threatening. 

Scenario Time: Minute 31 

From: Unidentified Caller 

How do you like it so far you (expletive deleted)? The 

worst is yet to come! 

The hate calls began pouring in. 

Scenario Time: Minute 31 

From: Unidentified Caller 

You are just getting a taste. There will be more. 

A parental mailing list facility (listserv) was discovered by officials and used in the actual 

crisis. Officials noted that many parents replied to the initial message, apparently believing 

that they were contacting their children rather replying to a listserv. 

Scenario Time; Minute 32 

From: Dr. Beckman 

Thanks for the update. I'm so relieved my daughter was not 

involved and I deeply feel for the victims of this senseless 

tragedy. 

Parental frustration escalated. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 32 

From: Mr. French 

I have a son and a daughter at the University. I am 

extremely worried and I can not get any information. I have 

tried phoning the Nursing School and visiting your website. 

Nothing seems to work! Where are you people? 

The collapse of the campus website took down a lot of ancillary information that could 

have been helpful to parents, as shown below. During the actual crisis, officials tried to 

respond to messages like this by putting up a minimal website of crisis news in place of the 

University website. The temporary website had no decorative graphics, small pages, and 

other features designed to accommodate the traffic. 

Scenario Time: Minute 32 

From: Mrs. Wigger 

Please help me with your website. I am trying to find a 

campus map so I can understand where the tragedy occurred in 

relation to where my son is. Thank you. 

The lack of geographic information grew in importance as news spread to concerned parties 

outside the City. 

Scenario Time: Minute 33 

From: Mrs. Beak 

I really appreciate the difficulties you all must be going 

through there at the University. My daughter is one of your 

better students there. I don't think she was in the area of 

the Nursing School, but I'm not sure and I can't seem to 

find a campus map. 
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By the time of the following message, the Nursing school should have been completely 

evacuated, so no calls would go through directly. 

Scenario Time: Minute 33 

From: Mrs. Totly 

I'm sure you're doing everything you can in this situation 

and I just want you to know that there are parents out there 

who support you and our prayers are with you. Can you tell 

me how to get in touch with someone in the Nursing School? 

This routine message reflected a comment by one official who noted that some departments 

tried to continue with business as usual without considering the psychological impact on 

distressed parties. 

Scenario Time: Minute 33 

From: Parking and Trans Director 

We know you've got an emergency situation, so we're going to 

just go ahead with our press release on the rate hike and 

assume you've got other things on your mind. 

Another downed website message follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 34 

From: Mrs. Wigger 

I called before but now I just realized that I can't reach 

your website. 

Another spreading awareness message follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 34 

From: Pub Policy Ctr Director 



Sorry about earlier messages. Standing by to help if 

needed. 

Another message from a latecomer high-ranking official follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 35 

From: Dean of Soc Sci 

Please update me on this shooting. I can provide a conduit 

for getting information out, but I need the information. 

Another reminder of the city's willingness to help follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 35 

From: Mayor's Office 

The City is aware of the emergency and is ready to help. 

Please advise. 

Oceanrock provides the final casualty totals in the next message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 35 

From: UXPD CDR Oceanrock 

Officers have discovered four bodies in the Nursing School, 

two in classrooms and two in offices. One is a University 

of X student. All four appear to have been shot. All 

identities are being withheld pending notification of next 

of kin. 

Another reminder of (the skimpiness of) cell phone battery life follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 36 

From: Pharmacy School Dean 

I'm afraid I've pretty much run down my cell phone. I'm 

going to see what I can do to get connected again. 
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The need for a dynamic cell phone contact list is suggested by the next message. 

Scenario Time: Minute 36 

From: Radiology Research Director 

I want someone in authority to know we can still be reached 

but my cell phone ran down. We have another cell phone here 

which I'm calling from now. This is in the car of one of my 

staff, so it won't run down. This phone number should be 

good for a while. 

One official said that it became difficult to be sure whether some calls were hate calls or 

simple frustration at communication problems. The next message represents the frustration 

phenomenon. 

Scenario Time: Minute 37 

From: Unidentified caller 

What is wrong with you people? We need information! 

Nothing is working! 

A hate email follows. The language used in the simulation was milder than the official who 

mentioned hate messages in the actual crisis led me to believe. 

Scenario Time: Minute 37 

From: bobataol.com 

You bastards deserve this for your arrogance. Why don't you 

all die in a fire?! 

Following is a message from a parent, believing she is replying to her daughter. Several 

messages like this convinced officials that they could communicate to students through 

parents, who might be more easily persuaded of the importance of flu shots. 



Scenario Time: Minute 38 

From: Jean Seely 

Dear Cathy, I really don't know what to make of all this. 

Give me a call and let me know that you're all right. Also, 

I see that the University is offering flu shots and I want 

to be sure that you are scheduled to get one. It costs 10 

dollars. How is your money? Love, Mom 

Another message from a parent believing she is replying to her child. 

Scenario Time: Minute 38 

From: Marion Craine 

Kevin, dear, we just got this message from your University 

and we are so worried. Please call home right away. 

Another message intended for a different address follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 39 

From: Mary Tenon 

Fran— Thanks so much for the update! I also appreciated 

the email for the President of the University. As soon as I 

figure out how to work this email, I'm going to send him a 

message. —Mary 

Another hate call follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 39 

From: Unidentified Caller 

There will be more. Plenty more. Just you wait. 

Another frustrated communications message follows. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 39 

From: Unidentified caller 

I want some answers, and I want them now. I pay taxes that 

pay your salary. You've got no web, no phone, nothing on 

TV, nothing on radio. What is going on over there?! 

Another hate call follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 39 

From: bobataol.com 

How does it feel to get what you deserve? 

A message from a City newspaper follows. Their website occurred to officials as another 

possible conduit for information. 

Scenario Time; Minute 40 

From: CityNewsWeb 

We now have a report confirmed that the area around the 

Nursing school has been completely cordoned off and no one 

is being allowed in or out. 

Following is the last report from Oceanrock in the simulation. 

Scenario Time: Minute 40 

From: UXPD CDR Oceanrock 

Officers have discovered four bodies in the Nursing School, 

two in classrooms and two in offices. One is a University 

of X student. All four appear to have been shot. All 

identities are being withheld pending notification of next 

of kin. In addition, officers have discovered several 
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firearms and ammunition. It appears that the student died 

of a self-inflicted gunshot wound. It appears that the 

student fired all the shots. 

One problem officials noted was that highly placed officials became frustrated by lack of 

communications more than members of the public. 

Scenario Time; Minute 41 

From: Dean of Soc Sci 

Please tell me why I'm being kept in the dark on this 

shooting. 

Many problems sorted themselves out without intervention, according to officials. 

Scenario Time: Minute 41 

From: Parking and Trans Director 

We appreciate the emergency situation, so we're going to 

just go ahead and defer on announcing our rate adjustments 

until this afternoon. 

Another parent has trouble with the reply button on email. 

Scenario Time: Minute 42 

From: Fran Rogan 

Dear Matt, I have been checking your web. I can not find 

you, dear. Your mother is very worried. Please call or "e" 

me, ASAP. 

Another message from a distressed parent asks for information he couldn't digest and the 

University' couldn't collect. Nevertheless, these kinds of messages weren't taken for granted 

by official, so they should be considered carefully by simulation participants. 



Scenario Time: Minute 42 

From: Mr.  Patchett 

We just saw the announcement on TV. We need to know if our 

son is all right. I understand you can't release the names 

of those who were killed, but couldn't you release the names 

of those who are all right? 

Another hate call follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 42 

From: Unidentified Caller 

You think you know so much. You don't know nothing. Now 

you know! 

Transatlantic phone calls began to crop up. 

Scenario Time: Minute 43 

From: Mrs. Arafat 

I have been calling from Europe and I can't afford to be put 

on hold. I need some verification that my son is okay. Can 

you please give me some information? 

Another message requesting geographical information follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 43 

From: Ms. Humbert 

I am trying to find something on the website to tell me 

where is safe. I can't see anything there now. Where can I 

go on campus? 

Another hate message follows. 
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Scenario Time: Minute 43 

From; bobataol.com 

I hate you rotten monsters and congratulate you on reaping 

what you have sown! 

One of the main arteries of travel around campus was completely closed for much of the 

day during the actual crisis. News of the closure follows. 

Scenario Time: Minute 44 

From: NewsRadioSOOO 

Traffic Helicopter reports that Soup Avenue is completely 

closed between Maple and Slowway. 

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The experimental subjects were all management students taking a required upper division 

information technology course. 

The subjects randomly assigned to one of two equally sized groups. One group received 

incoming information through the visualization system, while the other group received 

information from a text-based system. Both systems were fed exactly the same informa

tion from the same server at the same time. Both systems allowed access to all previously 

disseminated information. The text based system could only present texts in time order, 

whereas the visualization system presented the same texts in a hierarchical outline form by 

default in the left pane, and colored blocks representing clusters of texts in the right pane. 

The block colors had no meaning except to simplify the associations between labels and 

blocks in congested areas. 

All subjects had access to GroupSystems, a collaboration tool, and a web browser, pre

set to two windows. All subjects were presented with brief verbal descriptions of the avail

able tools, and a monitor walked around the room, answering tool-oriented questions, but 
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refraining from answering any content questions. Every five minutes, a camera sweep cap

tured the active windows for each subject. Four times during the simulation, participants 

were asked to stop their activities and answer a SAG AT questionnaire. At the end of 

the simulation, subjects were asked to complete a SART questionnaire after an additional 

SAGAT questionnaire. 

GroupSystems was set to provide individual anonymity, but every subject could see 

the anonymous output of every other subject in both groups. By maximizing the group 

size to the available facilities, and by permitting everyone to see everyone else's comments, 

I intended to increase the noise level to induce cognitive overload. This treatment also 

increases the realism, since officials did have access to each other and could receive messages 

from any desired sources. If I remove the effect of the extra noise, I expect to see less impact 

from visualization as the lesser signal level provides less cognitive overload. 

In preliminary trials, I found that introducing less textual input seemed to induce less 

overload, and also to provide a less realistic model, and I found that, as expected, the run

ning commentary in GroupSystems was regarded as conjecture rather than authoritative, 

since participants knew that any commentary in the GroupSystems window was the work 

of fellow subjects, not the direct input about the scenario from police and others on the 

scene. 

The subjects were instructed to complete the following task during the simulation. 

Subjects were to consider themselves as advisors to the University of X President, and 

to pretend that they were occupying a conference room in the President's officc at the 

beginning of the crisis. Their task was to, understanding that the University President had 

to make a public appearance in an hour, provide the President with three lists he would 

need for his appearance. First, he would need a list of the relevant facts of the crisis as 

known at the time he must speak. Second, he would need a list of the relevant stakeholders 

whose needs he must address. Third, he would need a list of the most important topics to 

address. 

Collaboratively, the subjects completed these three lists at the end of the simulation. In 
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addition, following the notion pioneered in Adams et al. (1995), the subjects completed in 

process versions of these three lists individually, four times during the simulation as their 

SAGAT freezes, taking two minutes for each freeze. 

I use these lists to test five hypotheses as follows. 

Hi Subjects using the visualization system will score about the same on questions of 

perception as subjects using a text-based system, since the visualization system does 

nothing to highlight facts. 

H2 Subjects using the visualization system will score higher on questions of comprehen

sion than subjects using a text-based system, since the visualization system organizes 

information into clusters, aiding the comprehension process. 

Subjects using the visualization system will score higher on questions of projection 

than subjects using a text-based system, since the projection process can rely on the 

same clusters that have been helpful in comprehension. 

Subjects using the visualization system will require more interaction with their in

formation gathering system (the visualization system) due to its novelty than textual 

system users will require with their information gathering system. 

//, Subjects using the visualization system will spend less time using the collaborative 

system than will subjects using the textual system, since visualization users will have 

less available time, having spent it on information gathering, 

44 RESULTS 

Lists for each subject and each freeze were scored by the experimenters according to the 

information gathered in the requirements elicitation phase. To date, about a thousand of 

the six thousand collected statements have been processed and compared to statements 
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gathered in requirements elicitation. Each statement was scored i to signify conformance, 

o to signify irrelevance, or -i to signify erroneous situation awareness. 

Testing was grouped by freeze and level, since empirical studies of situation awareness 

have consistently shown statistical independence on these attributes. 

4.4.1 RULES FOR ANALYSIS 

SAGAT Analysis begins with requirements analysis, involving the decomposition of the 

subject's activities into goals, subgoais, decisions, projections, comprehensions, and per

ceptions. The most fundamental building block is perception of data. Once a subject has 

perceived data, she can comprehend its meaning. Once meaning is comprehended, pro

jection of that meaning into the near future is possible. Once projection is achieved, a 

decision can be made. Oncc decisions are made, subgoais can be achieved. Once subgoais 

are achieved, an overall goal can be achieved. 

A priori interviews determined the correct answers to questions. Wording was judged 

solely by the researcher for two reasons. First, the officials interviewed are biased by their 

experience of the real situation. The simulation was purposely distilled to a simpler situ

ation, making it harder for officials to render an unbiased judgement, particularly in view 

of their absence from the simulations. Second, the researcher judged the wording of the 

answers solely for their value in determining situation awareness, not for the value they 

represent as communications. It would be more difficult for officials to disengage from the 

instrumental power of the communications to make an unbiased judgement about only one 

aspect of the communications. 

The VOC (Violence on Campus) scenario has been analyzed using the above hierarchy 

as follows. 

Event can be characterized as shootings or as shots fired. Some participants say that a 

gun or guns have been used. 

Location can be identified as the Nursing College. There are reports of shootings in 
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other locations, but analysis reveals that these reports are due to acoustical properties of 

gunfire. Note that naive parroting of these reports denotes a lack of comprehension or 

projection, not a lack of perception. 

There are also reports stating flatly that there are no shootings at all, but that the noises 

are due to cars backfiring. These again, are only to be believed without comprehension. 

Participants are uncertain. Reports mention faculty and students in the Nursing Col

lege, as well as masked gunmen, and the numbers are unclear. 

Table 4.1 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Factsi, "What are the facts 

of the situation?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

001 shots fired I 
002 n people killed 

003 masked men fired -I 

004 people shot I 

005 2 instructors shot I 
006 instructors shot I 

007 2 students shot I 
008 nursing school I 

009 shooter unidentified 

010 prior confusion 0 
oil ist floor nursing I 
012 evacuating bldg I 

013 random noise remarks 0 

014 > 2 people shot 

015 police at scene I 
016 classroom I 

017 gunmen damaged nursing bldg -I 
018 nursing bldg secured I 

019 gang-style garb I 
020 emergency systems act 
021 gunman/shots 2nd fir -I 
022 shooter suicide -I 

023 shooting College Med -I 

024 one student shot -I 

025 College Med sealed I 
026 Pharmacy Schl evac I 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

027 site is UMC I 

Table 4.1. Rules for evaluating Factsi 

Table 4.2 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Topicsi, "What are the key 

topics the President must address?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

028 death(s) have occurred -I 

029 instrs = victims I 

030 shooting occurred I 

031 location = nursing schl 

032 police under investigat -I 

033 gun I 

034 gang-style garb 

035 property destruction I 

036 police at scene/reactin I 

037 Pres must speak in ihr -I 

038 Area evacuated I 

039 female victim I 

040 student victims I 

041 shooter disposition unk I 

042 multiple victims I 

043 incorrect n victims -I 

044 nursing schl targeted -I 

045 students surround bldg 

046 need contact w/UXPD -I 

Table 4.2. Rules for evaluating Topicsi 

Table 4.3 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Stakeholderi, "Who are 

the stakeholders the President must address?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

047 shooter 
048 victims 

049 victim families 

-I 
-I 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

050 UofX students I 

051 Surrounding community I 

052 Dean of Nursing I 

053 Nursing students I 

054 community I 

055 Nursing schl community I 

056 UXPD -I 

057 police -I 

058 gangs -I 

059 disregarded instruction -I 

060 public I 

061 vague / uncertain 0 
062 Nursing faculty 

063 UofX faculty I 

064 UofX deans I 

065 UofX community I 

066 Dean of students I 

Table 4.3. Rules for evaluating Stakeholderi 

Some outliers were hard to interpret. For instance, only one student mentioned 'Profes

sor' as a stakeholder. This is likely a mistaken proxy for something else, such as 'Professors,' 

but without anything similar, it's hard to gauge what it refers to. 

One Emitation of SAGAT is that interruptions must be brief. I considered and even 

tried rank-ordering from a pool of suggestions, but people took too long to do it. 

Table 4.4 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Factsz, "What are the facts 

of the situation?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

067 masked gunmen on bldgs -i 
068 evacuations start/finis i 
069 second shooting i 
070 shooting occurred i 
071 location = Nursing Schl i 

072 female body found i 
073 instructor(s) victim i 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

074 suspect unknown 

075 UXPD working 
076 I shooter; 2 instr/vict 
077 shooter suicide 
078 SWAT teams on scene 
079 > 2 shooting victims 
080 police on scene 
081 armed gunman 
082 multiple victims 
083 deans contacting pres 
084 area secure 
085 suspects all over campu 
085 shooter dead 

Table 4.4. Rules for evaluating Facts2 

Lengthy erroneous reportage requires multiple minus points because it takes longer to 

decode / disregard. 

People sitting together think alike. Some pairs straddle the boundary between V and 

X but more are both members of one or the other. Most likely friends sit together. 

Simpler tasks would have been even better. I tried to simplify the task in this exper

iment, but still seem to see greater variation due to native intelligence than visualization. 

Since intelligence is randomized, it doesn't present problems for making inferences about 

group differences, but the effectiveness of projection for practical use is questionable for 

both groups. In other words, there may be a statistically significant difference in projec

tion, but not necessarily a practical difference. 

Table 4.5 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Topics2, "What are the 

key topics the President must address?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

086 evacuation carried out i 
087 > 2 shooting victims i 
088 arrange board meeting i 
089 shooting occurred i 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

090 location = Nursing Schl I 

091 shooter = student -I 

092 location = classroom I 

093 UXPD on scene I 

094 mult gang suspects -I 

095 shooter unknown I 

096 confusion about SWAT I 

097 shooters -I 

098 suspect male -I 

099 mult instr victims I 
100 police on scene I 
lOI riot forming -I 
102 masked gunmen -I 

103 second shooting 

104 SWAT on roof I 

105 armed suspect I 
106 situation stabilizing -I 

107 police secured area 
108 shooter dead -I 

109 area sealed off 

Table 4.5. Rules for evaluating Topics2 

The majority of subjects listed one assertion in each box. If I had given them ten small 

boxes for each question, they might have been motivated to write more. 

Table 4.6 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Stakcholdera, "Who are 

the stakeholders the President must address?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

110 masked gunmen -I 

III victims 

112 victim families 

113 shooter -I 

114 police -I 

115 media 

116 UoiX students 

117 UofX faculty 
118 Dean of students 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

119 Dean of nursing I 
120 witnesses / students I 
121 nursing students I 
122 unspecified 0 

123 SWAT team -I 

124 general public I 

125 assertions of fact 0 
126 Dean of AME I 

1:27 advisors I 
128 Nursing staff 

129 Nursing fac/students I 

130 UofX Deans I 

131 community I 

132 Nursing school I 

133 facult in surrndng bldg I 

134 professors I 

Table 4.6. Rules for evaluating Stakeholder! 

I reasoned that assertions of fact are less problematic than erroneous stakeholders. They 

contribute some noise, but not as much as something untrue, and are approximately as 

inconvenient as anything irrelevant. So I have specified three classes, true (i), noise (o), 

and false (-1). This may be overly simplistic, particularly when we suspect some truths to 

reveal astute reasoning, while others only belabor the obvious. 

Table 4.7 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Facts3, "What arc the facts 

of the situation?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

135 biomedics website down -i 
136 non-Eng spkr connected? -i 
137 shooting persists o 
138 masked gunmen -i 
139 entrances / exits cover i 
140 shooting occurred i 
141 location = Nursing schl i 
142 2 bodies found i 
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143 police secured ist flr 

144 gunman dead I 

H5 2 instructors dead I 

146 location = ist floor I 

147 people fear stairwells I 

148 possibly 2 unrelated sli -I 

149 3 bodies found I 

150 shooter suicide I 

151 tryng to rch nxt of kin -I 

152 > I death I 

153 police/swat arrived 

154 2 studnt / I instr shot -I 

155 Chi lab wrkr won't leav 0 

156 pol say 2 worn shot dead -I 

157 evacuation toward Cherr I 

158 multiple shootings I 

159 I woman found dead I 

160 missing expected wounde -I 

161 irrelevant statement 0 
162 instr victims I 

163 traffic shut down I 

164 listserv down I 

165 press trying to contact I 

166 student body uprising -I 

167 bldg evacuated I 

168 area sealed off I 

169 2 women down -I 

170 people fleeing Slowway -I 

171 location = classrooms I 

172 faculty barricaded 0 

173 ID pending next of kin I 

174 gunman military garb 

175 I woman shot I 

176 suspect unknown I 

177 slow evac surrndng bldg I 

178 police secured area I 

179 mobile emergency unit I 
180 bodies not yet id I 
181 bldg secured I 
182 masked men roofs I 
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183 rioting I 

Table 4.7. Rules for evaluating Facts3 

Table 4.8 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Topics35 "What are 

key topics the President must address?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

184 website not accessible 

185 area evacuated I 
186 bldg secured I 

187 shooting occurred I 
188 location = Nursing schl I 

189 bodies discovered I 

190 bodies not yet id I 

191 police secured ist fir I 

192 masked gunmen at exits 0 

193 instr victim I 

194 students rioting -I 

195 police at scene I 

196 victims both stu / inst I 

197 police have sit control I 

198 3 bodies found I 

199 uncertain reasons 0 
200 nonresponsive answers 0 
201 stairwells unavail I 
202 shooter dead I 

203 no gunmen on roofs I 

204 gang related -I 

205 shooter not at large I 
206 keep wrap on info I 

207 2 students/1 instr died -I 
208 shooter suicide I 

209 2 women down -I 
210 fleeing across slowway -I 
211 location = classroom I 
212 faculty barricaded 0 

213 reassurance of security I 

214 fatalities I 
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rule rale description perception comprehension projection 
215 student shot 2 instr i 
216 no Other suspects -i 

217 suspect(s) unlcnown i 
218 secured 'most' of bldg -i 

219 2 or 3 dead i 
220 police.controlling traf i 
221 mayor helping out i 
222 slow evac surrndng bldg i 

223 2 bodies found i 
224 area is secured i 
225 media coverage i 
226 police advice re halls -i 

227 swat team arrived i 
228 slowway shut down -i 

Table 4.8. Rules for evaluating Topics3 

A more granular scoring would ideally reflect relevance of information. For instance, 

Police at Scene has lower relevance than Police Secured Area. 

Table 4.9 gives the rules for evaluating SAG AT responses to Stakeholder3, "Who are 

the stakeholders the President must address?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

229 website admin I 

230 shooter -I 

231 media I 

232 police -I 

233 students / student body I 

234 faculty I 

235 victim families I 

236 gov't officials I 

237 family / friends UofX I 

238 witnesses 0 

239 UXPD 0 

240 Surrounding community I 

241 City / local media I 

242 colleges I 

243 dorms I 
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244 mayor I 

245 parents I 

246 Chinese lab worker -I 

247 masked gunmen -I 

248 Deans I 

249 public I 

250 families I 

251 Nursing school I 

252 staff I 

253 Board of Regents I 

254 UMC I 

255 UofX Campus 

256 crowds I 

257 unresponsive answers 0 

258 receptionists I 

Table 4.9. Rules for evaluating Stakeholder] 

Table 4.10 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Facts4, "What are 

facts of the situation?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

259 shooter armed/dangerous 
260 shooter poss. dead 
261 shooter dead 
262 UXPD not present 

263 shooting 
264 location = Nursing sclil 

265 bldg sealed off 
266 confusion on campus 

267 police controlling situ 
268 multiple victimes 

269 no victim id yet 
270 radio contact at bldg 
271 on-spot inf on radio 
272 no shooter id yet 
273 shooter phys descriptio 

274 3 bodies found 
275 UXPD/Task force at seen 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

276 Mayor contacted UofX I 

277 property damage 

278 nonresponsive answers 0 

279 shooter on rampage -I 
280 phone threats of violen 

00
 

media reporting situati I 
282 masked gunmen shooting -I 

283 instr shooting victims I 

00 

> I death I 

285 gang related -I 
286 area closed off 

287 media seeks info I 
288 2 women hit -I 

289 shooter still at large -I 

290 bldg/s evac I 

291 people still in offices -I 

292 3 shot in classrooms -I 

293 shooter poss suicide I 

294 crowd gathered in area I 

295 nonresponsive statement 0 

296 mult shooters dead -I 

297 UX student among dead I 

298 police gaining control 0 

299 masked men roofs 0 

Table 4.10. Rules for evaluating FactS4 

Table 4.11 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Topics4, "What are the 

key topics the President must address?" 

rule rule description perception comprehension projection 
300 armed shooter i 
301 UXPD may not make scene -i 
302 Shooter is older person -i 

303 Area secure i 
304 Advise against panic i 
305 Shooting I 
306 Location = Coll Nursing i 

307 Shooter suicide i 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

308 > I shooting victim I 

309 No ID on shooter/victim I 

310 Evacuation successful I 

311 SWAT team guarding exit I 

312 Police controlling situ I 

313 Students / faculty shot 

314 Shooter poss suicide I 

315 Address victim sympathy I 

316 Address safety concerns I 

317 Shooter dead I 

318 Police gaining control 0 

319 Unresponsive stmts 0 

320 Confusion occurring 0 

321 > I death I  

322 possible riot - I  

323 Area closed off I 

324 I  s tudent  dead I 

325 2 faculty dead I  

326 2 women hit - I  

327 Shooter at large - I  

328 people still in offices - I  

329 3 shot I  

330 Police on scene I 

33^ 3 bodies found i_  

332 Trying to contact famil i '  

333 Unknown if shooter dead -I 

334 People gathering outsid I  

335 Unknown if shooter arre - I  

336 multiple shooters dead - I  

337 AME unsure about evac I  

338 media inquiries I  

339 SWAT called in 

Table 4.11. Rules for evaluating Topics4 

Table 4.12 gives the rules for evaluating SAGAT responses to Stakeholder4, "Who are 

the stakeholders the President must address?" 
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rule rule description perception comprehension projection 

340 UXPD -I 

341 Shooter -I 

342 Victims I 

343 Media I 

344 Students I 

345 Faculty I 

346 City community I 

347 Friends / family UofX I 

348 Witnesses -I 

349 TPD -I 

350 Community I 

351 Dorms I 

352 Board 

353 Mayor I 

354 Parents I 

355 Chinese lab worker -I 

356 Kay -I 

357 Unidentified callers -I 

358 Dean of Nursing I 

359 Advisors I 

360 Public I 

361 Families of victims I 

362 Police commander I 

363 Dean of college I 

364 Stud/fac Nursing Coll I 

365 UofX students I 

366 SWAT -I 

367 Dean of students I 

368 UMC I 

369 UofX Staff I 

370 UofX community I 

371 Deans 

372 nonresponsive stmts 0 

Table 4.12. Rules for evaluating Stakeholder4 

"Family Friends, next of kin" m^akes no sense, so I'll translate it to Families of Victims. 

As written, it implies that Family and Friends are of the victims, but separate from next of 
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kin. 

The appendix contains two tables relevant to the above rules. Table A.i provides a key 

for table A.2. Table A.2 shows the classification of 900 entries based on the rules given 

above. 

4.4.2 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Statistical tests of the scores were conducted using the R statistical language. The main R 

outputs are reproduced below. 

The following t-test is for the difference in perception scores for the visualization users 

(V) and the text users (T). We do not see evidence that they differ. 

Welch Two Sample t-test 

data: 

score[team == "V" k SA == "perc"] 

and 

score[team == "T" k SA == "pare"] 

t = 0.4413, df = 360.957, 

p-value = 0.6593 

alternative hypothesis: 

true difference in means 

is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence interval: 

-0.1136398 0.1793958 

sample estimates; 

mean of x mean of y 

0.6722222 0.6393443 
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The following t-test is for the difference in comprehension scores for the visualization 

users (V) and the text users (T). We see strong evidence,< 0.001612, that they differ. 

Welch Two Sample t-test 

data: 

score[team == "V" & SA == "comp"] 

and 

score[team == "T" & SA == "comp"] 

t = 3.1892, df = 245.658, 

p-value = 0.001612 

alternative hypothesis: 

true difference in means 

is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence interval: 

0.1061147 0.4488989 

sample estimates: 

mean of x mean of y 

0.7886179 0.5111111 

The following t-test is for the difference in projection scores for the visualization users 

(V) and the text users (T). We see some evidence, p < 0.08861, that they differ. 

These results appear to confirm all three hypotheses, that visualization does nothing 

to alter a subject's perception of facts, but helps to build comprehension of facts through 

the clustering and display of related information. We are more reserved about the find

ings regarding projection, both because of the lesser statistical significance and because of 
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the generally lower scores for all subjects in projection as compared with perception and 

comprehension. 

Welch Two Sample t-test 

data: 

score[team == "V" & SA == "proj"] 

and 

score[team == "T" & SA == "proj"] 

t = 1.7088, df = 274.508, 

p-value = 0.08861 

alternative hypothesis: 

true difference in means 

is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence interval: 

-0.02279185 0.32261401 

sample estimates: 

mean of x mean of y 

0.6942149 0.5443038 

Focus of attention was measured by examining video sweeps of the subjects, made with 

a handheld camera at lo approximately evenly spaced intervals. The window of focus was 

recorded for each subject. In about 5 percent of the cases, the subject appeared to focus on 

both the information display and the collaborative display. In about 16 percent of the cases, 

the subject was not focused on either screen. For the remaining cases, nearly 200 observa

tions for one session, we found that the visualization group was more likely to be focused 

on the informational display than the textual group. The relevant t-test is reproduced as 
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foMows. Note that < 0.04986. 

> t.test(focus[team == "v" & tool == 

> "i"],focus[team == "t" & tool == "i"]) 

Welch Two Sample t-test 

data: focus[team == "v" & tool == "i"3 and 

focus[team == "t" & tool == "i"] 

t = 2.0664, df = 23.747, p-value = 0.04986 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means 

is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence interval: 

0.0007010063 2.1421561365 

sample estimates: 

mean of x mean of y 

4.071429 3.000000 

On the other hand, the textual group was not found to he significantly more likely to 

be focused on the collaborative tool than the visualization group. The relevant t-test is 

reproduced as follows. Note that^ < 0.2871. 

> t.test(focus[team == "v" & tool == 

> "g"],focus[team == "t" & tool == "g"]) 

Welch Two Sample t-test 

data: focus[team == "v" & tool == "g"] and 

focus [team == "t" & tool == "g"] 
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t = -1.0891, df = 23.668, p-value = 0.2871 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means 

is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence interval; 

-2.0689013 0.6403298 

sample estimates: 

mean of x mean of y 

3.714286 4.428571 

We explain this result by noting that the visualization tool required more effort to ma

nipulate, some learning time, and offers a more sophisticated view of the data. We hypoth

esized that it would require more involvement than the textual information tool. 

On the other hand, note that neither group is significantly more likely to focus on the 

collaborative tool. This result suggests that textual tool users aren't spending all the extra 

time savings accrued from their information tool on collaboration. 

I explain this result with reference to the original definition of information visualization 

as an external aid to amplify cognition. Without such an external aid, subjects are forced to 

turn inward to exert cognitive effort at the expense of some time saved by their counterparts 

possessing such external aid. Textual tool users spend more time on comprehension activi

ties without using the display at all, assembling comprehension without a visual referent to 

rely on. This result clearly divides subjects into a group relying on a cognitive artifact and 

a group forced to create something like that artifact for themselves. 

In summary, hypotheses i, 2, and 4 were supported, while 3 and 5 were not. The failure 

to reject the null hypothesis versus hypothesis 3 was mainly on practical grounds, since 

there was some statistical support at the level oip < 0.08861, but the performance of 

both groups was poor in comparison to elicited requirements. Hypothesis 5 presented the 

most intriguing result, since examination of the videotapes indicates that a phenomenon 

predicted by the definition of information visualization theory was observed. Rejection of 
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this hypothesis was therefore an extremely desirable result, underscoring the impact of the 

use of visualization. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE STUDY 

5.1 SUMMARY 

Here I summarize the outcomes of this research. 

5.T.I EXPECTATIONS AND OUTCOMES 

This study has clearly shown that time-based text visualization can have a significant, fa

vorable impact on managerial situation awareness, specifically comprehension of a chaotic 

and rapidly developing situation. 

This study is a win for the notion that visual clustering reduces cognitive load. Users 

of the visualization performed better in comprehension and users of the textual system 

appeared to spend more time sitting and thinking, without a comprehensive result to show 

for it. 

This study held timing of information constant across two groups. 1 can not account for 

the differences in performance by differences in the timing or amount of information. Both 

groups received plenty of noise in the form of conjecture from the collaborative system, also 

timed identically. 

This study explored the impact of visualization on a very large group of 186 subjects. 

By using the largest possible groups the facilities could hold, the noise level was increased 

and a realistic situation was modeled more closely. Moreover, the data collected from such 

a large number of subjects is itself significant, both for theoretical reasons and practical 

reasons. Most experimental studies to date have used much smaller groups and are subject 

to more difficulty due to variability between performance of individual subjects. Also, most 

prototype systems are highly unstable and the ability of this system to run successfully for 

so long and so many trials, increases its credibility as a practical implementation of a novel 
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visualization form. 

I expected to find that the improvement in comprehension would improve projection. 

Projection showed a statistical improvement, but examination of the video and group out

comes reveal that this finding lacks practical significance. This finding underscored a limi

tation of management students versus actual managers. Many previous studies have found 

management students to make acceptable proxies for managers, but my experience in this 

study was that a very experienced manager in one of the preliminary trials was able to im

prove results by skillful and assertive management beyond what any system could hope to 

do alone. I never again observed management at this level in any trial, and would have 

had to throw out results of any such trial. This experience underscored the fact that a re

ally skillful manager, such as was found in the University president's office, may be a rare 

commodity. 

5.1.2 LIMITATIONS 

The greatest single limitation of this study has been that feedback is not present in the 

firestorm of arriving messages. The incoming material continues in a prescribed manner 

no matter what the subjects do. This is not a critical limitation in such a short scenario, 

but it would be valuable to extend the scenario into parallel universes after the initial rec

ommendations are made to the University president and acted upon. 

It was not possible to test a live situation. There is an inherent delay before the effects 

of the recommendations can be felt, and some amount of noise is inherent in any feedback. 

It is also problematic to compare results of different trials if subjects are able to change 

the course of events, i.e., to change the incoming message stream by their actions. It is 

also the case that plenty of prior research has documented the links between better situa

tion awareness and better decision-making and between better decision-making and better 

performance of actions, so testing outcomes in these areas offer less promise. 
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5.2 FUTURE STUDY 

Here I describe my future research program. 

I have only taken a preliminary step, by demonstrating that some impact arises from 

using visual clustering. 

That question had to be answered before moving ahead. Once I have established that 

visualization has an impact, I can ask and answer more specific questions about that impact 

to obtain specific design guidelines for using visualization. 

For systems design now, the new questions are: 

• "Which design features contribute?" Some design features enable actions like brows

ing and drill down. Some design features enable alternate views. Which features are 

essential for performance? 

• "How good does the visualization need to be to have an impact?" Less analysis makes 

the system more responsive to updates. By speeding up the system, I will necessarily 

make the clustering less precise. Will it still improve comprehension even if the 

clustering is more coarse? 

• "Which kinds of visualizations help?" The main design has included both a hierar

chical and spatial visual representation. Which of these is more important? 

® "Is there such a thing as too much visualization?" Subjects using the visualization 

system spent more time intereacting with the system than their counterparts using 

the textual system. If I add more perspectives and opportunities to visualize, will they 

reach a point of diminishing returns? Where will that occur? 

® "Is it better for the visualization system to be associated with a place, such as on 

a wall mounted situation board, or with a person, such as on a wireless pda?" If 

people working on a situation are located close together, does a common display add 

enough to awareness, or would it be worthwhile to bear the extra expense to provide 
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individual displays? Is the interaction with the display something that should be 

visible to colleagues, or should interactions be private? 

Part of the purpose of this study has been to develop an experimental architecture that 

can be transformed to answer questions like these. The system can be conceived of as a 

client server system, so the behavioral studies that can be generated from it include studies 

due to the client side and studies due to the server side. 

5.2.1 CLIENT STUDIES 

Windows Tree Control vs. Spatial Representation. Two forms of clustering are visible in the 

current system, the form of an outline, typified by the Windows Tree Control, available 

in many commercial software packages, and the form of spatial dispersion, looking like 

some sort of a map. It's possible that most of the benefit comes from one or the other. 

It's also possible that one works for some users and the other works for the rest. It is 

further possible that the two reinforce each other. Due to the very different requirements 

for implementing these two approaches, and the recent advances by George Robertson and 

others for the hierarchical approach, this kind of study offers a very immediate payoff to 

systems designers. 

Clustering Points vs. Shapes. Individual users have expressed a preference for large, rectan

gular or circular shapes marking regions over crosshairs or dots marking individual points. 

The former design looks more like a chloropleth map, with large regions colored, while 

the latter looks more like a sky chart with clouds of points. Although I have noted what 

appears to be a strong preference for the former, I have only anecdotal evidence from user 

comments. Further, I have not established whether this preference will lead to perfor

mance differences. The preferred form may lead to greater distortion of the underlying 

relationships and that may reduce cognitive load but yield lower mean performance scores. 
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Meaningful Icons like International Traffic Symbols. In many contexts, such as battlefield 

command, decision makers are used to seeing ideas portrayed by meaningflil icons. A 

cluster of texts where the most distinguishing label has a corresponding icon in the minds 

of the decision makers could reduce cognitive load and improve performance. It is also 

the case that decision makers with low literacy levels would benefit by substituting icons 

for text labels. Similarly, decision-makers whose native language differs from the incoming 

message stream could benefit from the use icons. In all three of these cases, icon design 

would be preceded by ethnographic study to determine the most salient icons for the target 

group. These cases could be extremely expensive to implement on a large scale, so it would 

help help to get some idea of the potential payoff by comparing performance with and 

without such icons before resorting to such expense. 

Abstract Icons signifying information with properties such as size, shape, and color. It is also 

possible to develop icons similar to Chernoff faces or star plots. Plenty of research has 

shown that people can perceive a limited number of variables on such icons, but this does 

not prove that such perception would lead to performance improvement. 

Impact of adding extra dashboard displays, such as top ten terms, top ten sources, most connected 

terms, most connected sources, gaining (hot) terms. There are a wide variety of awareness ori

ented displays in common use to establish a sense of community on websites. Other than as 

an attraction, what do these indicators accomplish? Plenty of research links dashboard in

dicators in automobiles to driver performance, and it is possible to make analogous displays 

about text. 

Impact of adding dashboard controls, such asfiltering out terms, authors, or times. Tools for in

teractivity and involvement are well known to improve user satisfaction, but the architecture 

of the present system and study is uniquely suited to adding information about performance 

to questions of adoption. Situation awareness theory includes numerous constructs about 
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user skill levels and plenty of studies have shown differences in cognitive subsystems ac

cessed by skilled users over novices. Some of the subsystems discussed in Chapter 3 could 

find adjuncts in dashboard controls. For instance, skilled users are typically found to filter 

out certain classes of information during critical periods. Adding such controls might have 

a training effect for novices or might bring novice performance closer to parity with that of 

experts and their built-in filtering mechanisms. 

5.2.2 SERVER STUDIES 

The experimental server represents a single configuration for analysis of incoming textual 

information. There are many ways to reconfigure the server to test many issues appearing 

in the literature, as well as new issues suggested by this first study. 

Precision of clusters: SVD vs MDS. Multidimensional scaling introduces considerable cost 

into the display and it may be the case that a cheaper singular value decomposition solution 

provides enough differentiation to get by. Comparing results from these two systems may 

offer important guidance to designers seeking performance gains at low computational cost. 

Overlapping clusters: how much overlap? A big issue for suffix tree clustering is the degree 

of overlap users desire between clusters. There are no established guidelines, nor even a 

roadmap for finding such guidelines. Will they be domain specific, are they a matter of 

user preference? So far, only anecdotal evidence has accumulated, indicating that degree of 

overlap is a hot button for many users. 

Ontology to improve clustering. Prior to the present study, a quick and dirty ontology was 

developed to augment clustering. It quickly became apparent that any attempt to integrate 

an ontology into the analysis was likely to be expensive and offer a high potential payoff. 

Results of the TREC competition suggest that ontologies are critically important to ques

tion answering and that large numbers of relationships must be captured for that task, not 

only the basic relationships of hypernym / hyponym and meronym / holonym, but specific 
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kinds of general / specific and container / contain relationships. Systems relying on general 

ontologies ranging from Wordnet to Cyc have a rich number of relationships to draw on 

and many schemes for refining the distance between nodes in the relationship network, 

such as considering the relative depth of two nodes in an inheritance or container tree, as 

well as weighting surrounding collocations. An important step for further research is to 

select a promising approach and compare the resulting visualization both for cluster geom

etry and classification errors. When a demonstrably superior result is obtained, it will be 

possible to conduct a further user study to determine the impact on user performance. 

Webmining to improve clustering. A related field of research is to augment or replace on-

tological information by webmining. It may be possible to sidestep much of the effort in 

ontology construction to regard known websites as a kind of ontology and to automatically 

construct profiles of representatives of known topics from them. Statistical comparison of 

such profiles to incoming texts with very little human intervention. As with the purely 

ontological study mentioned above, a two step process would follow, where first an objec

tive improvement in cluster geometry and classification errors would be sought. Second, 

when a significant improvement is implemented, user impact of the improvement can be 

measured. 

Tracking authorship of incoming texts. During requirements elicitation, it bccame clear that 

officials gave higher credence to reports coming from certain sources. It would be easy to 

use the authorship tag for each text as an analytical tool, both to show the relationships 

between different speakers and to trace the movement of themes from speaker to speaker. 

The hypothesis to be tested here would be that such a capability would allow higher noise 

levels to be introduced without performance degradation, since it would be possible to 

remove "echoes" from the discourse. 

Impact ofMDS improvements, such as local minima, axis rotation. University of Pennsylvania 

researcher Andreas Buja has introduced several refinements to multidimensional scaling 
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intended to improve performance in a dynamic, rather than batch-oriented system. His 

studies so far, of improvements like overcoming local minima in optimizing, and coping 

with the problem of rotation and reflection of otherwise identical configurations, have only 

been tested on small data sets and only on objective criteria, not user judgement. The exist

ing implementation provides an ideal testbed to determine the impact on user performance 

of these improvements. 

Multiple channels for people playing different roles. The visualization system as implemented 

permits clicnts to join a specific channel at a time, as in channels on television. During 

the present study, only one channel was used. An obvious extension would be to present 

one channel for each job description, and to revise the scenario so that each subject plays 

the role of a specific job. This approach would enable refinement of many of the above-

mentioned techniques, to determine the relationship between the impacts of given features 

and managerial level. A related follow-on would be to allow people to select channels that 

would be classified by source. For instance, a subject would have choices about whether 

to watch the police channel, the parents channel, the deans channel, or other specialized 

channels, instead of the general channel. This may reveal a minimum noise threshold 

below which visualization is not relevant. System design could benefit from knowing the 

existence of such a threshold and specific details that could arise from such a user study. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANALYSIS TABLES 

column definition 

date date-timestamp in year, month, date, time 
(24-hour) format 
trailing component of machine IP address 

submitting questionnaire 

V for visualization or T for text 
questionnaire name 
rule number corresponding to previously dis
played rule tables 

situation awareness level corresponding to 
previously displayed rule tables 
score corresponding to previously displayed 

rule tables 

Table A.I. Key for Analysis of Entries Table 

ip 

team 

stage 

rule 

SA 

score 

Table A.2 shows the classification of 900 entries based on the rules given in tables 4.1 

through 4.12. 

date IP team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 100 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 100 V Factsi 004 perc I 

200304101530 LOI V Factsi 009 comp I 

2 003 04101530 LOI V Factsi 006 perc I 

200304101530 LOI V Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 102 V Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 102 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 103 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 103 V Factsi 008 perc I 

200304x01530 103 V Factsi on perc I 

200304101530 103 V Factsi 012 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Factsi 001 pcrc I 

200304101530 104 V Factsi 008 perc I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 104 V Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 104 V Factsi 013 p^rc 0 

200304101530 104 V Factsi 013 perc 0 
200304101530 105 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 105 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 105 T Factsi 009 comp I 

200304101530 1—( 0
 

T Factsi 014 comp -I 
200304101530 105 T Factsi 015 perc I 

200304101530 106 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 106 T Factsi 009 comp I 

200304101530 106 T Factsi 016 perc I 

200304101530 107 T Factsi 019 perc I 

200304101530 107 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 107 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 107 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 107 T Factsi 017 perc -I 
200304101530 107 T Factsi 013 perc 0 
200304101530 107 T Factsi 020 comp I 
200304101530 107 T Factsi 015 perc I 
200304101530 108 T Factsi 019 perc I 
200304101530 109 T Factsi OCX perc I 

200304101530 109 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 109 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 109 T Factsi 013 perc 0 
200304101530 109 T Factsi 021 perc -I 

200304101530 III V Factsi 001 perc I 
200304101530 III V Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 III V Factsi 004 perc I 
200304101530 HI V Factsi 015 perc I 
200304101530 III V Factsi 012 perc I 
200304101530 1X2 V Factsi 001 perc I 
200304101530 112 V Factsi 021 perc -I 

200304101530 112 V Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 112 V Facts r 015 perc 0 

200304101530 113 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 "3 V Factsi 008 perc I 
200304101530 114 V Factsi 001 perc I 
200304101530 114 V Factsi 008 perc I 
200304101530 "5 T Factsi 001 perc I 
200304101530 115 T Factsi 008 perc I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 116 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 116 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 116 T Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 116 T Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 116 T Factsi 015 perc I 

200304101530 116 T Factsi 012 perc I 

200304101530 116 T Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 117 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 117 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 117 T Factsi 002 perc -I 

200304101530 117 T Factsi 022 perc -I 

200304101530 118 T Factsi 003 perc -I 

200304101530 118 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 119 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 119 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 076 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 076 V Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 076 V Factsi 012 perc 1 

200304101530 092 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Factsi 023 perc -I 

200304101530 092 T Factsi 015 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Factsi 018 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 092" T Factsi 009 comp I 

200304101530 092 T Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 093 T Factsi 001 perc 0 

200304101530 093 T Factsi 008 perc 0 

200304101530 093 T Factsi 0
 

0
 

perc 0 

200304101530 093 T Factsi 024 perc -I 

200304101530 094 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Factsi 008 perc I 

20030410x530 094 T Factsi 012 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 094 T Factsi 025 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Factsi 026 perc I 

200304101530 095 T Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 095 T Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Factsi 019 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Factsi 027 comp I 
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200304101530 097 V Factsi 004 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 098 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 098 V Factsi 008 perc I 

200304101530 099 V Factsi 001 perc I 

200304101530 099 V Factsi 013 perc 0 

200304101530 100 V Topici 028 perc -I 

200304101530 LOI V Topici 029 comp I 

200304101:530 LOI V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 LOI V Topici 031 comp I 

200304101530 102 V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 102 V Topici 031 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topicr 031 comp I 

200304101530 104 V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 104 V Topici 031 comp I 

200304101530 

0
 1—( 

T Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 105 T Topici 031 comp I 

200304101530 106 T Topici 032 comp -I 

200304101530 107 T Topici 033 comp I 

200304101530 107 T Topici 034 comp I 

200304101530 107 T Topici 035 comp I 

200304101530 107 T Topici 036 comp I 

200304101530 108 T Topici 037 comp -I 

200304101530 109 T Topici 038 comp I 

200304101530 III V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 in V Topici 039 comp I 

200304101530 III V Topici 036 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topici 036 comp I 

200304101530 «3 V Topici 029 comp I 

200304101530 113 V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 113 V Topici 031 comp I 

2 003 04 TO 1530 113 V Topici 040 comp I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 114 V Topici 030 comp X 

200304101530 114 V Topici 041 comp I 

200304101530 "5 T Topici 030 comp I 

2 003 04101530 "5 T Topici 042 comp I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 116 T Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topici 030 comp I 
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200304101530 117 T Topici 031 comp I 
200304101530 117 T Topici 043 comp -I 
200304101530 118 T Topici 044 comp -I 

200304101530 119 T Topici 033 comp I 
2 003 04101530 076 V Topici 036 comp I 

200304101530 076 V Topici 045 comp I 

200304101530 092 T Topici 030 comp 1 
200304101530 092 T Topici 046 comp -I 

200304101530 093 T Topici 034 comp I 
200304101530 093 T Topici 038 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topici 0
 

M
 

0
 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topici 031 comp I 
200304101530 095 T Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 095 T Topici 042 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topici 042 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topici 036 comp I 

200304101530 098 V Topici 030 comp I 

200304101530 099 V Topici 038 comp 1 

200304101530 100 V Stakei 047 perc -I 

200304101530 100 V Stakei 048 perc -I 

200304101530 lOI V Stakei 048 perc -I 

200304101530 102 V Stakei 049 proj I 
200304101530 103 V Stakei 050 proj I 
200304101530 103 V Stakei 051 proj I 
200304101530 104 V Stakei 0

. 

proj I 

200304101530 105 T Stakei 053 proj I 
200304101530 106 T Stakei 054 proj I 
200304101530 106 T S takei 055 proj I 
200304101530 107 T Stakei 056 proj -I 

200304101530 107 T Stakei 057 proj -I 
200304101530 107 T Stakei 058 proj -I 
200304101530 108 T Stakei 0

 
0

 

proj I 
200304101530 109 T Stakei 059 proj -I 

200304101530 III V Stakei 0
 

0
 

proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stakei 050 proj I 
200304101530 112 V Stakei 060 proj I 
200304101530 "3 V Stakei 050 proj I 
200304101530 114 V Stakei 055 proj I 

200304101530 115 T Stakei 055 proj I 
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2 003 04101530 116 T Stakci 050 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stakei 060 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake I 061 proj 0 

200304101530 119 T Stakei 062 proj I 

200304101530 076 V Stakei 049 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stakei 056 proj -I 

200304101530 092 T Stakei 063 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stakei 050 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stakei 064 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stakei 053 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stakei 065, proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stakci 052 proj X 

200304101530 094 T Stakei 047 pare -I 

200304101530 094 T Stakei 051 proj I 

200304101530 095 T Stakei 0
 

Vo 0
 proj I 

200304101530 096 V Stakei 047 perc -I 

200304101530 097 V Stakei 047 perc -I 

200304101530 098 V Stakei 066 proj I 

200304101530 100 V Facts 2 067 perc -I 

200304101530 LOI V Facts2 068 perc I 

200304101530 102 V Facts2 069 perc I 

200304101530 103 V Facts2 070 perc I 

200304101530 103 V FactS2 071 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts2 068 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts 2 072 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts 2 073 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts2 074 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts2 075 perc I 

200304101530 105 T Facts2 070 perc I 

200304101530 105 T ' Facts2 071 perc I 

200304101530 106 T Facts2 076 perc -I 

200304101530 106 T Facts2 077 perc -I 

200304101530 107 T Facts2 078 perc I 

200304101530 108 T Facts2 078 perc I 

200304101530 108 T Facts 2 071 perc I 

200304101530 109 T Facts 2 079 perc I 

200304101530 III V Facts 2 080 perc I 

200304101530 III V Facts 2 073 perc I 

200304101530 III V Facts 2 068 perc I 

200304101530 III V Facts2 081 perc I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

2 003 04101530 112 V Facts2 079 perc I 
2OO3O4IOI53O 112 V Facts2 077 perc -I 
200304101530 113 V Facts2 070 perc I 
2OO3O4IOI53O 113 V Facts2 071 perc I 
200304101530 113 V Facts2 074 perc I 

200304I01530 114 V Facts2 070 perc I 
200304101530 114 V Facts 2 082 perc I 
2OO3O4IOI53O 115 V Facts 2 070 perc I 
200304I01530 115 T FactS2 071 perc I 
2OO3O4IOI53O 116 T Facts2 078 perc I 
2OO3O4IOI53O 117 T Facts2 078 perc I 

200304I0I530 118 T Facts2 078 perc I 

2OO304IOI53O 119 T Facts 2 083 perc I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 076 V Facts2 080 perc I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 076 V Facts2 084 perc I 

200304I0I530 092 T Facts 2 078 perc I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 093 T Facts 2 082 perc I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 093 T Facts 2 070 perc I 

200304I01530 093 T Facts2 071 perc I 

200304I01530 093 T Facts 2 085 perc -I 

200304I01530 093 T Facts2 078 perc I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 093 T Facts2 080 perc I 

200304I0I530 093 T Facts2 068 perc . I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 094 T Facts 2 070 perc I 
200304I01530 094 T Facts 2 071 perc I 

200304I01530 095 T Facts2 075 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Facts2 085 perc -I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 097 V Facts2 078 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Facts 2 080 perc I 
2OO3O4IOI53O 098 V Facts 2 070 perc I 
200304101530 098 V Facts2 071 perc I 

200304101530 099 V Facts2 067 perc -I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 100 V Topic2 086 comp I 

200304I01530 lOI V Topic2 087 comp I 
200304101530 102 V Topic2 088 comp I 
200304I01530 103 V Topic2 089 comp I 

2OO3O4IOI53O 103 V TopiC2 090 comp I 

2OO304IOT53O 104 V Topic2 089 comp I 
2OO3O4IOI53O 104 V Topic2 091 perc -I 

200304101530 104 V Topic2 092 comp I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 104 V Topic2 093 comp X 

200304101530 105 T TopiC2 094 comp -I 

20030410153c 106 T Topic2 086 comp I 
200304101530 107 T Topic2 096 comp I 

200304101530 108 T Topic2 097 comp -I 

200304101530 109 T Topic2 098 comp -1 

200304101530 III V Topic2 099 : comp I 

200304101530 III V Topic2 089 comp I 

200304101530 112 V TopiC2 089 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topic2 099 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topic2 100 comp I 

200304101530 113 V Topic2 089 comp I 
200304101530 114 V TopiC2 086 comp I 

200304101530 115 T Topic2 lOI comp -I 
200304101530 116 T Topic2 089 comp I 
200304101530 116 T Topic2 090 comp I 

200304101530 117 T TopiC2 102 comp -I 

200304101530 1x8 T TopiC2 103 comp I 

200304101530 119 T Topic2 104 comp I 

200304101530 076 V Topic2 105 comp I 

200304101530 092 T Topic2 106 comp -I 

200304101530 093 T Topic2 089 comp I 

200304101530 093 T Topic2 090 comp I 
200304101530 094 T Topic2 107 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topic2 095 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topic2 086 comp I 

200304101530 095 T Topic2 104 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic2 108 comp -I 

200304101530 097 V TopiC2 086 comp I 

200304101530 098 V Topic2 109 comp I 

200304101530 099 V Topic2 086 comp I 
200304101530 100 V Stakea no proj -I 
200304101530 LOI V Stake2 III proj I 
200304101530 LOI V Stake2 112 proj I 

200304101530 LOI V Stake2 113 proj -I 

200304101530 lOI V Stake2 114 proj -I 

200304101530 LOI V Stake2 115 proj I 

200304x01530 102 V Stake2 112 proj 1 

200304101530 103 V Stake2 116 proj I 
200304101530 103 V Stake2 117 proj I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 104 V Stake2 118 proj I 

200304101530 104 V Stake2 119 proj I 

200304101530 104 V Stakes 114 proj -I 

200304101530 104 V Stake2 ISO proj I 

200304101530 105 T Stake2 121 proj I 

200304101530 106 T Stake2 122 proj 0 

200304101530 107 T Stake2 122 proj 0 

200304101530 107 T Stake2 114 proj -I 

200304101530 107 T Stake2 123 proj -I 

200304101530 108 T Stake2 124 proj I 

200304101530 109 T Stake2 125 proj 0 

200304101530 III V Stake2 126 proj I 

200304101530 III V Stake2 119 proj I 

200304101530 III V Stake2 117 proj I 

200304101530 III V Stake2 127 proj I 

200304101530 III V Stake2 116 proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stake2 116 proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stakes 115 proj I 

200304101530 113 V Stakes 112 proj I 

200304101530 114 V Stake2 is8 proj I 

200304101530 115 T Stake2 114 proj -I 

200304101530 116 T Stake2 129 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stake2 116 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake2 123 proj -I 

200304101530 119 T Stakes 125 proj 0 

200304101530 076 V Stake2 125 proj 0 

200304101530 092 T Stake2 115 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stakes 130 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stakes 131 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stakes 116 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stakes 132 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stakes 131 proj I 

2 003 04101530 095 T Stakes 133 proj I 

200304101530 096 V Stakes 123 proj -I 

200304101530 097 V Stake2 134 proj I 

200304101530 098 V Stakes 118 proj I 

20030410T530 099 V Stakes 125 proj 0 

200304101530 100 V Facts3 135 perc -I 

200304101530 LOI V Facts3 136 perc -I 

200304101530 102 V Facts3 137 perc 0 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 102 V Facts3 138 pare -I 

200304101530 102 V Facts3 139 pare I 

20030410153c 103 V Facts3 140 perc I 
200304101530 103 V Facts3 141 perc I 

20030410153c 103 V Facts3 142 perc I 
200304101530 103 V Facts3 143 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts3 144 perc I 

200304101530 104 V FactS3 145 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts3 146 perc I 

200304101530 104 V Facts3 138 perc -I 

200304101530 104 V Facts3 147 perc I 

200304101530 104 V FactS3 148 perc -I 

200304101530 105 T Facts3 140 perc I 

200304101530 105 T FactS3 141 perc I 

200304101530 105 T Facts3 149 perc I 

200304101530 105 T Facts3 150 perc I 

200304101530 106 T Facts3 149 perc I 

200304101530 106 T FactS3 151 perc -I 

20030410153c 107 T Facts3 152 perc I 

200304101530 107 T Facts3 153 perc I 

.200304101530 108 T Facts3 154 perc -I 

200304101530 108 T Facts3 155 perc 0 

200304101530 109 T Facts3 156 perc -I 

200304101530 III V FactS3 138 perc -I 

200304101530 III V FactS3 153 perc I 

20030410153c III V Facts3 157 perc I 

200304101530 III V Facts3 158 perc 1 

200304101530 112 V Facts3 144 perc I 
200304101530 112 V Facts3 159 perc I 

200304101530 112 V Facts3 160 perc -I 

200304101530 112 V Facts3 161 perc 0 

200304101530 113 V Facts3 138 perc -I 

200304101530 113 V Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 113 V Facts3 158 perc I 

200304101530 "3 V FactS3 162 perc I 

2C0304101530 113 V Facts3 144 perc I 

200304101530 114 V Facts3 144 perc I 

20030410153c 114 V Facts3 152 perc I 

200304101530 114 V Facts3 163 perc I 

2003041C1530 114 V Facts3 164 perc I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

2 003 04101530 114 V Facts3 165 perc I 

20030410:530 115 T Facts3 140 perc I 

200304101530 115 T Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 115 T Facts3 153 perc I 

200304101530 115 T Facts3 166 perc -I 

200304101530 "5 T Facts3 167 perc I 

200304101530 "5 T Facts3 168 perc I 

200304101530 116 T Facts3 169 perc -I 

200304101530 116 T FactS3 170 perc -I 

200304101530 116 T Facts3 140 perc r 

200304101530 116 T Facts3 171 perc I 

200304101530 116 T Facts3 166 perc -I 

200304101530 116 T Facts3 153 perc I 

200304101530 116 T Facts3 172 perc 0 

200304101530 117 T Facts3 149 perc I 

200304101530 117 T Facts3 140 perc I 

200304101530 117 T Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 117 T Facts3 163 perc I 

200304101530 118 T Facts3 149 perc I 

200304101530 118 T Facts3 173 perc I 

200304101530 118 T Facts3 140 perc I 

200304101530 118 T Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 118 T Facts3 174 perc I 

200304101530 119 T Facts3 149 perc I 

200304101530 119 T Facts3 167 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts3 175 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts3 140 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts3 153 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts3 167 perc I 

200304101530 093 T Facts3 142 perc I 

200304101530 093 T Facts3 I4-I perc I 

200304101530 093 T Facts3 166 perc -I 

200304101530 093 T FactS3 148 perc -I 

200304101530 094 T Facts3 140 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Facts3 142 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Facts3 176 perc I 

200304101530 095 T Facts3 177 perc I 

200304101530 095 T Facts3 177 perc I 



date ip team stage ruie SA score 

200304101530 095 T Facts3 163 pare I 

200304101530 096 V Facts3 142 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Facts3 168 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Facts3 178 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Facts3 179 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Facts3 152 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Facts3 140 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Facts3 180 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Facts3 181 perc I 

200304101530 097 V Facts3 144 perc I 

200304101530 098 V Facts3 182 perc I 

200304101530 098 V Facts3 140 perc I 
200304101530 098 V Facts3 141 perc I 

200304101530 098 V Facts3 183 perc -I 

200304101530 099 V FactS3 178 perc 1 

200304101530 099 V FactS3 181 perc I 

200304101530 100 V Topic3 184 comp I 

200304101530 LOI V Topic3 185 comp I 

200304101530 LOI V Topic3 186 comp I 

200304101530 102 V Topic3 187 comp I 
200304101530 102 V Topic3 188 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic3 187 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic3 188 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic3 189 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic3 190 comp I 
200304101530 103 V Topic3 191 comp I 

200304101530 104 V Topic3 192 comp 0 

200304101530 104 V Topic3 193 comp I 

200304101530 104 V Topic3 194 comp -1 

200304101530 105 T Topic3 195 comp I 
200304101530 105 T Topic3 185 comp I 

200304101530 105 T Topic3 196 comp I 

200304101530 105 T Topic3 187 comp I 

200304101530 ro6 T TOPIC3 197 comp I 

200304101530 106 T Topic3 198 comp I 

200304101530 106 T Topic3 199 comp 0 

200304101530 107 T Topic3 189 comp I 

200304101530 107 T Topic3 197 comp I 

200304101530 108 T Topic3 200 comp 0 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 109 T Topic3 197 comp I 

200304101530 III V Topic3 193 comp I 

200304101530 III V Topic3 201 comp I 

200304101530 III V Topic3 200 comp 0 

200304101530 112 V Topic3 202 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topic3 197 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topic3 203 comp I 

200304101530 113 V Topic3 200 comp 0 

200304101530 "3 V Topic3 204 comp -I 

200304101:530 114 V Topic3 205 comp I 

200304101530 114 V Topic3 189 comp I 

200304101530 114 V Topic3 206 comp I 

200304101530 115 T Topic3 207 comp -I 

200304101530 "5 T Topic3 208 comp I 

200304101530 115 T Topic3 200 comp 0 

200304101530 116 T Topic3 209 comp -I 

200304101530 116 T Topic3 210 comp -I 

200304101530 116 T Topic3 187 comp I 

200304101530 116 T Topic3 211 comp I 

200304101530 116 T Topic3 194 comp -I 

200304101530 116 T Topic3 195 comp I 

200304101530 116 T Topic3 212 comp 0 

200304101530 117 T Topic3 187 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topic3 188 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topic3 211 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topic3 197 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topic3 213 comp I 

200304101530 118 T Topic3 187 comp I 

200304101530 118 T Topic3 188 comp I 

200304101530 M 00
 

T Topic3 214 comp I 

200304101530 118 T Topic3 198 comp I 

200304101530 119 T Topic3 187 comp I 

200304101530 119 T Topic3 188 comp I 

200304101530 119 T Topic3 215 comp I 

200304101530 119 T Topic3 216 comp -I 

200304101530 076 T Topic3 187 comp I 

200304101530 076 T Topic3 188 comp I 

200304101530 076 T Topic3 185 comp I 

200304101530 092 T Topic3 217 comp I 

200304101530 092 T Topic3 218 comp -I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 093 T Topic3 219 comp I 

200304101530 093 T Topic3 220 comp I 

200304101530 093 T Topic3 200 comp 0 
200304101530 094 T Topic3 197 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topic3 220 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topic3 195 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topic3 221 comp I 

200304101530 095 T Topic3 222 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic3 223 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic3 220 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic3 224 comp I 

200304x01530 097 V Topic3 198 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topic3 202 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topic3 225 comp I 

200304101530 098 V Topic3 226 comp -I 

200304101530 098 V Topic3 227 comp I 

200304101530 098 V Topic3 228 comp -I 

200304101530 099 V Topic3 225 comp I 

200304101530 100 V Stake3 229 proj I 

200304101530 XOI V Stakc3 230 proj -I 

200304101530 XOI V Stake3 23X proj I 

200304101530 lOI V Stakc3 232 proj -I 

200304101530 XOI V Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 lOI V Stake3 234 proj I 

200304101530 102 V Stake3 231 proj I 

200304101530 X02 V Stakc3 235 proj I 

200304101530 102 V Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 102 V Stake3 236 proj X 

200304101530 103 V Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 103 V Stake3 234 proj X 

200304101530 103 V Stake3 240 proj I 

200304101530 103 V Stake3 237 proj I 

200304101530 104 V Stake3 233 proj I 

20030410x530 104 V Stake3 238 proj 0 
20030410153c 104 V Stake3 239 proj c 

200304101530 105 T Stake3 241 proj I 

200304101530 105 T Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 105 T Stake3 234 proj I 

200304101530 106 T Stake3 242 proj I 

200304101530 106 T Stake3 243 proj I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 106 T Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 106 T Stake3 231 proj I 

200304101530 106 T Stake3 244 proj I 

200304x01530 106 T Stake3 245 proj I 

200304101530 107 T Stake3 242 proj I 

200304101530 107 T Stakc3 231 proj I 

200304101530 107 T Stakc3 232 proj -I 

200304101530 108 T Stake3 247 proj -I 

200304101530 108 T Stake3 232 proj -I 

200304101530 108 T Stakc3 246 proj -I 

200304101530 109 T Stake3 232 proj -I 

200304101530 III V Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 III V Stake3 248 proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stakc3 249 proj I 

20030410x530 "3 V Stake3 250 proj I 

200304101530 113 V Stake3 231 proj 1 

200304101530 "3 V Stake3 244 proj I 

200304101530 113 V Stake3 233 proj 1 

200304101530 114 V Stake3 250 proj I 

200304101530 114 V Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 "5 T Stake3 239 proj 0 

200304101530 "5 T Stake3 234 proj 1 

200304101530 "5 T Stakc3 233 proj I 

200304101530 115 T Stakc3 232 proj -I 

200304101530 115 T Stakc3 251 proj I 

200304101530 115 T Stake3 252 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stake3 233 proj I 
200304101530 116 T Stake3 234 proj I 
200304101530 116 T Stakc3 235 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stake3 231 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stake3 240 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stake3 253 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stake3 232 proj -I 

200304101530 116 T Stake3 239 proj 0 

200304101530 117 T Stake3 249 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stake3 231 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stakc3 254 proj I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 118 T Stake3 255 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake3 240 proj I 

200304101530 076 V Stake3 234 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stake3 241 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stake3 234 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stake3 239 pro] 0 

200304101530 093 T Stake3 248 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stake3 240 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stake3 232 proj -I 

200304101530 094 T Stake3 256 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stake3 257 proj 0 

200304101530 094 T Stake3 257 proj 0 

200304101530 094 T Stake3 257 proj 0 

200304101530 094 T Stake3 240 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stake3 255 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stake3 242 proj I 

200304101530 095 T Stakc3 257 proj 0 

200304101530 095 T Stake3 232 proj -I 
200304101530 095 T Stake3 258 proj I 

200304101530 096 V Stake3 244 proj I 

200304101530 096 V Stake3 232 proj -1 

200304101530 096 V Stake3 239 proj 0 

200304101530 096 V Stake3 234 proj I 
200304101530 096 V Stake3 233 proj I 
200304101530 097 V Stake3 257 proj 0 

200304101530 097 V Stake3 257 proj 0 

200304101530 097 V Stake3 257 proj 0 

200304101530 098 V Stake3 233 proj I 

200304101530 098 V Stake3 240 proj I 

200304101530 098 V Stake3 244 proj I 

200304101530 099 V Stake3 253 proj I 

200304101530 100 V FactS4 259 perc I 

200304101530 100 V FactS4 260 perc I 

200304101530 lOI V Facts4 261 perc I 

200304101530 lOI V Facts4 262 perc -I 

200304101530 102 V Facts4 261 perc I 

200304101530 102 V FactS4 264 perc I 

200304101530 102 V FactS4 265 perc I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 102 V Facts4 266 perc I 

200304101530 102 V Facts4 267 perc I 

200304101530 103 V Facts4 263 perc I 

200304101530 103 V Facts4 264 perc I 

200304101530 103 V FactS4 261 perc I 

200304101530 103 V Facts4 

0
0
 

perc I 

200304101530 103 V FactS4 269 perc I 

200304101530 104 V FactS4 261 perc I 

200304101530 104 V FactS4 270 perc I 

200304101530 104 V FactS4 271 perc I 

200304101530 104 V FactS4 272 perc I 

200304101530 104 V FactS4 273 perc I 

200304101530 105 T FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 105 T Facts4 264 perc I 

200304101530 105 T FactS4 274 perc I 

200304101530 105 T FactS4 275 perc I 

200304101530 105 T FactS4 276 perc I 

200304101530 106 T FactS4 274 perc I 

200304101530 106 T FactS4 267 pcrc I 

200304101530 107 T FactS4 261 perc I 

200304101530 107 T Facts4 259 perc I 

200304101530 107 T FactS4 277 perc I 

200304101530 108 T Facts4 278 perc 0 
200304101530 108 T FactS4 279 perc -I 

200304101530 109 T FactS4 280 perc I 

200304101530 109 T FactS4 281 perc I 

200304101530 III V FactS4 

00 

perc -I 

200304101530 III V Facts4 283 perc I 

200304101530 112 V Facts4 281 perc I 

200304101530 112 V FactS4 283 perc I 

200304101530 112 V FactS4 284 perc I 

200304101530 113 V FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 "3 V FactS4 264 perc I 

200304101530 113 V Facts4 284 perc I 

200304101530 113 V Facts4 275 perc I 

200304101530 113 V FactS4 285 perc -I 

200304101530 114 V Facts4 261 perc I 

200304101530 114 V FactS4 284 perc I 

200304101530 114 V FactS4 265 perc I 

200304101530 114 V FactS4 276 perc I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 114 V Facts4 287 perc I 
200304101530 114 V Facts4 286 pare I 
200304101530 115 T Facts4 263 perc I 
200304x01530 115 T Facts4 264 perc I 

200304101530 115 T Facts4 266 perc I 

2003041:01530 116 T Facts4 288 perc -I 

200304101530 116 T FactS4 289 perc -I 

200304101530 116 T FactS4 267 perc I 

200304101530 116 T FactS4 290 perc I 

200304101530 116 T FactS4 291 perc -I 

200304101530 117 T FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 117 T Facts4 264 perc I 

200304101530 117 T FactS4 268 perc I 

200304101530 118 T FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 118 T FactS4 264 perc I 

200304101530 118 T FactS4 267 perc I 

200304101530 118 T Facts4 274 perc I 

200304101530 118 T FactS4 293 perc I 

200304101530 119 T Facts4 275 perc 1 
200304101530 119 T FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 119 T FactS4 264 perc I 

200304101530 119 T FactS4 274 perc I 

200304101530 076 V Facts4 290 perc I 

200304101530 076 V FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 076 V FactS4 264 perc I 

200304101530 076 V FactS4 294 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts4 263 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts4 264 perc I 

200304101530 092 T FactS4 264 perc I 

200304101530 092 T Facts4 295 perc 0 
200304101530 093 T Facts4 263 perc I 

200304101530 093 T Facts4 264 perc I 
200304101530 093 T FactS4 274 perc I 

200304101530 093 T FactS4 275 perc I 

200304101530 093 T FactS4 294 perc I 

200304101530 093 T Facts4 276 perc I 

200304101530 094 T FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Facts4 264 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Facts4 265 perc I 

200304101530 094 T Facts4 275 perc I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 094 T Facts4 274 perc I 

200304101530 094 T FactS4 269 perc I 

200304101530 095 T FactS4 296 perc -I 

20030410x530 095 T Facts4 284 perc I 

200304101530 095 T Facts4 297 perc I 

200304101530 095 T Facts4 298 perc 0 

200304101530 096 V FactS4 261 perc I 

200304101530 096 V FactS4 288 perc -I 

200304101530 096 V FactS4 269 perc I 

200304101530 096 V Facts4 265 perc I 

200304101530 096 V FactS4 267 perc I 

200304101530 096 V FactS4 290 perc I 

200304101530 097 V FactS4 261 perc I 
200304101530 097 V FactS4 284 perc I 

200304101530 097 V FactS4 275 perc I 
200304101530 097 V FactS4 286 perc I 

200304101530 097 V FactS4 290 perc 1 
200304101530 098 V FactS4 263 perc I 

200304101530 098 V Facts4 264 perc 1 

200304101530 098 V Facts4 261 perc I 

200304101530 098 V Facts4 299 perc 0 
200304101530 099 V Facts4 267 perc I 
200304101530 100 V Topic4 300 comp I 
200304101530 lOI V Topic4 301 comp -I 

200304101530 lOI V Topic4 302 comp -I 

200304101530 102 V Topic4 303 comp I 

200304101530 102 V Topic4 304 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic4 305 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic4 306 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic4 307 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic4 308 comp I 

200304101530 103 V Topic4 309 comp I 

200304101530 104 V Topic4 310 comp I 

2003041C1530 104 V Topic4 311 comp I 

200304101530 105 T Topic4 312 comp I 

200304101530 105 T Topic4 313 comp I 

200304101530 105 T Topic4 314 comp I 

200304101530 106 T Topic4 315 comp I 

200304101530 106 T Topic4 316 comp I 

200304101530 107 T Topic4 317 comp I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

2 003 04101530 107 T Topic4 318 comp 0 

200304101530 108 T Topic4 319 comp 0 

200304101530 108 T Topic4 319 comp 0 

200304101530 108 T Topic4 319 comp 0 

200304T01530 109 T Topic4 319 comp 0 

200304101530 III V Topic4 320 comp 0 

200304101530 III V Topic4 310 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topic4 317 comp I 

200304101530 112 V Topic4 312 comp I 

200304101530 113 V Topic4 305 comp I 

200304101530 113 V Topic4 306 comp I 

200304101530 114 V Topic4 317 comp I 

200304101530 114 V Topic4 321 comp I 

200304101530 114 V Topic4 322 comp -I 

200304101530 114 V Topic4 323 comp I 

200304101530 115 T Topic4 324 comp I 

200304101530 115 T Topic4 325 comp I 

200304101530 "5 T Topic4 307 comp I 

200304101530 116 T Topic4 326 comp -I 

200304101530 116 T Topic4 327 comp -I 

200304101530 116 T Topic4 318 comp 0 

200304101530 116 T Topic4 310 comp I 

200304101530 116 T Topic4 328 comp -I 

200304101530 117 T Topic4 305 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topic4 306 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topic4 329 comp I 

200304101530 117 T Topic4 330 comp I 

200304101530 118 T Topic4 306 comp I 

200304101530 118 T Topic4 321 comp I 

200304101530 118 T Topic4 319 comp 0 

200304101530 118 T Topic4 319 comp 0 

200304101530 119 T Topic4 331 comp I 

200304101530 119 T Topic4 332 comp I 

200304101530 119 T Topic.4 333 comp -I 

200304101530 076 V Topic4 334 comp I 

200304101530 076 V Topic4 334 comp I 

200304101530 076 V Topic4 335 comp -I 

200304101530 092 T Topic4 319 comp 0 

200304101530 092 ,T 
T 

Topic4 312 comp I 

200304101530 092 

,T 
T Topic4 327 comp -I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 093 T Topic4 331 comp I 

200304101530 093 T Topic4 327 comp -I 

200304101530 094 T Topic4 312 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topic4 311 comp I 

200304101530 094 T Topic4 327 comp -I 

200304101530 095 T Topic4 321 comp I 

200304101530 095 T Topic4 336 comp -I 

200304101530 096 V Topic4 317 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic4 326 comp -I 

200304101530 096 V Topic4 321 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic4 309 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic4 310 comp I 

200304101530 096 V Topic4 323 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topic4 317 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topic4 308 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topic4 330 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topic4 323 comp 1 

200304101530 097 V Topic4 337 comp I 

200304101530 097 V Topic4 338 comp I 

200304101530 098 V Topic4 322 comp -I 

200304101530 098 V Topic4 339 comp I 

200304101530 099 V Topic4 317 comp I 

200304101530 100 V Stake4 340 Proj -I 
200304101530 100 V Stake4 341 proj -I 

200304101530 lOI V Stake4 341 proj -I 
200304101530 lOI V Stake4 342 proj I 

200304101530 lOI V Stake4 343 proj I 

200304101530 102 V Stake4 344 proj I 
200304101530 102 V Stake4 345 proj I 

200304101530 102 V Stake4 343 proj 1 

200304101530 103 V Stake4 344 proj I 
200304101530 103 V Stake4 345 proj I 

200304101530 103 V Stakc4 346 proj I 

200304101530 103 V Stake4 347 proj I 

200304101530 104 V Stake4 340 proj -I 

200304101530 104 V Stake4 348 proj -I 

200304101530 105 T Stake4 343 proj I 

200304101530 105 T Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 105 T Stake4 345 proj I 

2003041:01530 105 T Stake4 340 proj -I 



date ip team stage rale SA score 

200304101530 105 T Stake4 349 proj -I 
200304101530 106 T Stake4 350 proj I 
20030410153c 106 T Stake4 351 proj I 

200304101530 106 T Stake4 352 proj I 
200304101530 106 T Stake4 353 proj I 
200304101530 106 T Stake4 354 proj I 

200304101530 106 T Stake4 344 proj I 
200304101530 107 T Stake4 340 proj -I 

200304101530 107 T Stake4 343 proj I 
200304101530 107 T Stakc4 344 proj I 
200304101530 107 T Stake4 345 proj I 
200304101530 108 T Stake4 341 proj -I 

200304101530 108 T Stakc4 344 proj I 
200304101530 108 T Stake4 340 proj -I 
200304101530 108 T Stake4 355 proj -I 
200304101530 108 T Stake4 356 proj -I 
200304101530 109 T Stake4 357 proj -I 

200304101530 III V Stake4 358 proj I 
200304101530 III V Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 III V Stake4 345 proj I 
200304101530 III V Stake4 359 proj I 
200304101530 112 V Stake4 360 proj I 
200304101530 112 V Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stake4 361 proj I 
200304101530 112 V Stake4 343 proj I 
200304101530 112 V Stake4 365 proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stake4 345 proj I 

200304101530 112 V Stake4 353 proj 1 

200304101530 114 V Stake4 361 proj I 
200304101530 114 V Stake4 365 proj I 
200304101530 114 V Stake4 362 proj I 
200304101530 114 V Stake4 363 proj I 

200304101530 115 T Stake4 340 proj -I 
200304101530 115 T Stake4 366 proj -I 

200304101530 115 T Stake4 364 proj I 
200304101530 115 T Stake4 365 proj I 
200304101530 "5 T Stake4 367 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stakc4 345 proj I 
200304101530 116 T Stakc4 346 proj 1 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 116 T Stake4 343 proj I 

200304101530 116 T Stake4 361 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stake4 360 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stake4 345 proj I 

200304101530 117 T Stake4 343 , proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stakc4 368 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake4 369 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake4 353 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stake4 343 proj I 

250304101530 118 T Stake4 343 proj I 

200304101530 118 T Stakc4 361 proj I 

200304101530 119 T Stake4 370 proj I 

200304101530 119 T Stake4 346 proj I 

200304101530 119 T Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 119 T Stake4 345 proj I 

200304101530 119 T Stake4 369 proj I 

200304101530 076 V Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stakc4 343 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stake4 345 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 092 T Stake4 340 proj -I 

200304101530 093 T Stake4 370 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stake4 346 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stake4 361 proj I 

200304101530 093 T Stake4 371 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stake4 364 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stake4 370 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stake4 346 proj I 

200304101530 094 T Stake4 340 proj -I 

20030410153c 094 T Stake4 343 proj I 

200304101530 095 T Stakc4 361 proj I 

20030410153c 095 T Stake4 343 proj I 

200304101530 096 V Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 096 V Stake4 345 proj I 

200304101530 096 V Stake4 361 proj I 

200304101530 097 V Stake4 341 proj -I 

200304101530 097 V Stake4 342 proj I 

200304101530 097 V Stakc4 353 proj I 



date ip team stage rule SA score 

200304101530 097 V, Stake4 372 proj 0 

200304101530 098 V Stake4 367 proj I 

200304101530 098 V Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 098 V Stake4 344 proj I 

200304101530 098 V Stake4 346 proj I 

200304101530 098 V Stake4 343 proj I 

200304101530 099 V Stakc4 353 proj I 

Table A.2. Analysis of 900 Entries 
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